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Abstract
Liver surgical resection is one of the most frequently used curative therapies. However,
resectability is problematic. There is a need for a computer-assisted surgical planning and
simulation system which can accurately and efficiently simulate the liver, vessels and
tumours in actual patients. The present project describes the development of these core
segmentation and deformable modelling techniques.
For precise detection of irregularly shaped areas with indistinct boundaries, the
segmentation incorporated active contours - gradient vector flow (GVF) snakes and level sets.
To improve efficiency, a chessboard distance transform was used to replace part of the GVF
effort. To automatically initialize the liver volume detection process, a rotating template was
introduced to locate the starting slice. For shape maintenance during the segmentation
process, a simplified object shape learning step was introduced to avoid occasional
significant errors. Skeletonization with fuzzy connectedness was used for vessel
segmentation.
To achieve real-time interactivity, the deformation regime of this system was based
on a single-organ mass-spring system (MSS), which introduced an on-the-fly local mesh
refinement to raise the deformation accuracy and the mesh control quality. This method was
now extended to a multiple soft-tissue constraint system, by supplementing it with an
adaptive constraint mesh generation. A mesh quality measure was tailored based on a wide
comparison of classic measures. Adjustable feature and parameter settings were thus
provided, to make tissues of interest distinct from adjacent structures, keeping the mesh
suitable for on-line topological transformation and deformation.
More than 20 actual patient CT and 2 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) liver
datasets were tested to evaluate the performance of the segmentation method. Instrument
manipulations of probing, grasping, and simple cutting were successfully simulated on
deformable constraint liver tissue models. This project was implemented in conjunction with
the Division of Surgery, Hammersmith Hospital, London; the preliminary reality effect was
judged satisfactory by the consultant hepatic surgeon.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
In ancient times, there were four specific requirements for any therapy to be effective: magic,
ceremony, superstition, and the patient’s belief that the therapy will work (Lyons 1987).
Today, these requirements remain nearly the same. A very vivid elucidation by (Shemanko
2008), defined the ceremony when hospital patients presented themselves at a registration
desk. “Paperwork, commonly followed by blood-letting and other ceremonial rituals
disguised as assessments create the perfect environment for a truly mystical experience.” To
strengthen their faith, patients would wear their “lucky slippers” to appease superstition,
removed all forms of adornment lest they offend the diagnostic imagers, put on ceremonial
hair cover, and then lay on a stretcher ready for the long journey to the operating room. There
the anesthetist, appropriately garbed in the ceremonial scrub costume replete with colorful cap
and surgical mask that dangles from his neck, proceeded to reassure the patient that when
they awoke, they would be cured because the surgical magic would have already happened.
“The patient awakened completely ignorant of the intraoperative proceedings; the
postoperative surgical pain is a crude reminder that the magic experienced in their druginduced slumber was indeed manifest.”

If there were any non-medical difference between the treatment procedures in the past and in
future days, one might hope it would be the integration of a rehearsal step towards the final
grand stage of the ceremony, using precise image processing and a computer Virtual Reality
(VR) Simulator. This “ceremonial rehearsal”, translated into modern terms, would be better
understood as “Dynamic Surgical Planning”, which would afford full access to the patient
without structural constraints, plan ahead for crisis, and prepare the clinical workers to be
proactive instead of reactive in order to provide the best clinical care. In addition to raising
the fidelity of medical magic, implementing this rehearsal could also benefit other
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Background & objectives

1
2

Long-term survival rate
Death Rate

1. Liver transplantation
2001 +

1996

20%
36%

38.90%

61.10%

64%
80%

2. Liver resection

Objectives:
A VR system to supply:

15%

a. computer-assisted surgical planning
b. junior surgeon training simulator
85%

Figure_1.1: Study on the liver disease long-term survival rate after treatments and the
consequent objectives of this thesis.

requirements for the therapy to be effective; for instance, it could be more persuasive in
drawing patients into the belief that the surgery they were about to undergo would be a
miracle, and thus surgeons might get the best patient cooperation in return. Since the
performance of a dynamic surgical planning system might always be expected to have the
capability of real-time response, the system could be first developed as a surgical training
simulator.
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1.2 A VR Surgery Planning System and a Simulator for Liver Resection
An application domain of this interactive simulation of deformable models is the preliminary
dynamic surgical planning system as well as a surgical training simulator for liver oncology
resection.

Liver cancer is one of the most unpredictable conditions that can confront a physician before
a treatment is finally set. Every year according to Cancer Research UK, more than 2,800
people in the UK are diagnosed with liver cancer, and nearly the same number of patients
may die because of this disease. Liver surgery basically consisted of transplant or resection.
The transplantation aim was to replace the liver with a cadaver liver or a live donor lobe.
Figure_1.1 is a statistical summary of survival rate of liver surgeries, showing a great
improvement on the historically low survival rates of liver transplantation which, from 20%
to 36% in 1996, have recently improved to 61.1% since 2001. This was said by many authors
to be related to the adoption of Milan criteria1 at US transplantation centers (Herrero 2008)
(Karakayali 2006). However meanwhile, the stringent selection criteria heavily decreased the
number of the patients who can have the surgery and their matched liver grafts.

Surgical

resection, also named hepatectomy, aims to remove a tumour to treat small or slow-growing
tumours if they are diagnosed early. This treatment has offered the best prognosis for longterm survival and remained as the major curative therapy. However, it is unfortunately
possible in only 10-15% of cases. Resectability is an essential question, which is basically
determined by the possibility of either postoperative liver failure (due to too small a liver
remnant) or the recurrence of the resected tumours, the usual outcome of which is very poor,
e.g., only 10 - 20% of hepatocellular carcinomas can be removed completely by surgery. If
the cancer cannot be completely removed, disease is usually fatal within 3 to 6 months
(Cancer Research UK 2008).

1

Following the 1996 publication by the group from Milan, using a restrictive set of criteria for

orthotopic liver transplantation

in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma, excellent 5-year

posttransplant patient survival rate has been reported from many centres (Karakayali 2006).
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The in-hospital mortality is partially due to late presentation with large tumours, but also the
lack of medical expertise and facilities. Recent studies have shown that it is strongly
influenced by operative blood loss, preoperative liver function, and the extent of liver
resection (Marieke 2007) (Wu 2002). Minimally-invasive surgery (MIS) has been more and
more frequently used in liver resections to best avoid operative blood loss. Computer assisted
surgery planning through a VR system is increasingly in demand for discovering the
preoperative liver status as well as predicting the possibility of postoperative liver failure.
Operation training simulation based on individual patient data is now requested by surgeons
in order to practise on the exact patient data to prepare themselves to achieve the best success
in the real surgery.

1.3 Minimally-invasive surgery Skills and Simulator
A liver resection is usually performed under general anesthesia. An incision is made in the
abdomen on the right side just below the rib cage, as demonstrated in Figure_1.2A. Then the
veins, arteries and bile ducts are dissected from the section of liver to be removed. After that
the segment is removed and the incision is closed. (Albo 2008)
Laparoscopic interventions, also called minimally-invasive surgery (MIS), consists of
replacing the relatively large cuts in open surgery by small perforation holes, serving as entry
points for long, slender optical and surgical instruments. The necessary visual information is
mediated by a specialized camera (the endoscope) and is presented on a screen. The surgeon
manipulates the instruments through the trocar hull (Szekely 1998). Performing operations
under these conditions demands very specific capabilities of the surgeon, which can only be
gained by extensive training. Figure_1.2B is a picture of a traditional surgical training unit
without the support from any computer VR system (Paloc 2003).
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Figure_1.2A: The incision of a liver resection;

B: A traditional surgical training unit.

(Albo 2008)

(Paloc 2003)

A three-dimensional (3D) VR technology can be very helpful. There is a trend of opinion that
this method generally permits less complete visualization of hepatic anatomy at the time of
the procedure, because, unlike open resection, the surgeon does not have to calculate the
tumour's subsegmental location to be able to choose the shortest or least harmful surgical path.
That allows removal of the entire tumour and a small margin of normal tissue so as to
preserve as much healthy liver as possible. However, complete information is required about
the exact location of all hepatic tumour nodules relative to the major vessels that define the
liver’s surgical anatomy. By having this information, the surgeon can be more confident on
the resectability of the liver tumour. Thus, 3D VR is without doubt a powerful tool to help the
surgeons overcome the limitation of therapy selection and surgical planning by supplying
precisely identified lesion locations.

1.4 The Targeted User
Our targeted user is the Division of Surgery in Hammersmith Hospital, which is prominent
for its Hepatopancreobiliary procedures. Computer-aided surgical planning is done before
every liver oncology resection. The system currently in use is a mature product – MeVis
(http://www.mevis.de/), purchased from the Bremen MeVis research group. It is a static
model system, with the desirable feature that it includes surgeon-defined resection rules as
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software optional facilities in its surgery planning visualization, which we would wish to
retain. However, there are weak points of this system. Firstly, it needs a professional
specialist to do all manual image segmentation. This is a tedious job. Normally, the surgeon
needs to spend 3-5 days on the segmentation task for one patient. The other weak point is that
the MeVis system is static instead of deformable. Although thermal cutting is largely used in
operations (to avoid excessive intraoperative bleeding), pressure from instruments upon tissue
still exists and deformation still occurs. Preferably this should be calculated before entering
the operating theatre. In addition, the existing system is not able to instruct trainee surgeons
before the operation. All they can do to prepare themselves for that is to watch the teaching
videos.
The aim of this thesis project is to tackle the major weak points and limitations of the current
system.

1.5 Task Analysis
Regarding the requirement from the user that it was important to develop a hepatic surgical
simulator which enables pre-surgical planning and training about liver anatomy, it requires
two major efforts:
The segmentation of images - a fundamental stage in the development of accurate 3D
models of the liver; and
Constructing a 3D deformable mesh model of the liver organ using numerous segmented
CT and MR image datasets of patients, to incorporate various soft tissue properties and haptic
feedback - the first step towards creating a realistic deformable hepatic surgical planning
system that could be used for laparoscopic hepatic surgery and as the surgery simulator.
The main tasks of this thesis therefore will be:
Methods to produce accurately and efficiently segmented individual liver volume, hepatic
vessels and tumours from CT or MRI image datasets, in which the challenges will be to detect
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the extremely weak boundaries between tissues, to use a combined software approach to
detect different tissues of interest, and to make the detection progress fully or semi-automatic.
Ways to define an optimized liver organ mesh structure, supplying the simulation of
practical boundary constraints between soft tissues. The challenges in this task include: to
design a mesh model using primitives of the best possible quality, to best keep soft-tissue
boundary relationships inside the liver, by which different tissues can be identified and
connected with each other; and to best maintain the real-time response capability of this
multi-tissue model.

1.6 Outline
The thesis describes research in the field of soft tissue 3D reconstruction and interactive
animation of deformable tissues for surgical simulation. The main part of this report is
divided into 7 chapters:
Chapter 2 will introduce the patient data used in this thesis project, and the concept of liver
tumour resectability which indicates the significant meaning of this study.
Chapter 3 will review the current applications of simulation in medicine and surgery, as well
as their advantages over traditional teaching methods. From this, we discuss the different
types of simulators under development and those which are currently available, focusing
particularly on VR simulators and the use of haptic feedback to improve realism. Chapter 3
also will present previous work undertaken in the segmentation and 3D deformable model
field which paved the way for the method newly proposed in this thesis.
Chapter 4 will introduce a novel segmentation method for the detection of different tissues
inside the liver, by describing a particular research issue in each section. This chapter will
start by illustrating detailed segmentation difficulties and will conclude by demonstrating the
weak-edge, imbalanced area, concavity shape, and noisy object detections encountered in CT
and MRI liver volume segmentation. Discussions and detailed descriptions of the algorithms
necessary to produce the proposed solution will be given by linking all background sections.
10

Chapter 5 will explain how the liver volume segmentation can be automatically implemented,
reusing some classic methods from different categories. It will also describe how the liver
vessels and tumours can be segmented in a semi-supervised mode, and it will conclude by
reconstructing a 3D liver model containing all its vessels and tumours using either Matlab or
VTK.
Chapter 6 will illustrate a spectrum of novel mesh element quality criteria and their
distributions in 3D real-time interactive deformable models. This model secures the best
possible (according to these criteria) soft-tissue boundary preservation during deformation
under instrument manipulations. An improved stiffness matrix conditioning definition will
also be introduced, using which the mesh model system stability is enhanced.
Chapter 7 will present some typical examples of many experimental results, with statistical
analysis. As the final stage of this report, some thoughts are given to possible future directions
in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Hepatectomy Review and the Adopted
Hepatic Imaging Method Introduction
Clinical difficulties have brought new challenges to radiology practice, and new weapons
have entered the unending battle for medical imaging turf, with news mirroring the rapid pace
of change. Thus, the radiologists can start to anticipate the arrival of new equipment at their
local hospital or radiation centre. With quantitative imaging tools at their disposal,
radiologists can then rethink what they need to visualize with the imaging equipment to
answer new clinical questions.

The challenge addressed in this thesis is ultimately to determine the liver tumour resectability,
which depends on the relationship between liver tumours/metastases, intrahepatic2 vessels,
and the vena cava through 3D imaging using computed tomography (CT) or magnetic
resonance (MR). It allows the selection of appropriate surgical procedures, not only in terms
of curative value but also regarding the surgical risk to the remnant liver parenchyma.
Advances in imaging tools should help to improve the outcome of hepatectomy for high-stage
tumours by allowing this technique to be performed both curatively and safely.

Before reviewing the important, though relative complicated liver tumour resectability
analysis, the liver function and its corresponding organ structure should be introduced.

2.1 Liver Function
What is a liver and why is it so important to human bodies? Briefly, the liver is the largest
gland in the human body, acting as a complex chemical factory which has a wide range of
functions. A few of those functions are:

2

The Greek word for liver is hēpar (ήπαρ), which is why medical terms related to the liver often start

in hepatic.
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production of biochemicals (one of which is bile) necessary for digestion, and for
regulating the supply of blood fuel;
synthesis of essential body proteins as well as regulating the balance of many hormones;
detoxification of blood as a highly vascular tissue that receives a double blood supply from
the portal vein and hepatic artery.

The liver also plays a major role in metabolism during which, other than the aforementioned
functions of detoxification and (plasma) protein synthesis, it stores glycogen and decomposes
red blood cells.

2.2 Liver Location in the Abdomen and its Neighbours
The liver is the largest internal organ in the human body. It is located in the thoracic region,
which is on the right side of the upper abdomen below the diaphragm. It lies to the right of the
stomach and overlies the gallbladder. As illustrated in Figure_2.1, the pancreas is also a close
neighbour or the liver, though not always contacting liver tissue; however it has a bile duct
connection with the liver in the digestive system.

There are two blood trees flowing into the liver:
One is the hepatic portal vein. The splenic vein joins the inferior mesenteric vein, which
then together join the superior mesenteric vein to form the hepatic portal vein, draining
venous blood from the digestive system (stomach, small intestine, and large intestine) and its
associated glands (in the spleen and pancreas), so that the liver can process the nutrients and
by-products of food digestion. (MacCallum 1904)
The other blood feed is from the hepatic artery, with hepatic artery proper arising from the
common hepatic artery and joins the portal vein and the common bile duct to form the portal
triad. It subsequently gives off the cystic artery which feeds the gallbladder before bifurcating
into the right and left hepatic arteries (MacCallum 1904), which are short blood vessels that
supply oxygenated blood to the liver.
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Approximately 60% to 80% of the blood flow to the liver is from the portal venous system,
and 1/5th of blood flow is from the hepatic artery (MacCallum 1904).
The hepatic vein is responsible for draining de-oxygenated blood from the liver and blood
cleaned by the liver (from the stomach, pancreas, small intestine and colon) into the inferior
vena cava (MacCallum 1904). It arises from the substance of the liver, and contains a higher
concentration of oxygen than the hepatic artery.

Figure_2.2 demonstrates the horizontal disposition of abdominal organs and the major vessels
in transversal view, from which the left and right kidneys are shown also adjacent to the liver,
although they are serving a different function, namely the urinary system.

2.3 Liver Carcinoma and its General Classifications
Liver cancer refers to tumours or growths on or in the liver, being a class of diseases in which
a group of cells display uncontrolled growth (division beyond the normal limits), invasion
(intrusion on and destruction of adjacent tissues), and sometimes metastasis (spread to other
locations in the body via lymph or blood). These three malignant properties of cancers
differentiate them from benign tumors (Khan 2007).

Generally, the stage of a cancer is a descriptor (usually numbers I to IV) of how much the
cancer has spread. As defined in the currently most commonly used Roman Numeral Staging,
the stage often takes into account the size of a tumour, how deep it has penetrated, whether it
has invaded adjacent organs, how many lymph nodes it has metastasized to (if any), and
whether it has spread to distant organs. Staging of cancer is important because the stage at
diagnosis is the most powerful predictor of survival, and treatments are often changed based
on the stage (Khan 2007).

Cancers found in liver can thus classified as either primary, arising from liver cells, e.g.
hepatocellular carcinoma (the most frequent, malignant primary liver cancer), or secondary,
originating elsewhere in the body. Because the liver filters blood from all parts of the body,
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Figure_2.1: Digestive system showing organ relative locations and bile duct connections
(front view) (public source http://www.pueblo.gsa.gov/cic_text/health/gallstones/digstsys.gif)

Figure_2.2: Horizontal disposition of abdomen organs and major vessels: the peritoneum
containing the liver is coded in red, and the greater omentum in blue. (transversal view)
(MacCallum 1904)
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cancer cells can lodge in the liver and develop into metastatic nodules. The secondary liver
cancers are around 30 times more prevalent than primary liver cancers (Yan 2007), (Khan
2007), for instance, cancers that begin in the gastrointestinal tract often spread to the liver. In
about half of the cases of colorectal cancers, the disease later metastasizes, spreading from the
colon and rectum to other parts of the body. Secondary cancer of the liver causes a large
amount of deaths every year, and therefore, is one of the most significant health concerns.

2.4 Liver Cancer Treatments and the Challenges
Liver resection refers to the removal of one or more of the liver vascular segments. It is
commonly done as a treatment for malignant tumours, such as hepatoma (liver cancer) or
metastases from other cancers. Surgical resection is the cornerstone of curative therapy for
primary and metastatic liver tumours, however, it is feasible in only 15% of total cases (Beller
2007). Resectability is an essential question, which depends primarily on the number and size
of the tumours and the spatial relations between tumours and major hepatic vessels. If there is
no reliable means of classifying these patients before surgery, at least half the patients who
are surgically explored for hepatic resection cannot be resected.

Liver transplantation or hepatic transplantation is the replacement of a diseased liver with a
healthy liver allograft. The most commonly used technique is orthotopic transplantation, in
which the native liver is removed and the donor organ is placed in the same anatomic location
as the original liver (Starzl 1963). Liver transplantation nowadays is a well accepted treatment
option for end-stage unresectable liver disease and acute liver failure, although it is limited by
the availability of liver grafts.

Hyperthermia is a cancer treatment modality which aims at the destruction of malignant
tissues. This goal is achieved by increasing the tumour temperature to therapeutic levels for a
specific period of time, in which a laser or RF current is used to produce hyperthermia within
the tumour so as to destroy it. Being less invasive, hyperthermia has prevailed in recent years
(Rampulla 2004) (Beller 2007) et al. Similarly, radiofrequency ablation (RFA) uses high
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frequency radio-waves to destroy the tumour, the theoretical difference behind which is that
RFA uses less time but reaches a higher temperature. The latest arrival is high intensity
focused ultrasound (HIFU), which is a precise medical procedure using acoustic energy to
heat and destroy pathogenic tissue rapidly. It is one modality of therapeutic ultrasound, and
although it induces hyperthermia it should not be confused with that technique, which heats
much less rapidly and to much lower therapeutic temperatures (generally < 45°C) (Rampulla
2004).

However, only early-stage small tumours can be treated with the above hyperthermia methods.
Thus surgical resection (hepatectomy) still dominates the therapeutic treatments with the
widest range of target tumour stages.

2.5 Liver Lobes and the Bilobar Liver Metastases
Traditional gross anatomy divided the liver into four lobes based on surface features. The
falciform ligament is visible on the front (anterior side) of the liver, as shown in Figure_2.3,
which divides the liver into a left anatomical lobe, and a right anatomical lobe. When the liver
is flipped over, as illustrated in Figure_2.4, to look at it from behind (the visceral surface),
there are two additional unequal lobes between the right and left, divided by the fossa for the
gall-bladder. These are the caudate lobe (the more superior), and below this the quadrate lobe
(the portion to the left, the smaller of the two).

Each of the lobes is made up of lobules, a vein goes from the centre of each lobule which then
joins to the hepatic vein to carry blood out from the liver. On the surface of the lobules there
are ducts, veins and arteries that carry fluids to and from them (Anthea 1993). Thus, a lobule
forms the smallest unit of liver tissue circulation.
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Figure_2.3: The left and right anatomical lobes of the liver divided by the falciform ligament
(MacCallum 1904)

Figure_2.4: The caudate and quadrate lobes of the liver seen in its visceral surface
(MacCallum 1904)
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Bilobar liver cancers with discrete tumour nodules in the contralateral lobe, are commonly
staged IV with numerous lesion areas and used to be considered unsuitable for curative
treatments like hepatic resection. But, recent data suggest that palliative hepatic resection in
selected patients with advanced multiple bilobar cancers may result in a favourable survival
outcome (Liu 2003). Recent papers such as (Kianmanesh 2008) have been contributed,
evaluating the operative outcome and survival benefits of hepatic resection for patients with
multiple bilobar liver primary or metastases, and attesting that resecting bilobar liver tumours
is the present objective of improving liver tumour resectability.

2.6 Review of the Challenge in Liver Tumour Resectability and the Role
of Hepatic Imaging
Patients with multiple bilobar metastases present surgical challenges that are more complex
than those seen in patients with solitary or limited unilobar disease (Liu 2003), with a number
of studies showing that multiplicity or a bilobar distribution of metastases is associated with
poor outcome due to high recurrence and high possibility of liver postoperative failure. In
spite of this, liver resection is thought to provide survival benefit and, in many cases, to be the
only potentially curative treatment (Kianmanesh 2008) (MacCallum 1904) (Starzl 1963).
Novel improvements in the safety of hepatic resection have led to patients with multiple
bilobar and large metastases routinely undergoing resection in several major medical centres
(MacCallum 1904) (Yan 2007) etc. As a consequence, patient selection criteria based on
biological determinants of outcome have become increasingly important in improving
surgical results.

Many previous investigations have proposed staging systems and prognostic factors (Liu
2003) (Anthea 1993) that might influence the recurrence or survival time after hepatic
resection. The prognostic factors are not always independent according to multivariate
analysis (Starzl 1963) (Kianmanesh 2008), but include the following: the number, size and
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distribution of tumours; the surgical margin, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) level 3 and
doubling time; the primary tumour stage at the time of hepatectomy; the disease-free interval
after hepatectomy; the extrahepatic recurrence according to univariate analysis; and the
number, size, and surgical margin according to multivariate analysis. Multiple and bilateral
metastases are both considered to be adverse prognostic factors (Fernández-Aceñero 2003)
(Beller 2007).

Early clinicopathological factors were used to define the appropriateness of attempting
hepatectomy, with concentrations on the lesions to be removed rather than the liver that
would remain. Using resection of colorectal liver metastases as an example, to obtain 5-year
survival rates in the range of 40%–58%, only such features as the number of metastases (three
to four), the size of the tumor lesion, and a mandatory 1-cm margin of resection dictated who
was “resectable.” (Beller 2007). Several general contraindications were proposed (Ekberg
2005) to hepatectomy for metastatic colorectal cancer. These criteria included: four or more
metastases within the liver, additional extrahepatic metastatic disease, large size of hepatic
metastases, and inability to achieve a resection margin of at least 1 cm. With time, these
clinicopathologic factors were used to determine which patients with colorectal liver
metastases had “resectable” disease (Beller 2007).

Two scoring systems were built up by Nordinger et al. (1996) and Fong et al (1997) for the
convenience of defining clinical criteria for patient selection as well as for stratification of
subjects in clinical trials. As shown in Table_2.1, Nordinger et al. reported that the survival
rates after hepatic resection were affected by age, size of the largest metastases, CEA level,
stage of the primary tumour, disease-free interval, number of metastases, and resection
margin (>1 or <1 cm). By allocating 1 point to each of these factors, Nordinger et al. divided
a study population into three risk groups with 2-year survival rates of 0–2 points (79%

3

It was found that serum from individuals with colorectal carcinoma had higher levels of CEA than

healthy individuals, which makes CEA measurement a tumour marker to identify recurrences after
surgical resection. Elevated CEA levels should return to normal after surgical resection, as elevation of
CEA during follow up is an indicator of recurrence of tumour (Kianmanesh 2008).
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survival), 3–4 points (60% survival), and 5–7 points (43% survival), respectively. In the
preoperative scoring system proposed by Fong et al., different criteria were utilized: the
positive primary diseasefree interval from the primary disease to metastasis <12 months, total
number of hepatic tumors >1, size of the largest hepatic tumor >5 cm, and CEA level >200
ng/ml. By assigning 1 point to each of these conditions, Fong et al. also reported that the total
score was highly predictive of outcome, and his research results demonstrated that none of the
patients with a score of 5 showed long-term survival.

These studies were subsequently criticized because only a small number of patients who
actually met all the “non-resectable” criteria were included in the analyses. According to
these, hepatic surgery was only indicated for small solitary unilobar lesions, while multiple
bilobar hepatic metastases predicted a poor outcome of hepatic resection.

Table_2.1: Clinical score for survival after hepatic resection for colorectal liver metastases
(Scheele 1995).

The criteria for resectability have been expanded more recently. Instead of being defined by
what is removed, decisions concerning resectability now centre around what (how much
benign and functional liver tissue) will remain after resection. Under this new paradigm, the
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number of patients with resectable disease can be expanded by increasing/preserving hepatic
reserve using multidisciplinary therapies, including advanced surgical techniques,
preoperative portal vein embolization (PVE), multistage hepatectomy, local ablation therapy,
and perioperative chemotherapy. For example, for bilobar liver cancers, according to
(Kianmanesh 2008), if the anticipated remnant liver volume is small (25–40% of total),
suggesting a high risk of postoperative liver failure, portal vein embolization (PVE) 4 is
recommended prior to hepatectomy (Fernández-Aceñero 2003) (Liu 2003) (Nordlinger 1996).
When curative resections are still not possible, two-stage hepatectomy (Ekberg 2005)
(Kianmanesh 2008) (Khen 2007), comprising bilateral hepatectomy and primary resection
with or without PVE, can prevent growth of ipsilateral metastatic nodules in the remnant liver
and reduce surgical risk. Several local ablation techniques can complement surgery if hepatic
resection alone increases the risk of postoperative liver failure or is not curative. Systemic or
arterial hepatic preoperative chemotherapy combined with targeted treatment can suppress the
high rate (>70%) of recurrence and extend indications for hepatectomy by reducing the size
and number of primary irresectable tumors. The criteria for resectability have also expanded
to include patients with extrahepatic disease. Rather than being an absolute contraindication
to surgery, patients with both intra- and extrahepatic disease can now be considered for
resection based on strict selection criteria (Beller 2007).

These new techniques have extended the indication of hepatectomy to larger tumours and
multiple bilobar metastases that can be removed entirely. Now the strict contraindications to
hepatectomy are associated with only irresectable extrahepatic disease and an inability to
achieve a clear margin, which prevent any improvement in survival according to clinical
scoring systems (Fong 1997) (Nordlinger 1996) (Scheele 1995). Resectable peritoneal
carcinomatosis is no longer considered as an absolute contraindication to hepatectomy based
on the biological outcome (MacCallum 1904), showing good results by employing
downstaging chemotherapy (Kianmanesh 2008) (Beller 2007) (Khen 2007). Advances in
4

Portal vein embolization is a liver cancer treatment technique, which is used at present to cause the

atrophy or shrinking of a part of the liver and the hypertrophy or extra growth of the remaining liver
(www.livercancertreatment.org, 2008).
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multidisciplinary therapies, including innovative surgical protocols (Yan 2007) and promising
results from chemotherapy (Scheele 1995) (Beller 2007), have suggested that even patients
with five or more bilobar tumours should be offered curative resection if it is technically
feasible (Liu 2003).
The improvements in detection and treatment of liver tumours/metastases over the past
decade owe much to advances in imaging techniques (Fong 1997) (Beller 2007) (Nordlinger
1996), which supplied essential technical support for extending the indication and improving
the outcome of hepatectomy. Three-dimensional imaging by computed tomography and
navigation surgery utilizing intraoperative echography 5 (Kianmanesh 2008) enhanced the
curative resection rate by determining the relationships between metastases, intrahepatic
vessels, and the vena cava (Nordlinger 1996), allowing the selection of appropriate surgical
procedures. As attention moves to decreasing the recurrence possibility after hepatectomy,
where the two main causes are tumour tissue persisting at the surgical margin and failure to
detect tumor tissue at the time of surgery (Beller 2007), it is even more crucially important for
using cutting-edge hepatic imaging technologies to identify all hepatic lesions, regardless of
their size, before planning and performing surgical resection.

2.7 Hepatic Imaging for Hepatectomy Preparation
The preoperative tumour evaluation and planning of surgical strategies are commonly based
on computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans (Kianmanesh
2008).

2.7.1 Computed Tomography
CT is a sensitive method for diagnosis of abdominal diseases. It is used frequently to
determine the stage of liver cancer and to follow progress. Conventional CT is scanning in a
5

Intraoperative ultrasound (IDUS) allows the precise mapping of the anatomical relationship between

metastases and the main intraparenchymatous vascular pedicle during the surgery, and also helps to
guide fine-needle biopsies for diagnosis, which are often essential in determining the precise nature of
the detected lesions (Yan 2007).
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step-and-shoot mode6. Helical or spiral scan CT uses multiple detectors attached to a freely
rotating gantry7 to scan more quickly so that the x-ray dose required for a given resolution can
be reduced. Normally, using spiral CT, a large volume can be covered in 20-60 seconds.
Comparing with the older CT, it is advantageous for a number of reasons: 1) often the patient
can hold their breath for the entire study, reducing motion artifacts, and therefore the data
obtained from spiral CT is often well-suited for 3D imaging because of the lack of motion
mis-registration; 2) it allows for optimal use of intravenous contrast enhancement, and 3) the
study is quicker than the equivalent conventional CT permitting the use of higher resolution
acquisitions in the same study time (Caroline 2004). Despite the advantages of helical
scanning, there are two circumstances where it may not be desirable: firstly, all other factors
being equal, helical CT has slightly lower z-axis resolution than step-and-shoot due to the
continual movement of the patient (Sievänen 1998); secondly, the reconstruction costs of the
image from the helical CT measurements are greater because of its higher mathematical
complexity (Caroline 2004). However, the second problem can be more and more easily
tackled as computer power permits increasing postprocessing capabilities on workstations.
Similar in concept to the helical or spiral CT, Multislice CT appeared in 1993 with multiple
(two) detector rings. Later, it was presented via 4, 8, 16, 32, 40 or 64 detector rings, with
increasing rotation speeds. Models in 2007 have up to 3 rotations per second, and isotropic
resolution of 0.35 mm voxels with a z-axis scan speed of up to 18 cm/s, whose resolution
exceeds that of high resolution CT techniques with single-slice scanners (Fishman 2006)].
The major benefit of multi-slice CT is the increased speed of volume coverage, allowing large
volumes to be scanned at the optimal time following intravenous contrast administration
which relies heavily on precise timing to ensure good imaging of arteries (Fernández-Aceñero
2003). It also overcomes the low z-axis resolution problem of spiral CT, ensuring that
6

In older CT scanners, the X-ray source would move in a circular fashion to acquire a single 'slice',

once the slice had been completed, the scanner table would move to position the patient for the next
slice; meanwhile the X-ray source/detectors would reverse direction to avoid tangling their cables
(Caroline 2004).
7

Helical or spiral scan CT is a type of three dimensional CT, in which the source x-rays and array of

detectors are mounted on a freely rotating gantry while the patient is moved axially at a uniform rate
(Sievänen 1998).
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maximum image quality is not restricted to images in the axial plane - and that studies can be
freely viewed in any desired plane (Fishman 2006). For liver tissue scans, CT does not have
any obvious technical pitfalls. Thus, it has been widely accepted and used not only in big city
hospitals but in small towns and rural areas as well.

2.7.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Since its first installations in the early 1980s, MRI has been becoming one of the major
computerized imaging modalities available at any large metropolitan hospital and in many
facilities in smaller cities and towns. This imaging technology uses non-ionizing radio
frequency signals to acquire its images, and can provide comparatively intact information
unavailable by any other imaging method. Unlike CT, MRI has a long list of properties that
may be used to generate image contrast (Hartiala 1993). By variation of the scanning
parameters, tissue contrast can be altered and enhanced in various ways to detect different
features (Rosen 2007). For purposes of tumour detection and identification, due to the
limitations of conventional MRI, which include long acquisition times and consequent
overlap of signals from other areas due to respiration, MRI is generally superior only in brain
scanning (Rosen 2007) (Hartiala 1993) (Beller 2007). In the case of solid tumours of the
abdomen and chest, CT is often preferred due to less motion artefact.

MRI technical advances in the last decade have paved the way for faster imaging of the
abdomen with higher resolution. LAVA is a GE product – Liver Acquisition with Volume
Acceleration scan sequence, which combines contrast-enhanced, multi-phasic imaging with
fat suppression. It achieves higher resolution with more coverage and faster than standard
magnetic resonance, enabling imaging the liver of a patient who has trouble holding his or her
breath.

2.8 Patient Data Description
Image volumes for this thesis were acquired by Multislice CT or LAVA MRI. A total of 40
CT datasets were supplied for the project by the MICCAI2007 Workshop on 3D
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Segmentation in the Clinic: A Grand Challenge (http://mbi.dkfz-heidelberg.de/grandchallenge2007/). 20 of them were used to develop the proposed method, while the remaining
20 sets were testing data. The majority of them were among triphase studies that produce an
uncontrasted image volume, a volume with arterial phase contrast, and a third volume where
the contrast has washed out of the arteries and provides more emphasis on the veins. This
imaging protocol is standard for patients before undergoing liver tumour resection. Most of
them are pathological and include tumours, metastases and cysts of different sizes. For this
study, the MICCAI2007 Workshop collected these image datasets from many hospitals in the
United States and Germany. It was highly desirable that the tomographic slices do not overlap
(Heimann 2007). Two LAVA MRI datasets were supplied by the department of Biosurgery
and Surgical Technology, St. Mary’s Hospital Campus, Imperial College, London. One of the
images contained multiple tumours, while the other one was "clean".

2.8.1 CT Triphase Datasets

To be specific, all the CT images were enhanced with contrast agent and scanned in the
central venous phase on a variety of scanners (different manufacturers, 4, 16 or 64 detector
rows). All datasets were acquired in the transversal direction. The pixel spacing varied
between 0.55 and 0.8mm, the inter-slice distance varied from 1 to 3mm. There was no overlap
between neighbouring slices. All data was stored in Meta format containing an ASCII
readable header and a separate raw image data file 8 (http://mbi.dkfz-heidelberg.de/grandchallenge2007/sites/data.htm). Each slice of the Meta dataset was a separate 16 bit DICOM
image.

8

MetaIO began in 1996 to address the growing complexity and inflexibility of medial image formats

that were available at that time. MetaIO has maintained backward compatibility since its initial public
release in 2000 as part of the Insight Toolkit (ITK). MetaIO is used for the majority of tests and
examples in the ITK framework. (http://www.itk.org/Wiki/MetaIO, 2008)
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Figure_2.5: One of many abdominal axial slices containing the liver volume tissue
and its neighbours. (slice no. 72 in CT image dataset 005)

The location of an illustrated liver volume tissue is marked in Figure_2.5, with some of its
neighbour organs or structures - stomach and spleen, thoracic vertebrae and ribs, aorta and
inferior vena cava (IVC). One property of the CT images worthy of notice is that, in most
cases, the contacting boundary dividing liver tissue and subcostal fat between the ribs can be
visually obscured, as they are both similar in gray intensity value. In this case, the boundary
of the inferior vena cava is also not very clear. This slice is number 72 among the total 91
slices in the image dataset 005, with dimension size of 512 x 512, and element spacing along
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Figure_2.6: One of very few slices showing clear contrast between portal veins
and hepatic arteries. (slice no. 61 in CT image dataset 008)

x and y directions 0.672 mm, and along the z direction 2.5 mm.

The image acquisitions in the venous phase are either in the portal venous phase, or in the
hepatic venous phase, or mixed venous phase for the analysis of the portal vein or the hepatic
veins, and for calculation of their perfusion or drainage territories. The central venous phase
CT image is normally taken when the contrast agent has washed out of the arteries, entered
and highlighted the venous vasculature, with the arteries still visible. If we take the image
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Figure_2.7: One example of the hepatic veins draining blood into the inferior
vena cava. (slice no. 118 in CT image dataset 007)

when the contrast in arteries is still at a much higher intensity than that in the portal veins, as
shown in Figure_2.6, we can still see clearly a bit of the hepatic arteries which are almost side
by side with the portal veins. Also from this figure, we can recognize that the aorta has the
highest contrast intensity. As the hepatic arteries feed oxygenated blood into the liver directly
from the aorta, they similarly show a high contrast intensity. Lower than that of the hepatic
arteries, the contrast intensity of veins draining blood from the spleen and the pancreas is a
little higher than that of the portal veins, vividly depicting that the portal veins' function is to
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Figure_2.8: One bilobar tumour among many varied tumours, with the
corresponding liver lobes marked on. (slice no.112 in CT image dataset 003)

drain blood from other abdomen organs, like spleen and pancreas, into the liver for cleanup.
All the liver blood is finally drained into the IVC (by hepatic veins shown in Figure_2.7),
which is therefore showing the lowest contrast intensity value since not much contrast agent
had reached there when the slice was taken. Normally the human body has only two hepatic
artery trunks - the left and the right hepatic artery, and two portal veins - the left and the right
portal vein. Since clear hepatic arteries were few and far between in the supplied image data,
the task of this thesis does not include the detection of the hepatic arteries, not however
implying ignorance of their importance. This slice is number 61 among the total 97 slices in
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image dataset 008, with dimension size of 512 x 512, and element spacing along x and y
directions 0.668 mm, and along the z direction 2 mm.

Figure_2.7 demonstrates one example slice containing obvious hepatic vein trunks, which
drain the blood inside of the liver directly into the IVC. The human body normally has three
hepatic venous trunks - the left, the middle, and the right hepatic vein. These liver blood
vessel system structures have significant meaning in formulating the liver perfusion territories,
which are crucial to liver resection (hepatectomy) and will be explained later in chapter 5.
This slice is number 118 among the total 179 slices in image dataset 007, with dimension size
of 512 x 512, and element spacing along x and y directions 0.5625 mm, and along the z
direction 1 mm.

Tumours discovered in the patient data for this thesis varied in shape, number, location in the
liver, and their origin. They can be classified as nodular (basically a round shape) or lobular
(in a shape with indentation); solitary or multiple; unilobar (inside of one liver lobe only) or
bilobar; and primary or metastatic. As mentioned in section 2.5, bilobar liver cancers are
discrete tumour nodules in the contralateral liver lobes, one example of which is shown in
Figure_2.8 invading both the right and quadrate lobes. This is a textbook slice clearly
exhibiting the boundaries and territories of the four liver lobes - the left, the right, the caudate,
and the quadrate. This tumour is a colon cancer metastasis in a roughly round shape with a
diameter of approximately 65 mm, which by itself according to the old scoring system for
resectability would score "3" ("high risk"). Bilobar is widely considered to be a
contraindication for hepatectomy. This thesis aims to contribute to finding a novel way to best
facilitate the curative or palliative treatments of liver tumours, including this one. This slice is
number 112 among the total 244 slices in image dataset 003, with dimension size of 512 x
512, and element spacing along x and y directions 0.648 mm, and along the z direction 1 mm.
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Figure_2.9: One example of the hepatic veins in a LAVA MRI slice.
(slice no.110 of MRI image dataset liver02)

2.8.2 MRI Image Datasets

The two LAVA MRI datasets were derived from patients, with the acquired volume range
(from 0.8 to 5.0 mm) and pixel size (0.6 mm in both x and y directions), similar to the CT
scans, but with fewer slices (the slice thickness is 2.5 or 3 mm). As mentioned in section 2.7,
MRI is capable of supplying higher image contrast according to the requirements, for instance,
the much clearer portal vein structures illustrated in Figure_2.9; however LAVA produced
unbalanced liver tissue intensity in what should be a smooth homogeneous area. The contrast
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Figure_2.10: One illustration of hepatic veins in LAVA MRI image slice.
(slice no.128 in MRI image dataset liver02)

agent intensity inside blood vessels is also imbalanced, producing false noise which could
offer the intensity-based image segmentation and analysis methods. This slice is number 110
among the total 140 slices in MRI image dataset liver02, with dimension size of 512 x 512,
and element spacing along x and y directions 0.66 mm, and along the z direction 2.5 mm.

The slice exhibited in Figure_2.10 is from the same MRI image dataset (liver02), and the slice
number is 128. The hepatic veins in this case join into the IVC at the very top of the liver,
where the lung cavity in surrounding areas can be clearly observed.
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However, LAVA did not overcome the spatial intensity inhomogeneity of MRI. This intensity
inhomogeneity is induced by imperfections in the radio-frequency coil in MRI or by
inhomogeneities in the main magnetic field (in the latter case it can be improved by
shimming)(Westbrook 2005). The result is a slowly varying shading artifact over the image
that can produce errors with conventional intensity-based classification as the intensity
inhomogeneities appearing in MR images produce spatial changes in tissue intensity statistics,
e.g., mean and variance. This renders a challenge to the 3D segmentation of anatomical
structures, and the shading artifact is very difficult to be get rid of because the
inhomogeneities could change with different MRI acquisition parameters from patient to
patient and from slice to slice. Some efforts have been made to remove the spatial intensity
inhomogeneities from MR images. For instance, (Hassan 2004) proposed a shape-based
classification technique to overcome this problem using the level set approach, which
however is restricted by shape definitions. In this thesis, since CT is still more widely
available, faster, less expensive, and most importantly has high intensity homogeneity in
abdominal images, 20 image datasets from real patient multiple-detector CT were collected as
our major data for method development. Two image datasets from LAVA MRI were also
tested due to its even greater clinical potential, despite the existence of shading artifact.

2.8.3 Patient Data
Object Type = Image
N Dims = 3
Binary Data = True
Binary Data Byte Order MSB = False * The .msb and .lsb directives determine the byte order
of data assembled. The .msb directive switches to MSB, where the most-significant byte is
stored at the lowest address (big-endian). The .lsb directive switches to LSB, where the leastsignificant byte is stored at the lowest address (little-endian).
Center Of Rotation = 0 0 0
Element Type = MET_SHORT

* abbreviated met buffer for MetaImage File Format
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Table_2.2: training CT data
ElementDataFile
TransformMatrix/ElementSpacing
x(mm)
y(mm)
z(mm)

Dimension size
x
y
z

liver-orig001.raw
liver-orig002.raw
liver-orig003.raw
liver-orig004.raw
liver-orig005.raw
liver-orig006.raw
liver-orig007.raw
liver-orig008.raw
liver-orig009.raw
liver-orig010.raw
liver-orig011.raw
liver-orig012.raw
liver-orig013.raw
liver-orig014.raw
liver-orig015.raw
liver-orig016.raw
liver-orig017.raw
liver-orig018.raw
liver-orig019.raw
liver-orig020.raw

512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512

0.74219
0.628906
0.759766
0.708984
0.576172
0.66992
0.8125
0.664063
0.746094
0.585938
0.58594
0.699219
0.703125
0.71875
0.585938
0.74219
0.68359
0.740234
0.61133
0.703125

0.74219
0.628906
0.759766
0.708984
0.576172
0.66992
0.8125
0.664063
0.746094
0.585938
0.58594
0.699219
0.703125
0.71875
0.585938
0.74219
0.68359
0.740234
0.61133
0.703125

1.5
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.25
5
1
1.5
2
1
0.7
2.5

512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512

183
64
79
212
319
111
251
228
210
191
388
220
145
129
394
151
121
245
335
183

Table_2.3: testing CT data

ElementDataFile

TransformMatrix/ElementSpacing
x(mm)
y(mm)
z(mm)

Dimension size
x
y
z

liver-orig001.raw
liver-orig002.raw
liver-orig003.raw
liver-orig004.raw
liver-orig005.raw
liver-orig006.raw
liver-orig007.raw
liver-orig008.raw
liver-orig009.raw
liver-orig010.raw
liver-orig011.raw
liver-orig012.raw
liver-orig013.raw
liver-orig014.raw
liver-orig015.raw
liver-orig016.raw
liver-orig017.raw
liver-orig018.raw
liver-orig019.raw
liver-orig020.raw

0.742188
0.865234
0.859375
0.742188
0.671875
0.755859
0.5625
0.66797
0.54297
0.78125
0.648437
0.68164
0.744141
0.585938
0.63672
0.74219
0.658203
0.707031
0.70312
0.613281

512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512

0.742188
0.865234
0.859375
0.742188
0.671875
0.755859
0.5625
0.66797
0.54297
0.78125
0.648437
0.68164
0.744141
0.585938
0.63672
0.74219
0.658203
0.707031
0.70312
0.613281

0.799988
0.799988
1
3
2.5
1
1
2
0.5
2.5
1
0.8
1
2.5
2
1.5
1
1
1.25
1

512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
512

502
358
244
165
91
258
179
97
301
73
254
498
195
160
217
183
201
414
145
164

Table_2.4: testing MRI data
ElementDataFile
TransformMatrix/ElementSpacing
x (mm)
y(mm)
z(mm)

Dimension size
x
y
z

liver01_DICOM
liver02_DICOM

512
512

0.60
0.66

0.60
0.66
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3
2.5

512
512

98
140

2.9 Summary
This chapter has introduced the patient data used in this thesis, as well as the concept of
resectability in hepatectomy. The expansion of resectability criteria requires a nuanced and
sophisticated approach to the patient with advanced disease. A novel therapeutic approach
that includes more aspects of multidisciplinary and multimodality care is always desirable for
classifying and treating such a complex group of patients. Our contribution to this will be
unwrapped step by step in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
Background and Preliminary Study
In the previous chapter, we studied the patient datasets used in this thesis project. When
reviewing the roots of clinical simulation, before looking at its future, it is helpful to consider
its history.

3.1 Context for Simulators in Clinical Training
In advance of the time when the emerging image processing and computer VR techniques
entered the promising areas of Surgery, the basis for traditional clinical education was
described as “baptism by fire”. This indicated that most surgical experiences did not happen
very often in the exact same way even to those hospital professionals who were working 12hour rotating shifts, and thus, these junior individuals going to learn to recognize the problem
could only either watch in a loosely gathering (hunter-gatherers) education formality, or, if
the one-on-one learning and teaching scenario did happen, it normally occurred during a crisis
event, the least likely moment to allow for the inexperienced to provide the treatment in a
timely and safe manner. In addition, to beginners, operations are also high-acuity events,
especially those skilful operations, like laparoscopic interventions, requiring extensive
practical experience; for those whose every movement after diagnostic decision was their first
time, the fear factor would rarely disappear only because they were wishing it away.
Although this form of random experience had important learning potential,
simulations could supply better odds on helping the juniors to gain competence more easily,
robustly and safely. Through simulation, learners are immersed in learning rather than being
bystanders. Their simulation experiences will also prime them to gain the maximum value
from their live patient experiences.

Besides, from the view of the junior

surgeons, a true apprentice needed to be guided, taught, and make decisions in a simulated
clinical setting where directed learning can be anticipated and patients "die" only when it
furthers the educational process. They need to be allowed to make a mistake and see the
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consequences of their actions without causing injury or death to a real patient.
Furthermore, there are regulation restrictions which prevent the juniors from treating highrisk patients. For instance, the first National confidential Enquiry into Perioperative Death in
the United Kingdom in 1989 recommended that surgeons and anesthetists should not
undertake pediatric cases if such patients are only occasionally part of their practice and those
who do focus their care on children should keep up to date and be competent in the
management of children (Chin 2008). Guidelines from the Royal College of Anaesthetists for
pediatric training have also listed some professional qualities that should be developed,
including the ability to communicate clearly, the ability to work as part of a team, priority
setting, and the ability to lead others and delegate appropriately (Chin 2008). In this aspect,
simulation training also provides an ideal opportunity to teach and reinforce these refresh
operating theatre protocols and technical skills.

Let us, first of all, review some extraordinary successful experiences in clinical simulation
that have been achieved globally, through which the technology for simulator probed its way
towards the software VR direction.

3.2 The History of Clinical Simulators
3.2.1 Full-body Synthetic Mannequins

The earliest type of simulation, providing full access to general patients, is to provide a
synthetic model which could take the form of a basic or high-fidelity simulator9. For instance,
Barts and the London Medical Simulator Centre have supplied simulation training for
pediatric emergencies: A nine-month-old toddler mannequin has been utilized, where the
same simulation stage can be configured for different clinical teaching environments. Other
examples are listed in the Table_3.1, which summarizes the implementation and distribution

9

A device that can be a whole body or part body that is able to respond to treatments or interventions

through physiologic and/or pharmacologic modelling. (Mark 2008)
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UK

Barts and the London Medical Simulator Centre:
(http://www.bartsandthelondon.nhs.uk/simulationcentre/about_the_simulation_ce
ntre.asp, 2008)
A nine-month-old toddler mannequin
University of New Mexico Health Science Centre, Albuquerque, New Mexico:
USA
(Beeman 2008)
High-fidelity patient simulation room with piped-in gases or run by
compressors;
Mid-fidelity patient simulator and laboratory for labour and delivery;
Mid-fidelity cardiac and breath sound auscultation;
High-fidelity patient Pulmonary simulation with demonstration of chest tube
assessment and drainage system trouble shooting;
Imbedded instruction for preparation for placement of laryngeal mask airway
and assistance with intubation;
Neuroscience simulation laboratory utilizing high-fidelity patient simulation
feature of unequal pupil size and reaction to light;
Props utilized for the gastrointestinal bleeding scenario in the multi-system
simulation laboratory.
University of California Davis Medical Centre: (Hwang 2008)
The cardiac catheterization simulation suite;
The robotic surgery program;
Pediatric emergency medicine simulation;
Paramedics learning airway management skills using the video laryngoscope;
simulation workshop teaching the management of shoulder dystocia.
The Veterans Affairs Palo Alto / Stanford Simulation Center, Palo Alto
California: (Sun 2008)
The courses that they offer range from courses for medical students to entire
intensive care unit (ICU) / emergency room (ER) teams;
(In simulated operating room, anesthesia machine is completely functional to
increase realism.)
Germa The Charité university hospital in Berlin anesthesia departments (eight centres:
Aachen, Berlin, Erlangen, Hamburg, Heidelberg, Mainz, Tubingen, Wurzburg):
ny
(Monk 2008)
Pursuing the concept of simulation with their own training centres as early as
in 1997;
The dry-run of a simulation scenario started in 2002.
Table_3.1: Examples of the implementation and distribution status of some large simulation
centres using full-body synthetic models.

status of some full-body synthetic model simulators (information valid till early 2008).
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3.2.2 Partial-task Synthetic Mannequins
Value is added by partial-task trainers10 and simulation. Partial-task trainers are wonderful
tools for teaching particular skills, allowing for better appreciation of crucial anatomy hidden
in full-function patient simulator mannequins. It allows a novice learner to progress toward
mastery of those skills. They also allow the more advanced learner to maintain and fine-tune
their skills. One example of these simulation centres using this technique is that the American
College of Graduate (Residence) Medical Education is incorporating simulation into graduate
Medical Education: with Special reference to the emergency department: Partial-task trainers
for lumbar puncture training can be utilized for single skill training and assessment (Escott
2008). These mannequins serve as a convenient and safe means of skill acquisition; Partialtask trainers such as the airway head mannequins can be used for integration of a few but
crucial airway skills. Trainees may benefit from a number of different mannequins to provide
a variety of airway exposure, including some “difficult airway” models; low-tech mannequins
require a significant use of imagination, a script, and an evaluator in the room to tell the
trainee about changes in the “patient” condition in response to treatment decisions; Multiple
skill integration can be assessed using high-tech mannequins with the evaluators during the
“live” scenario. This can be followed by postscenario quizzing of discreet knowledge.

Other general partial-task trainers systems include: The pediatric and adult intravenous trainer
arms and intravenous (IV) access arm board with differing sizes and depths; The airway
trainer that facilitates learning mask ventilation and intubation skills; The cricothyroidotomy /
tracheostomy trainer; The airway trainer with movable lower jaw, allowing for better
appreciation of crucial anatomy hidden in full-function patient simulator mannequins, and
anatomically correct oropharyngeal airway; The airway trainer with anatomically correct
bronchial tree for fiberoptic bronchoscopy; The pelvic simulator that provides real-time
feedback onpalpation location, force, order and duration; The lumbar puncture trainer, etc
(Hwang 2008) (Owen 2002).
10

A device designed to train in performance of a particular task such as cricoid pressure or lumbar

puncture (Escott 2008).
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3.2.3 Portable Synthetic Mannequins

School of Health at Springfield Technical Community College, Springfield, Massachusetts,
USA, have been using portable synthetic simulators, from student lounge to Acute Care
Patient Unit, since late 2003 (Foss 2008). A simple control unit is used to allow to provide
patient simulation in areas that do not have a dedicated control room. For instance, a portable
unit can be used in the Dental Assisting clinic, where students had to identify and react to
various medical emergencies provided by a simulated patient. A single camera is used,
sometimes attached to the ceiling or even to an IV pole to provide remote viewing of student
interaction with the simulated patient. Dentists do not experience emergencies very often. For
this reason, it is very beneficial to use the advantages of simulation’s ability to “schedule
disasters” to provide experiences with managing emergency cases in their typically
independent clinical environments .

3.2.4 Synthetic Mannequins On Site

In year 2001, the Israeli Centre for Medicine Simulation opened in a traditional westernized
system employing more than 27,000 physicians and 45,000 nurses, which is famous for its
on-site stabilization simulation. Paramedic, in full-body chemical protection suit, was trained
there to treat a wounded patient (a synthetic mannequin) that had also been exposed to a
chemical agent (Ziv 2008). This scenario sometimes was set in a food store, hence there could
be foods presented on the floor as both a location cue and a slip hazard.

3.2.5 Synthetic Mannequins in Transport

Led by the concept of simulation in transport of critical patients, Hospital in Argentina,
Emergency Health System of the Province of Buenos Aires developed and implemented a
low-budget simulation centre for clinical emergencies in ambulance. A shock room has been
used as an ambulance simulator with typical emergency care devices for ventilation /
oxygenation and defibrillation (One interesting course is that "When 'clear' is called, how far
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away can you move?". Another example is that securing airway access inside ambulance
simulator is very different from doing that in the clinic. The position of the student with
respect to the patient within the ambulance exacerbates an already challenging task.); the
chest material allows the student to clearly indicate how well they know needle
decompression placement. (Pozzo 2008)

In cooperation with the German Air Rescue command, a simulator-based course has been
provided within medical evacuation helicopters and fixed wing. The patient simulator is
located within a real medical evacuation helicopter or a jet medical transport. (Rall 2008)

NASA tested aircraft used to create a brief zero-gravity environment for the occupants while
flying a series of climbs and dives. It also trained both Astronauts and Flight Surgeons in this
zero-gravity situation, using High-fidelity Environment Analog Training. For example, in
intubation operations in zero-gravity, without the usual connection provided by gravity
between clinician and patient, forces applied through the laryngoscope tend to flip the
clinician over the patient. (Doerr 2008)

3.2.6 Mobile In Situ Simulator Training Portable Synthetic Mannequins

Mobile in situ simulator training is a way to bring the training to participants’ workplaces as
opposed to bring participants into simulator centers. Examples of centers that run several
international instructor courses: (Rall 2008)
Stanford, California, USA.
Harvard, Boston, USA.
Dansk Idrætsmedicinsk Selskab (DIMS), Copenhagen, Denmark.
Tuebingen Center for Patient Safety and Simulation (TuPASS), Tuebingen, Germany.

As introduced above, synthetic mannequins have been widely used in many countries and
areas throughout the world. However, the present world of synthetic-material clinical
simulators continued to remain the “toy of the rich”, especially when the invasive surgery
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simulations had been taken into consideration, which can actually consume and destroy the
expensive simulators once and forever. In addition, a predominant number of areas of the
world had no access to human patient simulators or massive and complex simulation
federations. Yet, the burden of treatable disease was the greatest, and the needs for training
large numbers of health care providers were intensive. (Lubitz 2008) Software simulation
using virtual reality technologies made distance simulation-based medical education and
clinical training easier and more beneficial, which may also address the issue of supplying or
access to the latest technology, the leading experts, and the most advanced treatment
techniques.

3.2.7 Software VR Surgery Planning and Simulators

Aside from the reasons stated at the end of the previous section, which called for the growth
of software based VR clinical simulations, in moving from the unique to the ubiquitous in
health care education, we need to recognize that every patient is different – the body shape
and anatomical structures can vary largely from person to person or even in one person during
varied periods. Especially with an ever-increasing need to practice the critical and very
difficult but infrequent scenarios such as recognizing and treating malignant liver tumors with
a surgical shunt, detailed surgery planning and simulation are necessary and can be lifesaving.
Surgeons, especially the juniors, need to be prepared as well as possible in order to set
themselves up for success. To fulfill this requirement, VR for these surgical planning and
software simulations had to be repeatable, free of repeating cost, and adaptive to the data from
different patient individuals. VR created an environment of critical thinking for the clinical
service providers. It practically mapped the impact of health care education from classroom to
the real world.
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Figure_3.1A: The mylar mirror used;

B: The "suspended" 3D human cranium.

The Medical Application Software Provider (MedASP) concept is based on concentrating
individually pertinent knowledge, data, technology, and long-distance teaching / mentoring
which means expertise within a dedicated operational facility that can be remotely accessed,
and thus can provide the required services remotely. MedASP companies allow their clients
access to all training resources at a much lower cost required for construction of in-house
facilities. Clients with partially developed simulation facilities can access simulators and
training experts of MedASP remotely from their location (Lubitz 2008).

An example is provided by the MedSMART Federation of widely distributed High Fidelity
Human Patient Simulators (HFPS) (MedSMART Inc). Treatment of burns is difficult and
requires special skills. Immersive VR permits synthetic but static recreation of the
environment in which a badly burned patient is treated. The combination of HFPS and VR
(portal) such as developed by the Medical Readiness Trainer and the Virtual Reality
Laboratory at the University of Michigan permits interactive practical skill development. This
system allows the expert to see the object as viewed by a paramedic in the field who follows

the advice using voice commands and the head-up display system. The trainee sees the
instructor as a semitransparent, “floating in the air” overlay on the simulator and follows its
movement. Essentially, the instructor “guides the hand” of the trainee despite thousands of
kilometers that may separate them physically. (Lubitz 2008)
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3.2.8 Software VR Simulator for Particular Body Part

Focusing on particular organ / human body part diagnosis and treatment, Intrepid Inc.
(Southfield, MI. USA) invented a desk-mounted autostereoscopic system using a laser optical
element to produce the image of a trachea model. A large mylar mirror served as the
reflecting surface in an autostereoscopic unit by Ethereal Technologies Inc, as shown in
Figure_3.1A. The 3D image of a human cranium is the reflection of the stereoscopic image
projected on the mirror and then reflected back at the viewer who sees the cranium zoomed in
and “suspended in the air” in front of the mirror, as what Figure_3.1B shows. Routine
distributed resuscitation training using Ethereal Technologies devices has been performed by
the Medical Readiness Trainer Team of the University of Michigan at distances of up to 1500
km. (Judith 2008)

3.3 VR as a Surgical-assistant System as well as a Training Simulator for
Hammersmith Hospital
We have reviewed the history of surgical simulator evolution from the first mannequins all
the way towards the partial-task software VR system. The previous section described the
major features of several software-based VR training simulators. According to the surgeons at
London's Hammersmith Hospital, their VR system served as the surgical planning tool for
nearly every liver cancer patient. They would also welcome a software training simulator to
practise on individual patient virtual body tissues and give the same feedback they would
experience in performing a real operation.

As mentioned in chapter one, the system currently in use is a mature product – MeVis,
purchased from the Bremen MeVis research group (Centre for Medical Diagnostics and
Visualization, Bremen, Germany - www.mevis.de). It is a rigid virtual simulation for liver
surgery planning, with the desirable feature that it includes liver vascular perfusion segments
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marked, which we retain in the proposed method. However, there are snags with this system,
listed in Table_3.2. Firstly, it was not an automatic segmentation system, which meant it
needed a professional specialist to do all manual segmentation, including the liver volume,
hepatic vessels, and tumours. This is indeed a tedious job. Normally, our consultant surgeon
needs to spend 3-5 days on the segmentation task for one patient. No doubt, the manual
segmentation result is sufficiently accurate. The other weak point was that the Mevis system
did not produce deformable models. Although thermal cutting was starting to be more widely
used in operations (to avoid excessive intraoperative bleeding), pressure from instruments to
tissue still exists and deformation still occurs. Preferably this should be calculated before
entering the operating theatre. In addition, the existing system was not able to allow the
trainee surgeons to practise/rehearse on a model of the individual patient before the operation.
All they can do to prepare themselves for that is to watch the teaching videos.

Furthermore, the aspects in which the Hammersmith Hospital surgeons were particularly
interested includes:
first, saving the cost of the training aids - good quality synthetic organs are expensive;
second, the ability to work with certain types of organs for which synthetic models might
not be available.

This second need also derived from the fact that, compared to the commonly available
standard synthetic models, real patients' organs have their own geometric specifics and are
best simulated by a VR system. Training the junior surgeons or students on virtual models of
real lesions obtained from individual patients’ CT or MRI data would be an attractive
prospect. This virtual training would not substitute completely for the compulsory training on
synthetic models and on cadavers, but letting the students perform their initial routine work
entirely in a virtual environment apparently saves cost and time. (Gershon 1991) (Selle 2002)

In addition, hybrid VR systems permit medical practitioners to view the real lesion of a
patient overlaid with 3D reconstructed data sets derived from scanners, thus providing doctors
and surgeons with pseudo MR/X-ray vision (Pisani 1995). The emergence of the cutting-edge
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technique of Open MRI scanning also helped to supply surgeons with limited, but sufficient
space to do interventions at the same time as scanning (Tsubouchi K 2005). Thus, VR as a
computer-assisting surgery system is receiving increased attention, and much is expected of it.
Since the ultimate future objective of this project is to use VR to facilitate surgical planning,
some basic requirements on VR as a computer-assisted surgery system are thus also to be
fulfilled. The difference between computer-aided surgery and training systems is that the
former assist and guide the surgeon through the real surgery operation, while the latter only
simulate certain features of these operations with a limited sufficient degree of realism. Thus,
requirements on a plausible computer-assisted surgery system are strict, systematic and
detailed. Generally speaking, these requirements cover the following aspects:
Quality of the Imaging Technology
As the final rendered 3D image is most dependent on the quality of the initial imaging data set,
an appropriate imaging modality, e.g. CT, or MRI, etc., should be selected ahead of
considering other later procedures. The imaging modality and protocol picked need to
consider doing less harm to patient. If possible, suitable sequences are better to be developed
to use and accentuate valuable properties of certain imaging modalities (Glombitza 1999)
(David 1996), e.g. fat suppression sequences as supplement to MR T1-weighted imaging are
excellent for demonstrating pathology in areas containing much fat.
Segmentation Accuracy

Segmentation determines the position, size and shape of objects of interest in the volume, and
therefore, is perhaps the most crucial step and a stumbling block in the effective use of 3D
medical volumes obtained from imaging devices. Still, using liver oncology as an example, to
create 3D liver volumes, one normally has to determine the size and shape of the liver,
tumours, and hepatic blood vessels firstly in every 2D image within imaging datasets.
3D Modelling and Rendering
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Many useful operations are only possible after 3D modelling finishes, and surface or volume
rendering defines objects of interest. To measure distances between objects of interest, a
surgeon needs to examine the 3D reconstruction of tissues in either computer laboratory, or
operating theatre. This would definitely help surgeons correlate what they have studied from
2D images before operation starts with what they observe visually during real surgery. If
information is abundant, one may choose to hide the image of the surrounding tissues (Hahn
2001) e.g. liver, to examine the object of interest, e.g. tumours and blood vessels, carefully
and then show the environment elements again to plan a surgical entry point. Furthermore,
although current techniques might be still not accurately possible to offer, one might, in the
coming few years, be able to select which objects can be viewed as a precisely moved
deformable model with real-time surface or volume rendering, which is coming into
discussion next.
Interactive Deformable Models with Instrument Manipulation and Collision Detection
Interactivity is perhaps an unwelcome factor during the progress of image segmentation,
compared with an unsupervised detection system, but with regards to a 3D rendering display,
ideally, users prefer to interact to alter the 3D image viewing angle in real time. In addition, a
greater immersion should be offered to surgeons by supplying opportunities of virtual
instrument manipulations on the display screen or on a simulated workbench (Fishman 1996)
(Gershon 1991) (Pisani 1995). Accurate collision detection and response helps raise the
degree of realism using VR haptic devices to give force feedback and tactile response back to
users. Besides, soft tissues tend to move, for instance, with respiration, the liver moves as
much as 10cm, and is flexible and mobile enough to move with changes in body position, and
even with the beating of the heart (Fishman 1996). These factors make collision detection
crucial as well as a challenge in image-guided surgery to assist surgeons remove liver
tumours. Furthermore, when VR is used as a training tool, systems with immediate feedback
should be more accessible to the novice user and require less training.
Clinical Practicality, Robust, Cost Efficiency, and Ease of Use
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Any computer assisted medical technology has to meet a list of requirements before it can be
incorporated into regular clinical use (Gershon 1991) (Pisani 1995) (Glombitza 1999). Most
fundamentally, the technical solutions must be robust enough to deal with the large variability
encountered in clinical practice, which often results from assuming and designing for the
exception rather than only the classical case. The resulting image segmentations and
consequent 3D rendered reconstruction should be available as quickly as possible. Also for
efficiency, the procedures that do not need supervision should be as automated as possible.
Portability, in another word, cross-platform capability, is also very important, so that
coherent-quality images from standardized views can be produced reliably with a minimum
of editing and uniform input. Similarly, for surgeon training education, to make this VR
system simply and easily accessible, a software system capable of running on PCs available in
every medical clinic and office is highly preferable. This helps cut clinic expenditures which
on Immersive VR surgery system hardware and software are usually high, for instance, 3D
systems such as the VR “CAVE” (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment), head-mounted
displays (HMDs), or planar 3D viewing devices (e.g., ImmersaDesk) which offered the
greatest spatial realism and the “surround” or immersive effect, and goggles. The
aforementioned large Mylar mirror system, used as the reflecting surface in the
autostereoscopic unit by Ethereal Technologies Inc., was much too expensive to be used with
the preliminary software development. For research only, more economical novel devices had
been designed for the convenience of use. Reachin software and display system was among
these inventions and offered a revolutionary way of communicating with the computer via the
sense of touch, or haptics (www.reachin.se, as shown in Figure_3.2).

A successful new technology will have to meet strict criteria for cost-effectiveness and
improved patient outcomes. Physician acceptance will also be based on ease of use. A system
used for routine medical care cannot permit any failure to requirements.
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Table_3.2: Surgical planning system in use at Hammersmith Hospital

Figure_3.2A: Reachin haptic display; B: A surgeon is manipulating the Reachin.
(http://www.reachin.se/)

(Webster 2001)
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3.4 Related Work on Deformable Models for VR Surgical Simulations
Technically, this VR surgical computer-aided system requires an interactive simulation of
deformable objects with soft tissue constraints. There is a growing demand for interactive
deformable modelling in computational surgery simulations and entertainment technologies,
especially in games and movie special effects. These applications do not necessarily require
physically-correct deformable models, but efficient deformable models with physicallyplausible dynamic behaviour. Additionally, simulators should be robust and controllable, and
they should run at interactive speed. In surgical operations, the deformation of soft tissue is
triggered by external factors such as the surgical instrument manipulations and the movement
of contacting organs. In most haptic simulation systems nowadays, the main volume
rendering is supplemented using iso-surfacing to supply tissue structure, e.g. the tumour
volume image within the liver, but physically this rendering has no relationship with any
mesh point. Models, produced by this technique, cannot be deformed by applying forces, and
the rendering cannot be on-line updated along with the deformation of the models. When
interaction is triggered by an instrument move, the iso-surfacing technique is unable to
control the inner tissue behaviour and consequently loses the trace of important tumour and
vessel locations which can be helpful in surgical guidance. We make this difficulty our
challenge to embark a research on constraint calculation among deformable object contacts.
This section starts from literature introductions of deformable model methods.

3.4.1 Physical Models and the Linear FEM

In interactive simulation, physical models have been the method of choice, which produce
animation directly from input objects, simulating natural motions and shape deformations
based on mathematical models that specify the physical behaviour of complex structures. The
pioneering work of Terzopolous (Terzopoulos 1987; Terzopoulos 1988; Terzopoulos 1988a,
1988b; Terzopoulos 1990) showed the advantages of physically-based models over kinematic
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models11 for computer animation. Physical models calculate the elastic deformation of soft
material, such as tissue, which is governed by partial differential equations describing the
behaviour of every deformable object: homogeneous or not, linear or non-linear, isotropic,
anisotropic, more or less incompressible. The most popular approximate method is the finite
element model (FEM). The object is partitioned into finite elements joined at discrete points
and a function, which solves an equilibrium problem locally for each element. Bro-Nielsen
and Cotin (1996) developed a volumetric model of the liver based on linear elasticity. During
the development, they discovered the high complexity of the equations would make their
solution extremely computationally expensive, so they used condensation of the sparse global
stiffness matrix to calculate only the displacement and forces at the surface nodes. To further
speed up the run-time computation, the condensed matrix was inverted in a pre-processing
stage. Figure_3.3A demonstrates this model behaviour under manipulations.

3.4.2 Non-Linear FEM

Because the linear model is only a first order approximation of the steady state, the main
limitation of linear elasticity is being able to model only small deformations accurately. Under
large rotational deformations, objects increase unnaturally in volume. Delingette, and Ayache
(2000) applied a non-linear elastic model to the tensor-mass system described in Picinbono et
al. (2000). He also addressed the problem of volume variations by adding incompressibility
constraints. Figure_3.3B illustrates his results. On this figure, the blue wireframe represents a
linear model, with the yellow indicating the original status.

The main drawback of using a non-linear model is the computation time required. A fully
dynamic, non-linear simulation of soft tissue deformation was produced by Székely et al.
(2000) employing massive parallel hardware composed of several PCs and a powerful
graphical workstation. This study demonstrated that going from a fully linear model to a fully
non-linear model, the liver simulation showed an 82% drop in update rate. Hirota, Fisher, and
11

In comparison to dynamic system, the kinematic models are certain branches of classical mechanics

which describes the motion of objects without consideration of the circumstances leading to the motion.
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Lin (2001) also showed non-penetrating flexible bodies with nonlinear elasticity for computer
animation, but similar with other unmentioned cases, the simulation is far from being realtime.

Recently, there has come an open-source C++ library for a new generation of non-linear FEM
physical simulation, Simulation Open Framework Architecture (SOFA), developed by four
research teams in two institutes (INRIA: Alcove, Asclepios, Evasion; and CIMIT: SimGroup,
MIT/Harvard/MGH 2007), primarily targeted to medical simulation. The main feature of
SOFA structure compared with other non-linear FEM models is its high efficiency (The Sofa
Team, 2008). It allows the use of multiple interacting geometrical models of the same object,
thus, a sparsely constrained collision control mechanical model with big uniformed or
averaged radius value (the light blue dots shown in Figure_3.3C), a mechanical model with
mass and constitutive laws (the green wireframe), and a visual model with detailed geometry
and rendering parameters (the rendered volume in red). Each model could be designed
independently of the others. Their consistency was maintained using mappings.

Upon GPUs or highly equipped PCs, SOFA is able to obtain a real-time response on very
simple and small soft-object deformations. However, the sparsely structured collision model
might have potential impact to lower the system precision, which indicated that the real time
simulation of deformable objects must either turn to approximate or alternative models. This
concept appeared in the late 90's, and led the emergence of the locally adaptive mass spring
mesh structure.

3.4.3 Non-linear MSS

One of the simplest physically-based models used over the last decade and most likely to
achieve real time performance is the MSS, which can be seen as a discrete approximation of a
FEM. Easy to implement, highly parallelisable and involving few computations, it seems a
perfect candidate for generating visually satisfactory animations. Terzopoulos and Waters
(1990) made use of a heterogeneous multi-layer spring-damper mesh to model a human face
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and to produce realistic facial animations. A bi-phasic elasticity was used to represent the
non-linear characteristic of the skin. The success of this model lies on its simplicity that easily
allows additional features for the simulation of more complex behaviours. Boux de Casson
and Laugier (1999) presented a dynamic model of the liver which made use of a combination
of 2D and 3D spring-damper meshes to represent the heterogeneous mechanical
characteristics of the liver. Figure_3.4A shows the resulting model under deformation.

However, this model can be difficult to control. Since springs are positioned along the edges
of a given mesh, the material behaviour is strongly dependent on the geometry and topology
of the mesh and very hard to interpret. The most common approach to control the behaviour
of a mass-spring system, at least along a few “directions of interest”, is to specifically design
the mesh structure in order to align the springs on these specific directions, e.g. in (Miller
1988). Unfortunately, this method cannot be easily generalised to complex structures.

Therefore, both FEM and MSS have shown to be relatively unsatisfactory. MSS has limited
accuracy but requires few computations, while FEM is precise and well suited to compute
complex deformation but its computation can be too heavy to obtain fast calculation speed.
However, the accuracy of a MSS mesh in representing a given object can be raised by
increasing the density of its cells (the resolution of the mesh), i.e., a high resolution or large
number of cells of small size can be structured in order to produce accurate object
descriptions in the area where the deformation accuracy is of paramount concern. While in
other parts of this MSS model, where the real-time response is important, the resolution of the
mesh can remain low to supply high calculation speed. Thus, an efficient and effective high
accuracy MSS model for a specific task can be achieved by locally adapting the resolution of
a mesh in different parts.
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A: A linear FEM (Cotin 1999)

B: A non-linear FEM (Picinbono 2000)

C: A non-linear FEM (SOFA 2007)
Figure_3.3A-C: Examples of Finite Element Models
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3.4.4 Locally Adaptive Non-linear MSS

The locally adaptive method can also be applied to any FEM physical models; for instance,
Debunne (2001) used a space and time adaptive level of detail technique (Green wireframe in
Figure_3.4B) to supply real-time small dynamic behaviours using a high-end computer
station. However, the method is still very difficult for FEM to give real-time reactions in
relation to a complex instrument manipulations (like simple cutting). By far, based on normal
PC, the non-linear MSS was still the most promising real-time simulation structure. MSS may
sound like an oversimplified approach, but in fact, the stiffness matrix of a FEM is made up
from a collection of spring constants. In finite element formulation, the bar element, which is
capable of axial loading only, is a spring, which simply connects two nodal points. Thus, as
long as the MSS is justified by a reasonably accurate representation of the object’s physical
structure, then its simplicity is a merit. In addition, the main advantage of a deformable model
allowing topological modifications is the ability to change its structure on-line, whenever the
application requires the model to be torn, cut, broken etc. To reduce the computational load of
FEM, most of the methods proposed for even the local adaptation were relying on
precomputing the complete matrix system as reported in (Garland 1999) 12, strictly depending
on the topology of the model, thus prohibiting topological modifications. In this aspect, with
much simpler computation load, MSS has more potential to realize on-line (on-the-fly)
construction of the local mesh adaptation. The first mass-spring system with an on-the-fly
mesh refinement was proposed by Celine Paloc (2002), whose topology can be locally
modified on-line, as shown in Figure_3.4B. The later version of this system comprised a
novel design to simulate simple surgical cutting (Paloc 2003), which is essential in a surgical
training environment.

Many other methods have also been reviewed to enrich the background research. For instance,

12

A comprehensive structure is built off-line in a preprocessing step which organises a collection of

alternative mesh representations of a spatial object and which can be queried efficiently according to
parameters specified by an application task.
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a partial linear model was proposed by Guillaume Picinbono (2002) as a type of local
adaptive model on the level of computation load, implementing non-linear calculation only
where large deformation happened (shown as the dark blue dots in Figure_3.4D). This
strategy was designed for an FEM simulators to further speed up its response, but still had the
limitation of being unable to calculate the deformation on-the-fly.

3.5 Proposed System Structure
The aim of this thesis project is to tackle the major weak points and limitations of the current
system. Figure_3.5 is a concept sketch, showing the main elements of this hybrid system. In
this concept chart, blue arrows show the stages through “batch segmentation -> 3D
reconstruction -> surface rendering + texture mapping”, which is the static part of the system.
As long as the segmentation result is proven accurate, it can be used for surgical planning.
The yellow arrows demonstrate stages through “mesh decimation -> surface re-rendering +
texture re-mapping -> real-time interaction + on-line mesh refinement and rendering”, which
is the deformable and local adaptive part. Although not yet proven sufficiently accurate for
real surgical guidance, it seems a very promising approach. The deformation regime is based
on an on-the-fly local adaptive MSS with on-line rendering by Céline Paloc (2003).

Figure_3.6 shows a challenge analysis based on the system by (Paloc 2002) and (Paloc
2003), who had implemented some instrument-liver/stomach/spleen interactions including
probing, grasping and simple cutting (shown in column 1). Our potential challenge in this
field could be “volume cutting” and “suturing”. Paloc’s model also introduced adaptive mesh
refinement (related to tool interactions) into the on-line rendering system (see column 3). We
intend to carry on to implement it through many other constraint or collision situations.

While considering the difficulties of volume cutting, it became clear that, from now on, this
model has to be subdivided into different parts. Tumours and hepatic vessels must be
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A: A mass-spring model (Boux de Casson 1999)

B: A locally adaptive MSS (Paloc 2002)

C: A locally adaptive visco-elastic (non-linear) FEM (Debunne 2001)

D: A partial linear model (Picinbono 2002)
Figure_3.4A-D: Locally adaptive physical model examples.
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Figure_3.5: Proposed system concept sketch

Firure_3.6: Challenge analysis based on Paloc's MSS system
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highlighted by applying distinct feature settings to show clear differences to other liver tissue.
Then, volume cutting simulation for resection operation starts to become meaningful.

According to surgeons, during an open MRI intervention, when the interventional imaging
method is not recommended due to its potential hazard toward surgeons, there is no easy way
to track the movements of hepatic vessels. This raises the value of constraint research in
producing an on-site real-time blood vessel movement prediction / demonstration system.
However, at present there is little published work on the boundary constraints between soft
tissue physical models, although there are some related published papers focusing on
perceptually approximate methods to tackle cloth intra-collision problem, as shown in the
works by (Govindaraju 2005), (Baraff 1998), (Curtis 2008), etc. Classic cloth collision
detection methods inspired the design of ordinary differential equation (ODE) implementation
in calculating the collision force among soft-tissue physical models, however, the large
difference between their mesh structures indicate the potential risk to guide the deformable
mesh building with tissue boundary constraints. Too little literature makes the soft-tissue
constraint difficulty stand out as our biggest challenge (column 2 in Figure_3.6).
Column 4 (in Figure_3.6) shows potential future work on multi-organ collision detections, e.g.
liver movements associated with cardiac motion or respiration. This work will undoubtedly
help to increase realism and to improve the accuracy of liver procedures.

Then we obtain the task list shown in Section 1.5 (chapter 1), first of which is to design an
accurate and efficient segmentation method.

3.6 Image Segmentation Background for Individual Surgical Planning
The technique development for medical image segmentation has experienced an explosive
growth in recent 3 decades, and has remained one of the key areas in computer vision.
Medical images often contain anatomical structures that are not clearly captured by the image
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sensor or that are easily confused with similar adjacent structures. The permanent quest for
segmentation tools that can handle such complex images has led to numerous methods
solving the segmentation problem for specific organs, imaging sensors or medical problems.
Since there is always no priori knowledge of which specific techniques would prove most
fruitful for our images, nowadays several typical approaches in parallel are often routinely
considered. These efforts might consist of the following:
(1) Manual Segmentation (Comaniciu 1999): acquisition of coarse segmentations by medical
experts as reference data for validating segmentation algorithms, normally known as “ground
truth”. An instance of nine-point vertebral data collection is
addressed in (Comaniciu 1999) and shown in Figure_3.7.
(2) Region Localization (Zhao 2006) (Apostoloff 2005)
(Sugimoto 1994)]: computer-assisted high-level, presegmentation understanding of image contents. This type
of methods were introduced during the 1970s and 1980s,

Figure_3.7: 9-point
Vertebral Data Collection

when many researchers approached the segmentation
problem with the emphasis on the analysis and design of filters for the detection of local
structures such as edges, ridges, corners and T-junctions. Region Localization refers to the
estimation of boundaries within the image that enclose objects of interest at a coarse level of
precision. Region localization is important for initializing higher-precision algorithms for fine
level object segmentation. Such segmentation algorithms as Active Shape Modeling are local
optimizers; i.e., they seek the best object segmentation within small neighborhood of their
beginning points. Thus, good starting points (approximate position/orientation/scale) of the
objects to be segmented are critical.
(3) The Generalized Hough Transform (GHT) (Ballard 1981) (Sapiro 1999): segmentation by
template matching using Hough bin counting.
Synchronized to the development of region localization based methods, matching-based
approaches for segmentation were used more and more successfully in highly constrained
environments. Some of these methods are based on template matching. Templates incorporate
knowledge about both the shape of the object to be segmented and its gray-level appearance
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in the image, and are matched for instance by correlation or with generalized Hough
transform techniques. And the GHT (Hough 1981) is an extension of the Hough transform
(HT). To be specific, the regime behind HT is an array of cells comprising the 2D
accumulator, in which each cell has a value specifying the possibility that the reference point
of an object shape to be detected is located at the cell. These values are accumulated by
having each edge point in the image “vote” for the positions that could correspond to the
reference point of the particular template. The GHT constraints the parameter computation by
including the orientation of edge points in the discrete representation. When the cell with
maximum value in the accumulator exceeds a certain threshold, then an object with the
desired shape is said to be detected at the location of the cell. The defect of template matching,
or related techniques, is that it may fail if the object and/or background exhibit a large
variability in shape or gray-level appearance, as is often the case in real-life images and
medical data.
(4) Model based, e.g. Active Shape Modeling (ASM) (Jain 1998) (Cootes 1995) segmentation
using deformable template created by statistical samples.
The purpose of ASM is to identify the best match to an object model from possible objects
contained within a given image dataset. Its emergence is an answer to the need for generic
segmentation schemes that can be trained with classic varied samples so as to acquire the
capability to obtain a shape model or the comparatively most coherent gray-level homosurface of the object of interest through image slices. Such methods are prototype-based, as
put forward by Cootes and Taylor in 1995. Several such schemes have been proposed. A
review by Jain et al (Jain 1998) shows an overview on this field. The ASM models normally
consist of three ingredients: a) A template, which is the average shape of an object that we
want to search for in an image, consists of a discrete number of “landmark points” that define
the shape. b) A shape model encapsulates information that constrains how the template is
allowed to deform. c) A grayscale model shows a hint on the expected image pixel values at
each of the landmark points.

Normally, these ASM methods use statistical techniques to

extract the major variations from the prototypes in a defined manner.
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Notwithstanding its merit on flexible curve evolving capability around a known prototype
location, this method can fail if the starting position is too far from the target. Since it is only
searching along profiles around the current position, it cannot correct for large displacements
from the correct position. Also, like other above mentioned rigid, or say optimization
competing (compared to templates), detection methods, it might suffer from detections of
irregular shaped tissues like tumors and blood vessels, causing a consequence of either
diverging to infinity or a converge to an incorrect solution. Briefly, it can only do its best to
match the local image data.
(5) Energy based, e.g. Active Contour Segmentation (ACS or Snake) (Kass 1987; Caselles
1993, et al.): segmentation by mathematical energy model.
Also known as snakes, Active Contour Segmentation (ACS), and wave propagation methods
such as level sets (Osher 1988), have been heralded as a new paradigm for segmentation in
1987. Active Contours introduced by Kass et al (1987) are energy-minimizing curves. In the
original formulation the energy has an internal term that aims to impose smoothness on the
curve, and an external term that encourages movement toward image features. Their ability to
deform freely instead of rigidly was advantageous. This type of method is particularly useful
for locating the outline of general amorphous objects, although, since no model (other than
smoothness) is imposed, they are not optimal for locating objects that have a known shape, as
they could be easily trapped by noise energies which are located close to the boundaries.
There remain a few limitations of the active contour method, which make it imperfect for
some medical segmentation tasks. Firstly, the image structure at object boundaries is
prescribed by letting the snakes be attracted to obvious edges or ridges in the image. In
practice, object boundaries do not necessarily coincide with edges or ridges. For example,
there may be invisible or blurred boundaries between tissues with similar intensity. Secondly,
little a priori knowledge about the shape to be segmented is incorporated in its standard
formulation, in comparison to the ASM method which includes a trained object shape model.
The fortunate side is that almost all other segmentation algorithms, either rigid or nearly rigid
(flexible only within limited area, e.g. ASM), can assist in Snake detections without any
conflicts.
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3.7 Preliminary Study on Soft-tissue Boundary Maintenance
The second task of this thesis is to conceive a 3D multiple soft-tissue deformable model
method that could be used as the laparoscopic hepatic surgical simulator. The relationships
between soft tissues (derived from MRI/CT image datasets) were represented as a special type
of intra-collisions, with a spectrum of values for all the intra-surface frictions, e.g. an
infinitely large value for those joined together. Different tissues had respective densities and
stiffness, exhibiting various viscous and elastic characteristics. In surgical simulation, the
deformation of soft tissue was triggered by external factors such as the interactions between
soft tissue and surrounding objects (surgical instruments, bones, other soft tissue etc),
allowing these tissues or objects to further deliver the instrument force to other adjacent tissue
or objects. The final equilibrium locations of those indirectly affected objects were
determined by the force delivered through the medium, which was in turn significantly
determined by the tissue relationships on the boundaries. In liver surgical operations, if
multiple tissue deformation occurred but interventional imaging through CT/MRI was not
highly recommended due to its potential hazard to surgeons, there would be no simple way to
trace the surgically significant relative locations of tumours and major hepatic vessels. The
studies on effectively maintaining these relationships among tissues during deformation were
the problems emphasized.

However, given no direct instrument force had been applied to the tissue of interest, what
exactly was there for us to compute? To answer this question, a static multi-tissue object
oscillating under no force can be considered. According to conservation of energy (Martin
1993), an extended or compressed deformable object has stored potential energy in its
mechanical system. Once the object is released, the deformation tries to return to its
unstretched state and in the process accelerates the mass. At the point where the mechanical
system has reached its unstretched state it release all its potential energy, but the mass has
reached its maximum speed indicating all the energy has been transformed into kinetic energy.
The mass then begin to decelerate because it is then compressing the mechanical system and
in the process transferring the kinetic energy back to potential. This transferring back and
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forth of the kinetic energy in the mass and the potential energy in the mechanical soft object
system causes the object mass to oscillate. The mass would continue to oscillate forever at the
same magnitude theoretically, but in a real system there is always damping that dissipates the
energy and therefore the system eventually comes to rest.

In real life, it was normally not easy to observe inner-collisions or tissue internal constraints
by using the naked eye, especially when the tissue boundaries were not distinctive. At the
beginning of our research, we utilized Maya Dynamic13 to simulate 2 layers of water inside a
certain volume (Figure_3.8), and create rain drops to bring forces piercing through the whole
volume, affecting only the upper layer water surface. Then the lower layer water surface will
react only to the effects exerted by the upper layer (instead of the rain drops), and its reaction
produced its own kinetic and potential energy to counter-affect the upper layer. A reaction
and counter-effect loop between these two water layers is thus formed. The final image in
Figure_3.8 shows the animation effect after reacting to 20 rain drops interfering with different
areas of the upper layer of this water volume.

The rain drops were falling particles obeying only the gravity force, the water surfaces were
generated as stringed soft rectangle meshes. Under no other force effect, the relationships
between these two level water surfaces can be considered as loosely woven or bound. The
medium through which forces were carried, was defined following the Navier–Stokes
equations14, which simulated the simplified the surface tension effects.

13

Maya is a high-end 3D computer graphics and 3D modeling software package originally developed

by Alias Systems Corporation, but now owned by Autodesk. Maya Dynamic is used to create dynamic
simulations and effects using particles, fields, soft bodies, and rigid bodies. (Riddel 2006; Wilkins 2005;
Tsiptsin 2007)
14

The Navier–Stokes equations describe the motion of viscous fluid substances. These equations arise

from applying Newton's second law to fluid motion, together with the assumption that the fluid stress is
the sum of a diffusing viscous term (proportional to the gradient of velocity), plus a pressure term
(Acheson 1990). Refer to http://www.efunda.com/formulae/fluids/navier_stokes.cfm for its equations.
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20 sec later (20 drops)

Figure_3.8 Conceptual animation of the interactions between 2 water layers using Maya
Dynamic: Surface meshes were coded in green; Pink segments are springs.
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Second (sec) 0

5 sec later

sec 5.5

sec 6.0

sec 6.5

sec 7

sec 7.5

sec 8
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sec 8.5

sec 9

Figure_3.8A Conceptual animation of how friction affected both the
hollow sphere and the water layers using Maya Dynamic: Consecutive
changes in the shape of the sphere surface; Top view of the upper water
layer in the final state is shown as the last image. (Video is recorded)
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sec 11

sec 13

sec 15

sec 17

sec 19

sec 21

Figure_3.8B Conceptual animation of the counter-effect on the upper water layer from the
lower, illustrated step by step as snapshots from Maya Dynamic: A perspective view of the
upper water layer in the final state is shown as the last image.
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These equations arise from the assumption that the stress is proportional to the gradient of
velocity, with the falling rain drops being the only extra instant forces. Other than bounding
forces, friction is another determinant of relationships between soft objects on sliding
contacting boundaries or during penetration depth collisions. To highlight the effect produced
by friction, the rain drop was replaced by a soft hollow sphere with a certain mass, and was
set to be interacted with both water layers. In Figure_3.8A, evident effects from these
frictions were observed, which caused the sphere surface to continuously deform into
different shapes. In this single ‘rain drop’ illustration, the reaction and counter-effect loop
between two liquid layers was more obvious. A counter-effect to the upper layer from the
lower was clearly shown in Figure_3.8B step by step. These conceptual animations were
helpful in extending ideas. Then the problem of soft-tissue boundary relationships in
computer simulation was clearly seen, although remained a challenging area in our research.
It could be decomposed into three types of formalities and six transition states between these
three:
A. Bound or woven tissue relationships
B. Sliding relationships with or without friction
C. Penetration depth collision
D. Transition states from A to B (e.g., tissue cutting), from B to A (e.g., tissue suturing), from
B to C (e.g., blood perfusion), from C to B (e.g., blood drainage), from A to C (e.g., tissue
compression), and from C to A (e.g., tissue stretch).

This thesis focuses on best keeping bound or woven tissue relationships in a real-time hepatic
resection simulation, which can be considered as our first step towards boundary condition
analysis. Simple tissue cutting effects were preliminarily implemented, which symbolized a
transition from status A to B on multi-soft tissue models. Frictions and penetration depth
collisions will be discussed in future work. To represent these 3-D model relationships as
precisely as possible, the multi-soft tissues were built into physical mesh models. As
mentioned, optimization on original model mesh structure and on force field coefficient
matrix could be two direct ways to describe the problems confronted and the proposed
methods.
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We will start by looking at the Steiner point constraint Delaunay Triangulation (DT) local
mesh adaptation to enforce tissue boundary relationships.

Refining and simplifying a three-dimensional mesh has been widely studied in different
research areas to achieve efficiency and high performance. In physical modelling, previous
classic work which relied on a multiresolution presentation was built in single objects, and
mostly off-line in a preprocessing step. By contrast, this new model we propose is a
continuous work based on Paloc’s model, whose most significant feature was the ability to
on-line refine a local adaptive three-dimensional Delaunay mesh during real-time interactions.
Paloc’s method was designed for presenting a single object, and assumed the initialized
original mesh structure was randomly coarse, which clearly demonstrated the efficacy of its
on-the-fly mesh refinement. However, when considering multi-soft object combinations, one
of the most important tasks was to best keep the boundary relationships among tissues, which
was out of the reach of this coarse original mesh model. To extend the compatibility of
Paloc’s on-the-fly strategy to multi-soft tissue models, the new method combines the shape
retaining advantages from traditional pre-processing multi-resolution mesh adaptation to build
the starting physical model, maintaining tissue boundary relationships during deformations
corresponding to manipulations. To preserve the speed of real-time response, some
simplification was still necessary after acceptable performance was obtained.

Steiner points, which will be explained later in more detail, are additional vertices introduced
in order to make the triangulation more uniform (Weisstein 2002). This chapter gives details
of the key factors of these classic algorithms and demonstrates how these factors affected the
local refinement and simplification of a combined three-dimensional mesh. Attention was
given to obtaining best possible mesh quality, reducing the computational cost of each
procedure, and not introducing any new errors to jeopardies the on-the-fly mesh adaptation
strategy.

3.7.1 Data Structures
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Mesh data could be classified according to their shape: in 2-D, the commonest are triangle,
rectangle, and multi-edge polygons; in 3-D correspondingly, those mostly used are
tetrahedron and hextetrahedron; mesh data can also be categorised as structured or
unstructured. An unstructured mesh15 necessitates the storage of a list of node positions and
each node’s neighbours, while structured meshes exhibits a uniform topological structure,
which allows the position of one point to be calculated from its distance relationship to
another point. There is a large body of literature and software dealing with unstructured mesh
generation. Some of the landmark algorithms can be found in a survey by (Owen 1998). To
meet the requirement of real-time performance on a normal PC, unstructured tissue surface
data derived from CT/MRI image segmentation have been smoothed during tissue 3-D
reconstruction, and coarsened into a comparatively simple shape by mesh decimation. A
simple unstructured mesh can still mimic the tissue realistically. The algorithms, however,
will remain complicated by the need to deal with the special situations that arise with
unstructured meshes.

Although the present work is limited to simplicial meshes, including only triangles and
tetrahedra, the more straightforward quadrilateral meshes could be borrowed as examples to
explain the difference between an object-independent uniform grid and its object-dependent
modalities. Figure_3.9A shows a uniform grid, while B is the classic quadtree / octree - a
recursive partition of a region of the plane into axis-aligned squares until squares reach some
minimum size bound. (Duchemin 2005). As these two mesh structures are involved in classic
adaptive simplicial mesh generation, more detailed descriptions of their contributions will be
reviewed in the next section. There are also other local adaptive quadrilateral formalities, like
KD tree and BSP tree, which are however beyond the remit of this thesis.

15

Unstructured data refers to computerized information that either does not have a data structure or has

one that is not easily usable by a computer program (Grimes 2005). The term distinguishes such
information from structured data stored in fielded form (can be calculated using neighbours data) in
databases.
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The reason for using only simplicial meshes is that the triangle and tetrahedral mesh provide
the greatest flexibility and is less restrictive than other mesh topologies. Generally used other
meshes, such as Cartesian, rectilinear and curvilinear, can all be converted into a tetrahedral
mesh. In addition, a tetrahedral mesh produces a more accurate representation of a domain
with relatively few elements, and it gives a surface representation that is a triangle surface
generally being deemed as the standard for visualization hardware. As discussed in section
2.7, in order to achieve real-time deformable model interactivity, this author agrees with
Paloc on choosing the MSS as the underlying physical model. In a MSS, a tetrahedral cell has
all its springs at their rest length, which is more appropriate to preserve volume. Tetrahedral
meshes are also intensively used in FEM, which allows the extension of the model to
transform towards more accurate models later when new hardware platforms would guarantee
higher computing speed. Meshes with hexahedral or other complex elements were not
considered here for formulating experimental or final object mesh models.

Next paragraph will introduce some basic concepts of Delaunay Triangulation, then describe
the refinement operations and their dominant factors.

3.7.2 Delaunay Triangulation

Delaunay Triangulation (DT) is a mathematical and computational geometric algorithm
invented by Boris Delaunay in 1934. It has the properties that the circumcircle of every
triangle does not contain any other points of the triangulation. The circumcircle, or
circumscribed circle, of a triangle is the unique circle that passes through all three of its
vertices (the circumsphere of a tetrahedron passes through all four of its vertices).
Figure_3.10B illustrates Delaunay Triangles with circumcircles marked. This defining
characteristic of Delaunay triangles is called the empty circumcircle property. The generation
of the Delaunay property to higher dimensions is straightforward. In three dimensions, a
Delaunay Tetrahedralisation has the same property that the circumsphere of every tetrahedron
does not contain any points of the tetrahedralisation.
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Figure_3.9: A, a uniform grid; B, the classic quadtree / octree; C, balanced quadtree; D,
unbalanced quadtree (Bern 1988).

Figure_3.10A: Quantities associated

B: Delaunay triangles with their

with DT (Shewchuk 2000);

circumcircles (Delaunay 2008)

Figure_3.11: Tetrahedral flip (drawn by Paloc 2003)
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Since the Delaunay Triangulation is done over a set of points and does not take boundary
information into account, it does not necessarily conform to any imposed segments and/or
facets. However, this method can be forced to include boundary properly and is therefore
named Constraint Delaunay Triangulation (CDT)(Berg 2008).

3.7.3 Constraint Delaunay Triangulation

In CDT, the input segments were in the triangulation and the empty circle property was
modified to apply only to points that can be seen from at least one edge of the triangle where
the segments were treated as opaque, so that the boundary edges were preserved and not split
into smaller edges by avoiding the insertion of additional points. Likewise, the input facets
caused the empty circle property to adapt to points that can be seen from at least one sub-face
of the tetrahedron where the facets were deemed as solid surface joining sub-domain mesh
units. However, unlike the two-dimensional case which was guaranteed to recover the
segments without creating additional vertices (Steiner points), the three-dimensional case had
more difficulties in segment or facet recovery. Whereas every polygon could be triangulated,
there were polyhedra which could not be tetrahedralised, as pointed out in (Schonardt 1928).
Hence, in three-dimensions, CDT did not always exist. Like DT, CDTs could be constructed
by the flip algorithm (Figure 3.11 illustrates DT tetrahedral flips) which was firstly extended
into three dimensions by (Joe 1989). The difference between the flip algorithms of DT and
CDT was that CDT must begin with a triangulation whose edges included all the input
segments and/or facets. The missing segments, shown in Figure_2.12B (compared with only a
set of points in A) for instance, were forced into the triangulations by deleting all the edges
crossed (posted in C), inserting the new segments, and retriangulating the resulting polygons
(in D). Once the triangulation containing all input segments and/or facets was found, the flip
algorithm might be applied. When CDT did not exist, it was also implied that the flip
algorithm could not achieve boundary recovery on its own. Inserting Steiner points however
was able to help in solving this problem.
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When CDT was put into practical use, for example to a medical simulation in this project, a
local adaptation of the mesh was needed to achieve accurate solutions with an acceptable
effort in terms of time and memory requirements. In order to get highest possible accuracy,
the system was normally expected to offer high resolution in and around the critical areas.
While to simplify the computational complexity so as to obtain a rapid interaction response,
the system was expected to decrease the resolution in proportion to the distance from such
areas. These local adaptation approaches based on CDT could be classified into the greater
category of Delaunay optimization.

3.7.4 Delaunay Optimization

The empty circumcircle property of DT, introduced in Section 3.7.2, was first noted by
(Lawson 1977) that DT had the property of optimally maximizing the minimum angle in the
triangulation. Despite this, a DT without Steiner points or a CDT may still be unsatisfactory.
The location of input points for DT and the insertion of boundaries for CDT do not ensure the
quality of the mesh; sometimes on the contrary, fully recovering the boundaries in CDT
traded off the otherwise possibly better mesh structure. Before going ahead towards the
details of this problem, another question had to be answered first – what was the quality of the
mesh.

Intuition leads we to think that, the elements of a quality mesh system built for deformation,
should be “round” at rest. Such a structure had the widest range of flexible deformation
behaviors between the highest absolute valued yielding limits. In practice, it was impossible
for every element to be an exact equilateral triangle or tetrahedron. Then, how round would
be acceptable? Although the overall behavior of a mesh under manipulation could be
measured from multiple other angles, like stiffness matrix conditioning, a precise physical
description of the visco-elastic tissue combination, etc. (to be discussed later in section 3.8),
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A: Points

B: Segments

C: DT

D: CDT

E: DT refined with Steiner points

F: CDT refined with Steiner points

Figure_3.12 A-F: CDT vs. DT and their Delaunay refinement with Steiner points
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the mathematical connections between mesh geometry and interpolation errors were more
crucial for constructing a qualified initial static model. There were a wide variety of measures
in use for the quality of an element.

No Small Angles

“No small angles” has been a basic consensus in the literature as it was necessary in order to
prove the termination and size bounds of the algorithm. (Ruppert 1993 & 1995) explained
why small angles could be a problem for the basic algorithm in Figure_3.13. Angle pqr is less
than 45, and p “encroached” upon qr, since it was within the diametral circle of qr. Hence,
segment qr was split, by adding a vertex at its midpoint. This new vertex then encroached
upon segment pq. After splitting pq, the initial situation was repeated, at a smaller scale. As
shown on the right, this process of splitting encroached segments could continue indefinitely.
However, this problem was caused by the definition of the “encroachment” of an interior
node upon the boundary. (Mitchell & Ruppert 1994 & 1995) pointed out the smallest angle of
a triangle was related to two other quality measures: its aspect ratio and height. The height of
a triangle was the minimum distance from a vertex to a side, and the aspect ratio was the ratio
of the length of the longest side to the height, indicating the bigger the aspect ratio the smaller
the minimum angle. Then the search for the minimum angle becomes a process of looking for
the upper bounds of this bounded-aspect-ratio.

Quadtree-based Methods

(Baker 1988) first solved the problem of computing no-small-angle triangulations of
polygonal regions and planar straightline graph. They placed a uniform square mesh, as
shown in Figure_3.9A, over the input, fine enough so that input vertices are several squares
apart in the mesh. By retriangulating the squares within a small distance of the edges, input
edges might be incorporated into the mesh (special cases were illustrated). (Bern 1990)
combined a similar approach to mesh generation with an innovative optimality analysis which
used quadtrees (such as that shown in Figure_3.9B) as a natural enhancement to their
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algorithm, locally adaptive to the object shape features. The quadtrees have been used in
heuristics since the early 80’s. (Yerry 1983) constructed a quadtree representation of a
polygonal or curved domain. Squares intersected by the boundary of the domain were
recursively split. One square, the root, covered the entire region. A square could be divided
into four child squares, by splitting it with horizontal and vertical line segments through its
center. The collection of squares then forms a tree, with smaller squares at lower levels of the
tree. Split might also result from an upper bound on size which might vary over the domain,
or from a balance condition: no quadtree square was adjacent to one more than twice its size
(see Figure_3.9C). Triangulating each face then yielded a mesh that approximated the domain.
Quadtrees were proved to be the most convenient way to produce graded meshes, that is,
meshes with small elements near complicated parts of the boundary that graded up to larger
elements elsewhere. Furthermore, quadtrees could produce elements of widely varying sizes,
resulting in greater accuracy and efficiency. (Baehmann, Wittchen, Shepherd, and Yerry 1987)
later introduced a more advanced version of the algorithm using warping and trimming
methods to produce a mesh that did not change the shape of the input. (Bern 1990) also
contributed to the theoretical warping rules guaranteed not to produce small angles, as well as
an analysis of the number of triangles in the mesh. With the help from uniform square mesh,
(Baker 1988) set the smallest angle bound to be 13o. Because of the balance condition of
forming the quadtree was utilized by (Bern 1990), an unwarped square region in the quadtree
had at most one subdivision point per side, which could easily be confirmed that the region
had no angles smaller than 26.5o (derived from arctan(0.5)). The complications arose
primarily in the warping steps. The method defined the warped region as a quadrilateral with
no subdivisions. A case analysis proved that such a quadrilateral could be triangulated with no
angles smaller than 20o by adding a single diagonal (as demonstrated in Figure_3.14A).
(Mitchell 1992) modified Bern’s method by supplementing a careful selection of quadtree
square sizes around “holes” and “almost holes” (see Figure_3.14B).

As the aspect ratio increased so the angle bound decreased. Strengthening the balance
condition in the quadtrees, and replacing quadtree squares by tiles with projections and
indentations was able to further guarantee that all angles measured greater than 36 o. In the
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best cases, limits of 51 o were achievable. But any further improvement would require a much
larger number of Steiner points to help force the triangulation to be topologically equivalent
to a mesh of nearly equilateral triangles.

Circle-based Methods

The aforementioned algorithms were grid-based or square-shaped algorithms. (Chew 1989 &
1993) invented a quite different circle-based approach to no-small-angle triangulation of
Planar straight-line graphs 16 (PSLGs). Chew’s Delaunay refinement algorithm splits any
triangle whose circumradius is greater than the length of the shortest edge in the entire mesh,
thus achieving a higher quality bound, but forcing all triangles to have uniform size.
Figure_3.16A shows one example by Chew himself, while B and C were constructed using
Chew’s method. B is an arbitrary polygon and C is an arbitrary domain containing "almost
holes" mimicking the cross-sectional surface of a blood vessel and a scalpel cutting edges.

Circle-based Optimized Methods

(Ruppert 1995) extended Chew’s algorithm by allowing the density of triangles to vary
rapidly over short distances, as illustrated in Figure_3.17A. Ruppert’s Delaunay refinement
algorithm for two-dimensional quality mesh generation was perhaps the first theoretically
guaranteed meshing algorithm to be truly satisfactory in practice. It produced meshes with no
small angles using relatively few triangles and allowing the density of triangles to vary
quickly over short distances or to be increased arbitrarily by the user. Figure_3.17B was an
arbitrary tissue region mesh structure built using Ruppert’s method, which contained "almost
holes" simulating blood vessel cross-section surface and scalpel cutting edges.

16

Planar straight-line graph (PSLG) is a term used in computational geometry for an embedding of a

planar graph in the plane such that its edges are mapped into straight line segments (Preparata 1985).
Every planar graph has this kind of embedding.
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Shewchuk J. (1998) extended Ruppert’s algorithm into a three-dimensional no-small-angle
generalization that generated tetrahedralization. As mentioned in section 6.2.3, not all input
boundaries could be fully recovered using CDT. Shewchuk’s algorithm’s first step was to
construct a Delaunay triangulation of the input vertices. To make all CDT successfully
progress, some input segments and facets might be partly missing from the mesh at the first
stage. The tetrahedralization was refined by inserting additional vertices into the mesh, using
an incremental Delaunay tetrahedralization algorithm or three-dimensional flipping, until all
segments and facets were recovered and all constraints on tetrahedron quality and size were
met. Vertex insertion was governed by three rules, in the order of priority:
1. If the circumsphere of any boundary segment contained a vertex other than its endpoints, it
was immediately split into two segments by inserting a vertex at its midpoint (Figure_3.18A).
2. If the circumsphere of any boundary faced contains a non-coplanar vertex, it was then split
by inserting a vertex at its circumcenter (Figure_3.18B).
3. Finally, each tetrahedron whose circumradius-to-shortest edge ratio was larger than some
bound B, was split by inserting a vertex at its circumcenter (Figure_3.18C).

More specific details about the algorithm can be found in Shewchuck’s PhD thesis
(Shewchuk 1997). As Figure_3.18D shows, the algorithm performed well in practice - an
arbitrary 7/8 solid sphere.

“Maximizing the smallest angle” had achieved quite a lot progress after all these great efforts
from above mentioned scientists. But it is not the only deciding factor for a quality mesh
model. Particularly for a real-time application, element size was even more crucial to its
satisfiability. Furthermore, when talking about soft tissues, necessarily keeping their
curvatures to an acceptable extent was also an unavoidable consideration. (Ruppert 1995)’s
work supplied some basic options for improvement. (Shewchuk 2000)’s systematically
depicted mathematical analysis gave more directions on how to confront mesh qualifications.
Based on these suggestions, a specific quality strategy will be presented in the Section 6.4 for
the task of this thesis – multiple soft liver tissue real-time laparoscopic surgical simulation.
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Figure_3.13: Small input angles could be a problem for the basic algorithm: p encroaches
upon qr, which is split at s, which encroaches upon qp, which is split … (Ruppert 1995)

Figure_3.14: A, a quadtree triangulation of a point set; (Bern 1990); B, a mesh derived from a
quadtree, demonstrating careful selection of quadtree square sizes around “holes” and “almost
holes”. (Mitchell 1992)

Figure_3.15: A, tiles for all acute triangulation; B: example triangulation (Bern 1990)
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A: a uniform mesh (Chew 1989 & 1993)

B: an arbitrary polygon mesh computed by Chew’s algorithm for this thesis

C: an arbitrary region with holes simulating blood vessel hole and cutting edges, computed by
Chew’s algorithm, for this thesis.
Figure_3.16A-C: Circle-based uniform mesh.
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A: triangulation of the boundary of Lake Superior. Minimum output angle was about 150.
(Ruppert 1995)

B: an arbitrary tissue domain optimized mesh construction using Ruppert’s algorithm. The
region contained "almost holes" mimicking the blood vessel hole and scalpel cutting edges.
Figure_3.17A-B: Mesh constructions using Ruppert’s method
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A: splitting a segment; B: splitting a triangular facet;

C: splitting a tetrahedron.

Figure_3.18A-C: Operations of the three-dimensional Delaunay refinement (Shewchuk 1998).

D: an arbitrary 7/8 sphere shape mesh building using Shewchuk’s algorithm.
Figure_3.18A-D: Delaunay refinement following Shewchuk’s approach.
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3.8 Project Requirements on Initialized Mesh Quality
Before moving on to work out a quality solution for building the initialized meshes for this
specific project in this thesis, the specific requirements for mesh quality had to be clarified
first. Then, the final solution could be properly evaluated, and a process of aiming for a target
could help save unnecessary efforts going astray.

3.8.1 Previous Contribution by Paloc (2003)

a. Local mesh adaptation for soft tissue simulation.

Celine Paloc's work addresses the problem of graphically modelling the realistic behaviour of
deformable tissue that can undergo structural modifications. Building on traditional modelling
methods, Paloc proposed the online remeshing of a volumetric deformable model for locally
adapting the underlying mesh and thus optimising the computational workload. The technique
overcomes limitations of previous methods that made it difficult to modify the topology of the
mesh online.

The local adaptation concept uses the fact that the highest possible accuracy is not always
required in every part of an object. Sufficiently high accuracy for a specific task can be
achieved by locally adapting the resolution of a mesh in different parts, thus reducing
processing costs and memory space. The attempts before Paloc at applying local mesh
adaptation to tissue modelling rely on a comprehensive structure built in an expensive preprocessing phase and strongly dependent on the geometry of the object, thus simulating
dynamic structural modification became difficult or impossible. Paloc's work proposes a
methodology to locally adapt the resolution of the mesh by re-tesselating it dynamically in
and around the region of interest. This methodology can be applied to both MSS and FEM,
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and can efficiently balance execution speed against the physical accuracy of traditional tissue
models.

This local mesh refinement assumes an initial coarse Delaunay tetrahedralisation of the tissue
model. The local refinement is based on the incremental insertion algorithm which commonly
used in mesh generation. It maintains a Delaunay tetrahedralisation into which vertices are
inserted one at a time, as shown in Figure_3.19.

Despite the good performance of the incremental insertion algorithm, the generation of poor
quality elements (such as flat tetrahedra or slivers) cannot be avoided, and these elements
with large or small angles can degrade the numerical solution. This problem is solved by
inserting an additional vertex at the circumcentre of each triangle or tetrahedron of poor
quality. Then a trade-off between size and quality of the mesh elements is therefore
implemented in order to guarantee that all the generated new elements are larger than a
specific size. This is critical in simulation, where the integration time step varies with the size
of the mesh elements and decreasing the time step can drastically slow down the simulation.
Paloc's solution adds constraints on the quality refinement by controlling the size of the
generated elements. It is particularly important when the mesh size and/or topology vary over
the simulation, which is the case for any adaptive models, but also when structural
modifications are performed on the model. For this reason vertices are not inserted if their
local feature size falls below a threshold.

b. Time step control

It must be noted that the choice of time step drastically varied from one simulation to another,
depending on the density of the mesh and the values of the parameters. Practically, the time
step was set to the maximum that can be used without causing instability. On the other hand,
real time operation is another requirement of interactive applications. This means that the
maximum allowed time step should stay long enough to guarantee interactive frame rates.
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Figure_3.19: Incremental insertion of a new vertex in a tetrahedral mesh.
(a) In a tetrahedron. (b) on an (inner) face. (c) On an (inner) edge. (Paloc 2002)

Figure_3.20: A simple oscillartory system (Paloc 2002)
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The critical time step of a one - degree of freedom (DOF) - system (as shown in Figure_3.20
but without damping) is given by the Shannon theorem: Δt c = π m / k .

As with single degree systems, a system with multiple DOF that is set into motion, but is not
acted upon by any external force, will vibrate at one of a number of natural frequencies
dependent upon only on the physical properties of the structure. For a multiple DOF system
there is one possible natural frequency for each degree of freedom. In general, a system with
n degrees of freedom will have a characteristic equation of order n which will possess n real
roots or eigenvalues. Therefore, a closed form solution for the natural frequencies is not
possible for a system with three or more degrees of freedom.

Obtaining a theoretical limit on the time step is not straightforward. the computations would
be extremely extensive, prohibiting real-time updates. The complexity of the model explains
why empirical limits have proved to be of more use than theoretical ones.

Typically, the actual time step used in a simulation is defined empirically in a pre-processing
stage through testing. The testing method is straightforward. Given a particular model, the
time step is increased while the model is being deformed until the system becomes unstable.
The value is then slightly reduced to achieve robustness. A better way to determine the time
step is to control its value over the course of solving the system of differential equations. The
idea is to increase the time step without incurring too much error whenever possible, and to
reduce it to avoid excessive error when needed. Adaptive time stepping facilitates the
determination of the time step without any pre-processing stage and any forces can be applied
without risk of instability.

When an excessive error is encountered, the simulation can become extremely slow if the
time step is reduced below some threshold. In a model using MSS, the Shannon theorem is
usually invoked as a theoretical justification. A similar link between the minimum edge
length and the critical time step has been summarized through a quantitative analysis: the time
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step increases with the edge length, and the variation of the minimum time step is linear, as
shown in Figure_3.21. Combining the Shannon theorem and all definition equations for point
mass m, spring stiffness k and spring damping c, the critical time step of a one-DOF-system i
with damping is given by:

Δtci = π

D ∑m Vmi li4
i

(3.1 )

4 E ∑k Vki (li2 − 1)
i

with E being the material elastic modulus, D the material density, l the rest length of spring,
and V being the volume of the adjacent tetrahedra of the spring.

c. Cutting approach based on on-line mesh adaptation

Cutting, tearing, and carving are some of the most common tasks performed by surgeons in
both open surgery and minimally invasive surgery. Paloc's cutting methodology uses a
dynamic adaptive framework for a tetrahedral mesh and is applied to the simulation of
surgical cuts. Previous methods differ on the way they update the cells being intersected by
the cutting tool (triangles for surface mesh and tetrahedra for volumetric mesh). They can be
classified in three categories, illustrated by Figures_3.22(b)-(d) which show the result of
performing a cut on Figure_3.22(a). On Figure_3.22(b), cutting operations are solved by
simply removing the intersected cells (Picinbono 2000) (Delingette 1999). This method has
the major drawback that it violates mass-preservation of the model. Figure_3.22(c) illustrates
another strategy which consists of duplicating the nodes close to the cutting path and
removing adjacency relations (Boux de Casson 1999). To avoid stair-case effects, Nienhuys
(2001) snaps close nodes along the cutting path. The main advantage of this approach is to
perform cuts without enlarging the mesh complexity. However, node snapping cannot always
be done without changing the external shape of the mesh. Recently, preference is given to
subdivision schemes to accommodate cuts (Bielser 2000) (Ganovelli 2000) (Mor 2000). As
illustrated on Figure_3.22(c), the intersected cells are replaced by a new set of cells (5 to 9 for
each intersected cell). The main drawback of this method is the significant increase of the
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Figure_3.21: Variation of the time step for different meshes as a function of their smallest
edge length. The lowest point of each vertical line represents the time step at which the mesh
becomes unstable. (Paloc 2002)

Figure_3.22: Different methods for updating a mesh along the path (a) of a cutting tool at
times ti and ti+1. (b) Elements removal. (c) Node snapping. (d) Subdivision. (e) Local
remeshing. (Paloc 2003)
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mesh size, which may degrade the performance of the simulation. All these previous methods
have the disadvantage of requiring a very high resolution to produce a realistic effect. This
can drastically reduce the performance of the overall simulation. Moreover, the quality of the
mesh is affected by the cut as projecting nodes or subdividing cells within the mesh can cause
degeneracies. Small and badly shaped elements may be created and the mesh may become
unstable. Building on our adaptive model described in (Paloc 2002), we now present a new
approach to the cutting problem using on-the-fly remeshing in the region of the cut. The mesh
is refined along the path of the cutting tool in order to accommodate cuts move adequately as
illustrated in Figure_3.22(e).

3.8.2 Expected mesh element topological changes

Based on the reasoning in Section 3.5, one of our objectives was to construct a real-time
interactive multiple soft tissue deformable model using MSS technology. The most
fundamental concern was about accurate deformation. We first consider the basic model used
by (Paloc 2002) as shown in Figure_3.23 with which the user interacted by exerting a
localized external force on its surface. The model did not show a plausible deformation in
response to the user at the first stage as it stood (illustrated in Figure_3.23B). As the force
kept going further, refinement took place in the region of the interaction (Figure_3.23C).
Without local mesh adaptation, the mesh model would deform as in Figure_3.23B – a change
only of the element shape and volume. When local mesh refinement occurred, even the
number of elements began to change. The scaled effects on a block of tissue mesh are
illustrated in sequence in Figure_3.26A-C.

In the context of surgical simulation, a region of interaction corresponds to the contact area
between a surgical instrument and a soft tissue model. The laparoscopic instruments in this
thesis are the forceps and scalpel used also in Paloc’s project. The instruments, as shown in
Figure_3.25, were generated to display their behavior in virtual environments. Figure A
depicts the 3D model of a forceps with its wireframe, shown in typical triangular elements for
efficient graphic rendering. In this kind of design it is common to consider the surface
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triangles as the geometric primitives for the detection of collisions. The simplified prototype
reduces the number of triangles and greatly enhances the performance speed of the collision
detection process, which depends on the number of primitives. Then, the collision region is
determined by the collision detection methodology which, in brief, determines the exact
points of intersection between the surgical instrument and the soft tissue mesh. New vertices
can then be inserted into the mesh at the points of intersection and the mesh is refined as
shown in Figure_3.23 C.

In this thesis, a further objective was simple tissue cutting on a multiple soft-tissue model.
The problem could be generally summarized as follows: When a starting mesh and successive
positions of a user-controlled cutting tool are given, the structure of the mesh is modified at
every iteration to show an incision that represents the path of the tool through the mesh (e.g.,
from A to B, illustrated in Figure_3.25). The first step of the procedure tests the intersections
between the cutting tool and the mesh elements. A simplified scalpel (Figure_3.25B) is used
here as the cutting tool, approximated by a set of simple primitives to handle collisions
efficiently. The cutting edge of the scalpel can be considered as infinitely sharp and
assimilated to a line segment. Once an intersected element is detected, it is modified to keep
track of the passage of the cutting tool. Then, the dynamic local remeshing is applied to the
whole region. The detailed approach (Paloc 2003) used, operates as follows:
1. New vertices are inserted in the mesh at the successive positions of the cutting tool.
2. New boundaries are inserted between those vertices.
3. Those boundaries are then duplicated and split.
In this operation, not only the sizes and number of mesh elements changed, but also the
relationships between elements changed from interweaving to being independent. Some
internal elements became exposed surface primitives. For instance, when cutting along a
tumour boundary, tumour tissue is detached little by little from the surrounding tissue. The
split facets become new surface elements upon which sliding frictions can be applied.
Although the present thesis does not address friction implementation, the success of simple
cutting on multiple soft tissue models could be seen as a promising start towards those
advanced applications which will be mentioned in the Future Work section.
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After all these manipulations, when the user stops interacting there, the collision regions of
the mesh which has been refined might not require such a high resolution anymore. The
region of the mesh refined in the proximity of a surgical instrument could be re-simplified
after the instrument has left this area. To determine where a simplification should occur, the
distance between a set of adjacent points inserted during the refinement and the surgical
instrument is computed. If the distance is larger than a specific threshold, the points are
removed from the mesh. Figure_3.26D demonstrates this final mesh simplification.

What made Paloc’s local mesh refinement so special was that the refined mesh was generated
during run time in a real-time responsive interaction. This gave the term “on-the-fly”. The
initialized mesh structure also needed to meet the time constraints.

3.8.3 Obtaining a Real-time Model Response

Regarding time cost, if one knows the triangle or tetrahedron into which a new vertex is to be
inserted, the amount of work required to insert the vertex is proportional to the number of
edge flips, as summarized in Section 3.7. Except for pathological cases that could occur
occasionally in which a single vertex insertion caused O(n) flips in two dimensions or O(n2)
in three dimensions, it was common to observe that the average number of flips per insertion
was a small constant. The n was the number of the vertexes in the final triangulation. During
the incremental construction of DT on an arbitrary set of vertices, in many circumstances, the
dominant cost was the time required for seed point location, finding the triangle or
tetrahedron in which a vertex lay so that the vertex might be inserted. In detail, the process of
locating the points assumed that the new vertex fell within the existing primitives. If a vertex
fell outside the convex hull of the previous vertices, new elements (triangles in 2D, or
tetrahedra in 3D) were created to connect the new vertex to all the edges and facets of the
convex hull visible from that vertex. In a general-purpose Delaunay triangulator, this
operation was more expensive than the simple flip operation performed when the vertex falls
inside the convex hull.
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A: before interaction;

B: early stage of applying force;

C: mesh adaptation

Figure_3.23: Adaptation location based on region of interaction. (drawn by Paloc)

Figure_3.24: Mesh traversal from the vertices A to B (drawn by Paloc)

A: Virtual forceps and its wireframe

B: Model of a cutting tool and its approximation by a pair of line segments
Figure_3.25A-B: 3D computer model of two laparoscopic instruments (Paloc 2002)
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Recalling Section 3.7.3, the resolution of some areas can be increased by inserting new
vertices (Steiner points) in those regions. Performing a local refinement of a tetrahedral mesh
in real-time, then, demanded inserting vertices in places where the location had already been
identified. Assuming all vertices falling outside the existing tetrahedra only occurred at mesh
initialization, which meant during run time, new vertices were only inserted into the current
tetrahedralization, so inserting a vertex was a local operation with cost proportional only to
the number of edge flips and, thus relatively was computationally inexpensive.

This design idea was reflected in a bounding hierarchy improvement. The collision detection,
as mentioned earlier, used a hierarchy of axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) to quickly
eliminate primitives which could not possibly intersect. A bounding box hierarchy is a binary
tree with leaves that each correspond to a primitive in the model. Each node in the tree has a
bounding box associated with it that encompasses the union of the bounds of the node’s
children. In the case of leaf nodes, the bound encompasses the associated geometric primitive.
The whole bounding tree can be constructed in a pre-processing stage by recursive
subdivisions. Once the bounding tree of an object has been built, it can be used during the
simulation to determine the locations of potential collisions with another object also
encompassed in a bounding tree. This was done top-down in our simulation by recursively
testing pairs of nodes. For each visited pair of nodes, the bounding boxes were tested and only
the nodes for which the bounding boxes overlap were further traversed. Since the local
coordinate systems of a pair of models might be arbitrarily oriented, a fast overlap test for
relatively oriented boxes introduced by (Gottschalk 1996) was used. In the specific
application of a surgical simulation, the soft tissue model being deformed was encompassed
in an AABB tree whose leaves correspond to the surface triangles of the model. To further
account for the deformation of the object stored in the AABB tree, Van den Bergen (1997)
demonstrated that updating an AABB tree after a deformation was considerably faster than
rebuilding the entire tree and resulted in a tight-fitting hierarchy of boxes for most types of
deformations. Figure_3.27A illustrates two snapshots during simulation, where the AABB
tree of a deformable model was updated while the model was deforming.
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To distinguish the more general case from AABBs, an arbitrary bounding box is here called
an oriented bounding box (OBB). Unlike an OBB tree, the AABB tree uses bounding boxes
that are all aligned to the axes of the object’s local coordinate system. Thus AABBs are much
simpler to compute for intersections than OBBs, but have the disadvantage that when the
whole model is rotated in more than one direction, they cannot be simply rotated with it, but
must be recomputed. Since an OBB tree did not have the speed advantage of an AABB tree, it
normally needed to be recomputed during the run time interaction which could be time-wise
expensive. As for the instrument model, as mentioned in last section, to achieve the highest
efficiency of collision detection, the mesh model was simplified to only a few tetrahedra. For
building their bounding boxes, an OBB tree whose leaves correspond to the line segments
seemed more suitable, particularly for the forceps, whose tip could be opened and needed to
rotate at the same time in different directions symmetrical about handle. In addition, the
instruments were rigid and so their tree did not need to be updated during the whole progress
of simulation. However, the likelihood of the forceps being opened and closed many times
during the simulation forced the tree to be rebuilt despite the rigid nature of the object.
Moreover, the AABB tree was faster to build and used less storage. Therefore, all the
geometric primitives of the instruments were encompassed in the leaves of an AABB tree
built in a pre-processing stage. The AABB tree was updated each time the position of the
instrument or its forceps status was changed17. Figure_3.27B shows two snapshots during a
simulation where the AABB tree of an instrument was updated while the forceps were being
opened.

The use of this AABB tree described above was quite efficient as long as the topology of the
model did not change, because the tree on which the model relied was constructed according
to its initial topology during the pre-processing stage. If the topology was modified on-the-fly,
the tree might need to be rebuilt during the simulation, which could be expensive depending
on the number of geometric primitives. Unfortunately, element topological changes occurred
17

This means the AABB is good for collision detection, but worse for global rotations than the OBB

tree. While the OBB vice versa.
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A(upper left): before interactions; B(upper right)&C(lower left): local mesh adaptation in a
collision area; D(lower right): instrument left. Figure_3.26A-D: on the fly mesh local
adaptation in proximity of surgical instrument (Paloc 2002)

A: updated AABB tree of a deformable model;

B: AABB tree of an instrument with forceps

Figure_3.27A-B: updated AABB tree successive snapshots (Paloc 2002)
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frequently while the mesh was being refined or simplified. The corresponding AABB tree
might have to be rebuilt accordingly. Paloc (2002) contributed an idea on how the hierarchy
could be updated only locally where the topology of the mesh was modified, recalling the fact
that, as described early in this section, re-meshing of the model occurs only locally. More
specifically, her idea was that when the surface was being locally re-triangulated, only that
branch of the tree corresponding to the region being re-triangulated was rebuilt. The root of
the branch was identified and the branch was separated from the tree for the convenience of
being constructed on-line. The tree was then re-attached to the root of the branch. After these
improvements, the updated trees were so small that the cost of their construction was
negligible in comparison with the previous whole tree rebuilding.

In summary, whether from the viewpoint of mesh element topological change or the process
of collision detection, locally defined property routines made the on-the-fly mesh adaptation
possible in real-time surgical simulations. This technique, undoubtedly accelerated the system
reaction for high-resolution models. However, for constructing a more precise multiple soft
tissue model, the higher refinement and arbitrary insertion of boundaries did degrade the realtime mesh response. The situation would be the same even if the refinement took place at its
mesh initialization stage instead of during run time. Especially for multiple conjoined tissue
models, optimal boundary maintenance could cause severe delay of the system reaction due to
the high background computation. Considering a single hardware aspect, the efficiency of
collision detection depended on the implementation of the tree data structure, which must
allow dynamic memory reallocation since the number of AABBs was not known a priori and
varied over the simulation. This type of memory reallocation on many hardware platforms is
made in the main RAM. Running too complex a tree structure on a normal PC with small
RAM might paralyse the machine. Thus, the resolution resulting from local refinement had to
be balanced against to the mesh performance. For similar reasons, soft tissue boundaries
needed to be preserved by using just enough constraint vertices or edges, so as to keep the
ability for topological change always alive on-the-fly.
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3.9 Summary
In this chapter:
We reviewed the history of clinical simulators, which shows that evolution towards
software VR systems is a natural necessity;
We thoroughly studied the demands from target user, based on which we proposed the
system concept sketch;
Many previous physical mesh optimization models have been surveyed and been carried
out for our testing data.

The next chapter will start to dip into the technical details of this project. According to the
implementation order, the first topic is the weak boundary segmentation method for
individual patient CT and MRI images.
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Chapter 4
Segmentation Method
Quantitative analysis of liver resectability from CT images requires segmentation of the liver
volume, hepatic vessels and tumours. However, manual segmentation involving hand tracing
of tomograms using a pointing device requires trained operators, tends to be timeconsuming
and tiring, and is prone to inter- and intraobserver variability. One of the more promising
methods of medical image segmentation uses the notion of deformable models.

4.1 Description
Deformable contours, known as Snakes, have emerged in recent decades as a creative tool for
vision functions including boundary detection and tracking of non-rigid objects, and have
provided a popular and powerful segmentation technique. According to their representation
and implementation, they are classified into two major groups, Parametric Snakes and
Geometric Snakes.
The older model is Parametric Active Contour, which was introduced by Kass et al (1987). It
is an energy minimizing spline being represented as parameterized planar curves. This model
has the advantages of consistency and simplicity. However, there are some performance
problems associated with it. For instance, the initial position of the snake must be close to the
desired contour. Or, the snake may not evolve correctly since it may find local minima away
from the target boundaries (Suri 2002). Another common problem is the snake’s evolving
equation can produce meaningless results so that the snake happens to cross itself. This can
happen if there are concavities or sharp corners in the images. Furthermore, the snake is
indivisible. That is, it cannot split itself into two or more separate entities to adapt themselves
to topological changes.
Geometric Snakes were proposed simultaneously by Caselles et al (1993) and Malladi et al
(1993). Its prevalent level set implementation was developed later by Osher et al. This model
is based on the theory of curve evolution and geometric flows, and is built in an Eulerian
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formulation. The contour evolution utilizes pure geometric measures which are independent
of the curve’s parameterization to make explicitly topological change handling or repeated
reparameterization unnecessary. Only after the level set evolution is complete, the parametric
representations of the deformed contours are calculated. In other words, the model allows
automatic changes in the topology when implemented using the level-sets algorithm. Thereby,
several objects can be detected at the same time without previous knowledge of the exact
number of objects and without special tracking procedures. However, this method tends to
leak through weak boundaries.
Gradient vector flow (GVF) was introduced by Xu (1997) as a new class of external forces to
supplement traditional parametric active contours. Its main contributions are to overcome
leakage at weak boundaries as well as the difficulties in progressing snakes into indentation
regions. Despite these advances, GVF also have its problem. It is unable to progress into "Ω"
shaped areas, and its high computation load severely decreased its efficiency.

4.2 Methods
As mentioned in section 3.6, a wide variety of methods have been designed as appropriate
techniques for particular problems. Classification techniques are standard for cluster problems,
pattern recognition is set to segment noisy feature areas. ASM and Elastic (non-rigid)
Registration are proving to be powerful tools for segmentation through atlas matching, led by
a shape model which encapsulates information that constrains how the template is allowed to
deform, and a greyscale model that indicates the expected image pixel values. Level-set
frameworks, the geometric representation of Active Contours, are advanced for their ability to
deform freely according to the image energy. Without shape constraints, this method is
regarded by some authorities as ubiquitous because the results are generic and potentially
applicable to multiple boundary segmentation tasks after applying suitable adjustments to its
energy minimizing equations.
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The big challenge in our present segmentation task is to detect irregularly shaped areas, like
the hepatic anatomy (including liver volume and hepatic vessels) and tumours, and active
contour methods do excel at this aspect. Thus, we decided to adopt the active contours as our
main segmentation method.
In this thesis, we will present an enhanced active contour method for accurate segmentation of
liver volumes in CT or MRI images, which is a basic need in the preparation of a liver
surgical planning or simulation. A new fast algorithm (comprising an Edge-enhanced
Distance Transform aiding a narrowband Directional Gradient Vector Flow geometric Snake)
was evaluated on >20 set synthetic and real CT and MRI images, including liver volume. We
refer to this as the Chessboard Directional Sharpened GVF snake, or CDSG. The method
integrates general GVF forces with upwind direction constraints and implements a fast
directional distance transform outside narrow bands masked over the bone boundaries. The
numerical solution is built on a level set approach. The algorithm is robust to weak image
features and even invisibly contacting boundaries. Compared with the GGVF Snake, our
method is nearly 3 times faster, and can easily go in "Ω" shaped zones. The approach
supports multiple Snakes and allows effective detection of tissue thinning.

4.3 Traditional Active Contour Energy Function
The first Active Contour was introduced by Kass et al in 1987. This snake is built in a
Lagrangian formulation. Under a relatively complex combination of energies, including
internal, each curve point may evolve towards different directions at different speeds. The
internal energy is concerned solely with the curve’s shape and smoothness. It was extracted
from the heat equation18 (Schupp S., 1997) (Oshiro M., 2007). As Figure_4.1 shows, under its
driving power, the boundary of a complex Chinese ancient hieroglyph disappears as a circular
shape no matter how twisted it was. Minimizing this energy makes a contour act as a spline19.

18

The heat equation will be introduced in detail in a following section.

19

Thus, this method got a bionic name – Snake.
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A traditional image snake is an active contour on an image that moves by minimizing an
energy functional E snake . In Kass’s original model, the functional E snake contains three subterms, i.e. internal, image and external energy terms.

[

]

E = ∫ Eint ernal (v( s )) + Eimage (v( s )) + E external (v( s )) ds

(4.1)

Eint ernal is the internal energy of the deformable contour, concerned solely with the shape (or
smoothness) of the contour. Minimizing E int ernal for a traditional parametric active contour
makes the contour act like a spline curve. The second term, Eimage , is derived from the image
data under the deformable contour, which is related to image features and has local minima at
the features. The third term, E external , comes from external constraints imposed either by a
user or some other higher level process, which may lead the contour away from or toward
certain features. Hence, a snake obtained by minimizing E is a smooth curve that under
particular constraints passes through a feature in an image.

Figure_4.1: Under the drive of the internal energy of a parametric active contours, a simple
closed curve will disappear as a circular shape no matter how twisted it is. (Alvarez 1992)

4.3.1 Internal energy
The internal energy, Eint ernal , is defined as
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(

Eint ernal = α (s ) v S (s ) + β (s ) v SS (s )
2

2

),

(4.2)

where v S (s ) and v SS (s ) are the first and second derivatives with respect to s, and α and

β are weighting parameters that control the continuity and rigidity of the snakes respectively.
A large value of α increases the internal energy so that the contour stretches more, while
small values make the energy function insensitive to stretch. A large value of β develops
more curve segments increasing the contours’ energy, whereas a small value makes the
energy function insensitive to curve segments. Therefore, by setting larger values of both α
and β , the energy equation enforces strong constraints on the shape and size of the
deformable contours.

4.3.2 Image and external energy

The image energy is defined by

Eimage = wline Eline + wedge E edge + wterm Eterm ,

(4.3),

where the first term is a line-based functional written as Eline = I ( x, y ) ,
the second term an edge-based functional E edge = − ∇I ( x, y ) ,
and the third term the energy functional of line terminations and corners

Eterm

∂ψ ∂ 2 g / ∂n R
=
=
∂n R
∂g / ∂n

(4.4).

wline , wedge and wterm are the coefficients of these functionals respectively.
Eline corresponds to image grey levels I ( x, y ) at image location ( x, y ) . A large absolute
value of wline makes the snake sensitive to image intensity variations. Small absolute values
make the contour more insensitive to intensity variation.
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The edge-based functional E edge attracts the contour to strong edges, i.e., boundaries with
large image gradients. A large positive value of wedge makes the contour align with strong
edge gradients, while small positive values allow the snake flee away from such strong edges.

The third term is an energy functional of line terminations and corners. Similarly, large values
of wterm make the snake move close to line end points and corners. Small values lead the
contour to avoid these features.
The external energy function aims to attract snakes to desired features, which is not directly
from the image. Normally, an energy expression could be considered for achieving this
attraction.

4.3.3 Problems of parametric active contours and the emerge of geometric snakes

With different image energy definitions, this parametric formulation has been used
extensively in many applications over nearly 20 years. Frequently, image energy was quoted
as external power, while external energy in the above equation was renamed as the pressure
term. As mentioned, this model has advantages of consistency and simplicity. It tackles the
segmentation problem by considering an object boundary as a single and connected structure.
An inherent smoothness has been used to compensate for noise, gaps and other irregularities
in indistinct images of object boundaries. Despite the merits, performance problems
apparently exist. One is that the initial position of the snake must be close to the desired
objects, otherwise it may find other local minima away from the target boundaries, then
evolve incorrectly. Another common problem will arise when the contour encounters
concavities or sharp corners in images, with a consequence that the curve crosses itself.
Furthermore, this model is indivisible, meaning it cannot split itself into two or more separate
entities to adapt themselves to topological changes.
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In 1993, the Geometric Snake was proposed simultaneously by Caselles et al and by Malladi
et al. Its prevalent level set implementation was developed later by Osher et al. This model is
based on the theory of curve evolution and geometric flows, and is built in an Eulerian
formulation. Now the moving units are no longer the curve points in a singular spline. The
geometric contour evolution allows automatic changes in the topology when implemented.
Hence, it can be prevented from going across itself. Several objects can be detected
simultaneously without a priori knowledge and without special tracking procedures.

4.4 Geometric Active Contours
Geometric active contours are based on the theory of curve evolution (Caselles 1993) and the
level set method (Osher 1988). In this framework, curves evolve using only geometric
measures, resulting in a contour evolution that is independent of the curve’s parameterization.
This avoids the need to repeatedly reparameterize the curve or to explicitly handle topological
changes. The model automatically handles changes in topology when implemented using the
level-sets numerical algorithm. The parametric representations of the curves themselves are
computed only after the evolution of the level set function is completed.

Figure_4.2: Curve Evolution (Osher 1988)
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4.4.1 Curve Evolution
Consider a curve C changing its shape in time, parameterized by C ( p, t ) where p is the
path parameter and t denotes time. The intrinsic geometry of a planar curve is completely
characterized by its curvature· k ( p, t ) . The curve C ( p, t ) can be reconstructed up to a
translation and rotation. Any shape deformation therefore is determined by the curvature and
all its derivatives along the path.

Figure_4.3: Curvature calculations of a closed contour

Its geometry is the only thing that requires attention. It can be shown that deformation in the
T-direction (Figure_4.2) amounts to a reparameterization of the curve.
That is, the curvatures of curve points are of most importance. Assuming curve C is smooth,
we randomly select two curve points M and M ' , draw their tangents L and L' , and
intersect them with the coordinate axis at X and X ' (shown in Figure_4.3). Δs is the
Euclidian arc-length between M and M ' , and Δθ is the angle between L and L' . Then the
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Δθ
. For a circle with radius r, K can be written as
Δs →0 Δs

curvature is defined as K = lim

ds
dθ
1
K=
= r = .
ds
ds r
Obviously, a circle has a constant curvature at any point, and a bigger circle has a smaller
constant curvature. Hence a point in an arbitrary curve with larger local radius has a smaller
absolute value of curvature, and so bends more slowly during evolution.
Assuming curve C can be represented by y = f (x) , and f (x) has a nonzero second
derivative, we can derive K as follows.
Since tan θ = y ' and ds = 1 + y ' 2 dx ,

y ' ' = sec 2 θ

Then, K =

y' '
y' '
dθ dθ
,
.
=
=
2
dx dx 1 + tan θ 1 + y ' 2
y' '
(1 + y ' 2 ) 3 / 2

.

(4.5)

(4.6)

Expressing the curve by Cartesian parametric equations x = x(t ), y = y (t ),

K=

1 d (tan θ ) / dt
x' y ' '− y ' x' '
= 2
.
2
2
2
sec θ
( x' + y ' 2 ) 3 / 2
x' + y '

(4.7)

The curvature for a two-dimensional curve from a digital image implicitly by g ( x, y ) = 0 is
given by (Sethian J.A, 1987)

K=

g xx g y2 − 2 g xy g x g y + g yy g x2
( g x2 + g y2 ) 3 / 2

.

(4.8)

The sign of the curvature is determined by

K =∇

∇g
,
∇g
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Imagine that each curve point will evolve perpendicular to its tangent, along the normal
direction; its sign could be either positive or negative, as the curve is turning clockwise or
counter-clockwise. That is, we can see some sections of curve will move outwards, with
others move inwards.

4.4.2 Geometric heat equations

In Euclidean space, the curvature deformation flow for a 2D curve gives rise to the geometric
heat equations.
→
∂C
=KN
∂t

→

where K is the curvature and N the inward unit normal.
In 2D evolution, the Euclidean curve shortening flow is in the sense that the perimeter shrinks
as rapidly as possible. The heat equation is

ψ t = ψ rr + ψ r 'r '
for any r along the curve and r ' perpendicular. The r ' term is in direction of the gradient to
the curve. Also, using a level set formulation, which will be explained later, the curve flow
can be rewritten as

ψ t = ψ rr
where r is perpendicular to ∇ψ . Hence, the flow does not smooth in all directions. It does
not smooth across structures but along them. Therefore, the curvature deformation flow is
anisotropic and a geometric case of the heat equation (Grayson 1986) In this way, one simple
closed curve (which will not cross over itself) will finally converge to circular points without
developing singularities. The effect is similar as that of the parametric active contours
demonstrated in Figure_4.1.
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4.4.3 Constant Flow

We now know the Geometric Heat Equation minimizes Euclidian length. By analogy to it,
Constant Flow minimizes area, which is given by
→

Ct = N ,

(4.9)

→

for N is still the unit inward normal. This equation leads each curve point to move in the
direction of the normal.
Comparing with Curvature Flow: A simple connected curve will remain regular while shrink
under the curvature flow, which means it remains smooth. Constant Flow, on the contrary,
will make a smooth curve a singular one. This feature is one of its desirable characteristics in
terms of saving computation (as shown in Figure_4.4).

4.4.4 Standard Geometric Snakes

Geometric active contours were introduced by Kimia, Tannenbaum, and Zucker (1988), and
were hailed as the solution to the problem of required topological changes during curve
evolution. Based on the theory of curve evolution and the level set method, the velocity vector
comprises a constant term, and a curvature term. The constant term introduces a constant
motion flow that leads to the formation of shocks, and the curvature term smooths the front.
As before, let C(t) be a two-dimensional active contour. The standard geometric active
contour evolves according to the following equation
→
∂C
= g ( K + v0 ) N
∂t

(4.10)

where v 0 is a constant value, g is a stopping term derived from the edges in the image, and K
is the curvature. The g ( K + v 0 ) term determines the speed of curve evolution along the
normal direction at this curve spot. The constant value v 0 causes the contour to expand or
shrink to the boundaries of interest at a constant speed. g is called a stopping term since it will
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decrease to zero when reaching the edges. In fact, g ⋅ v0 is used mainly for saving
computation. It could be deleted and the contour would still converge to the boundaries, but
the convergence process would be intolerably slow.
This model works well enough for boundaries with good contrast. However, when we apply it
to weak boundaries or boundaries with gaps, a leakage is unavoidable. To tackle this problem,
Casselles et al. and Malladi et al added an additional constraint in this equation
→
→
∂C
= g ( K + v 0 ) N − ∇g ⋅ N
∂t

(4.11)

The additional constraint will pull back the contour if it leaks through the boundary. So it is in
fact another stopping term derived from the image gradient. It improves the edge capture
ability of this active contour. The level set of this method is shown in Figure_4.5.

4.4.5 Problems with standard geometric snakes

The geometric active contour models represent a considerable improvement over classical
parametric curves, especially on the changing of topology due to splitting and merging
multiple contours, and with the help of the level set method, the process occurs spontaneously.
Nevertheless, they still suffer some problems.

Firstly, The contour tends to leak through weak boundaries (see Figure_4.6). This problem is
mainly caused by the constant term in the standard geometric equation. Although it can speed
up the convergence process, when the object boundary is indistinct, surrounded by noise, or
has gaps, the constant term is the main force that leads the snake to leak into the boundary.
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Figure_4.4: Constant geometric flow. Using a liver boundary curve as an example, it causes
the curve to step back along its normal direction, and finally only the pure white region
remains.

Figure_4.5: Level set vector flow illustration. (Osher 1988)
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Comparing the above geometric snake model with Kass’s parametric energy equation, it is
not difficult to discover that the level set evolution equation has similar counterparts to the
→

→

internal term ( K N ), pressure power ( v 0 N ), and external constraint g . K is the curvature
which is related to the regularity of the curve and v0 , a constant value, shrinks or expands it
towards the boundary, while

→

N

denotes the normal direction of this curve spot.

Being the only image feature constraint, the stopping term

g is not strict enough over weak

edges. The contour tends to leak through weak boundaries. Extra stopping terms were
introduced in later methods (Osher 1988) (Malladi 1995) (Caselles 1993) to pull back the
curve if it steps across the boundary. However these additional constraint terms still relies on
the image gradient value, it may not always be strong enough to stop the active contour from
leaking through weak edges. Furthermore, these extra stopping terms trying to improve the
reliability, in practice made this approach slower.

Secondly, the high computational costs. Since the level set method introduces 3-dimensional
structure to solve a 2-dimensional problem, it also creates complexity in the computation. It
updates the whole mesh D to get the new time step function. However, during each time step,
the active contour always moves within a narrow band, i.e., at a small set of points in the
neighbourhood of the zero set. There are some efficient alternatives proposed to reduce
computation, which will be explained later.

Besides, the combination of pressure force and external power of these early geometric
snakes did not outperform parametric counterparts on guiding contours up to boundary
indentations (Gil 2002)
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4.5 Geodesic Snakes
A hybrid active contour model between traditional parametric and geometric active contours
is proposed to find a better way to prevent leakage problems (Caselles 1997) (Caselles 1996)
(Goldenberg 2001). Region competition and energy balance concepts are firstly introduced
into geometric active contours.
The geodesic active contour model is both a geometric model and an energy functional
minimization. It is related to the traditional snake models. As mentioned in (Roman 2002)
level set evolution with fixed propagation direction as in boundary-driven snakes is initialized
either inside or outside the target objects, and the propagation force is locally opposed by a
strong gradient magnitude at image discontinuities to stop propagation. Global smoothness
guarantees stability in the presence of small gaps in boundaries. An alternate concept of level
set evolution is region competition, where object and background regions compete for their
common boundary, additionally constrained by a smoothness term. It is important to notice
that in region-based snakes, a crucial part of the segmentation problem is shifted to the
preprocessing step that provides the regional interior/exterior probabilities. A relationship
between geodesic and traditional snake models is explored in (Xu 2000) (Xu 1999).

4.6 Gradient Vector Flow
Inspired by this hybrid model concept, Gradient vector flow (GVF) is introduced by
Chenyang Xu (1998) as a new class of external forces to supplement traditional parametric
snakes. Its intended contribution is to reduce the difficulty of progressing snakes into concave
boundary regions (as the comparison shown in Figure_4.8A and Figure_4.8B), but in practice
it is also able to overcome leakage at weak boundaries when there is no strong interference
nearby.

4.6.1 GVF diffusion
GVF (Xu 2000) is computed as a diffusion of the gradient vectors of a gray-level or binary
edge map derived from the image. It differs fundamentally from traditional deformable model
external forces in that it cannot be written as the negative gradient of a potential function.
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Coupling the GVF with geometric active contours has two advantages. First, it improves upon
the parametric GVF active contours by allowing automatic topology adaptation. Second, it is
not as susceptible to boundary leakage as the existing geometric active contours. Finally, we
note that it complements region-based geometric active contours by being able to work
directly with an edge map when region information is not available or cannot be reliably
estimated.
The advantages of GVF snakes are clear when compared with traditional distance transforms.
A traditional external force for traditional parametric active contours is the distance transform.
One way to understand it is to imagine inputting a binary image of a boundary curve C on a
large mesh D, where D is made of some uniform slow burning inflammable material. We then
set a fire on the curve C so that the fire would burn its way towards both the interior and
outside till it completely covers mesh D. If we label each point in the mesh with the amount
of time taken for that point to firstly catch fire, a distance transform map of mesh D would be
obtained (Kimmel 1996) Figure_4.7 shows the distance transform map for a simple "U" shape
that approximates the concave boundary situation. Figure_4.8A shows that from the distance
transform vector field, the traditional potential forces cannot move into the concave boundary
region.

A GVF field is defined as the equilibrium solution of a generalized vector diffusion equation

∂v
= h( ∇f )∇ 2 v − p ( ∇f )(v − ∇f ) ,
∂t

(4.12)

where v( X ,0 ) = ∇f , ∂v / ∂t denotes the partial derivative of v( X , t ) with respect to t . X
represents pixel location [x y]-1. ∇ 2 is the Laplacian operator applied to each spatial
component of v separately, and f is an edge map that has higher value at the desired object
boundary and can be derived using any edge detector. t is independent of the time variable.
The functions h(r ) and p (r ) are spatial varying weights that control the amount of diffusion
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Figure_4.6: Standard geometric snake leakage problem. A circular object with a small
section of weak edge is tested by standard geometric snake. The contour finally leaks
through the weak edge. (Xu 2000)

Figure_4.7: Distance transform map. The top one is the original binary image,
zero indicates a pixel on an edge; the bottom one is the transformed map.
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Figure_4.8A: A snake with the Euclidean distance transform cannot move into the concave
region. (a) is the original test concave image, (b) is the potential force map, (c) is the evolving
snakes. (Xu 1997)

Figure_4.8B: (a) The Convergence of A Deformable Contour Using GVF External Forces (b)
GVF External Forces, (c) Shown Close-Up Within the Boundary Concavity. (Xu 1997)
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in GVF.

⎧⎪ ⎛ r ⎞ 2 ⎫⎪
h(r ) = exp⎨− ⎜ ⎟ ⎬ ,
⎪⎩ ⎝ K ⎠ ⎪⎭

p (r ) = 1 − h(r )

(4.13)

where r is a dummy variable.

4.6.2 GVF geometric active contours

Chenyang Xu (2000) also presented the relationship between traditional snakes and geometric
snakes, which is a very general geometric active contour formulation for which the intuitive
design principles of parametric active contours can be applied. Then, the following evolution
equation for geometric GVF active contours can be obtained.

∂φ
= εK − v ⋅ ∇φ ,
∂t

(4.14)

where v can be either the GVF field itself or the GVF field normalized by its magnitude at
nonzero locations.

This method is very sensitive to weak boundaries. GVF active contour are attracted by the
GVF diffusion map. There is no constant speed term in the model. So fundamentally, there is
no reason to believe a leakage problem will emerge, even upon disconnected contacting
boundaries. This feature is very useful in detecting the liver volume tissue, as in many cases,
liver tissue intensity is very similar to other contacting tissues like sub-costal fat or right
kidney (sometimes even pancreas). Figure_4.9A illustrates a synthetic liver image with a
disconnected contacting boundary between the liver and the sub-costal fat in the upper left
area (some segments of the boundary are totally invisible), and with a fuzzy boundary
connecting to the pancreas in the lower right area. Figure_4.9B shows the negative GVF
diffusion map magnitude. If the snake is initialized inside the liver, the GVF diffusion map
vector field can send it towards the liver boundary.
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A: Synthetic liver image with a disconnected contacting boundary between it and the subcostal fat tissue in the upper left area, and with a fuzzy boundary connecting to the pancreas
in the lower right area.

B: Negative GVF diffusion map magnitude
Figure_4.9: GVF active contour sensitivity to weak boundaries.
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A: Negative GVF diffusion values on the disconnected weak boundary between liver tissue
and the sub-costal fat area;

B: GVF vector field covering B area in the figure A: The directions of vector field drives keep
the disconnected boundary safe from leakage. Converged active contour is in black.
Figure_4.10: GVF vector field map secures no leakage on this disconnected boundary.
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Figure_4.11: GVF vector field covering the fuzzy boundary between liver tissue and the
pancreas. Colourful line segments form field contours. The high density of contours is
protecting the fuzzy boundary.

Then our concern is whether the active contour will finally rest at the right place.
Figure_4.10A zooms up the negative GVF diffusion values on the disconnected weak
boundary between liver tissue and the sub-costal fat area, in which the "B" zone GVF vector
field is demonstrated in Figure_4.10B. The directions of vector field drive forces keep the
disconnected boundary safe from leakage. Converged active contour is resting at the exact
right place coded in black.
Fuzzy boundary is also protected. Figure_4.11 shows the GVF vector field covering the fuzzy
boundary between liver tissue and the pancreas. Colourful line segments form field contours.
If the contours are dense and in complicated shapes, that area must be noisy. The
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corresponding vector field driving forces are dishevelled as well, which can heavily slow
down the detecting speed of active contours while the remaining energy will evenly flow to
other area until eventually all energy disperses and snake rests upon the fuzzy area. In short,
the high density of contours secures the fuzzy boundary can be detected. Blurring the original
image can obtain a smoother segmentation result.
The merit side GVF has over the distance transform is that GVF active contour can step into
indentations while due to different vector field structure, it is very difficult for the distance
transform to do the same. Figure_4.8B shows the convergence result using GVF external
forces, comparing to Figure_4.8A.
According to all above tests, GVF active contour is reliable for weak boundary detection,
while at the same time, it can go in indentations. Thus, where there are boundaries with gaps
or concavities, this algorithm should be used. However, the GVF snakes also have problems.

4.6.3 Problems of the GVF snakes

The feature of good weak edge protection is a double-edged kopis. Although compared to the
distance transform, the GVF diffusion can better lead the active contours to progress into
boundary concavity, it is however not stable. Jinyong Cheng et al (2007) discovered that
when the interval (width) of the indentation varies, convergence results of GVF snake to the
thin boundary indentation are not the same. Figure_4.12 (a) and (b) demonstrate that the GVF
active contour convergence to indentation with odd pixels turns out to be correct, with its
vector field shown in (e). However, Figure_4.12 (c) and (d) illustrate the convergence of GVF
active contours to indentation with even pixels will stop at the indentation entrance.
Figure_4.12 (f) explains why this problem appears - GVF diffusion vector field loses its drive.
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Figure_4.12: (a) & (b) Convergence to indentation with odd pixels, with its vector field
shown in (e); (c) & (d) convergence to indentation with even pixels, with the vector field
shown in (f). (Cheng 2007)

Figure_4.13: Snake evolution under GVF vector force.
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Figure_4.14: Vector field around IVC concavity will prevent active contour from entering.
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Furthermore, when segmenting non-convex or "Ω" shaped boundaries, GVF force cannot lead
the active contour to the inner boundaries. On the contrary, the contour will wrongly converge
to the narrow neck of the convexity. For instance, Figure_4.11 illustrated the vector field of
one liver boundary with IVC concavity. IVC " Ω " shaped concavity has been zoomed up,
which clearly shows that the drive force will defend active contours and stop it outside this
concavity. Figure_4.13 shows an example that GVF is detecting both left and right lung
cavities. The result turned out to be a mistake including also the whole heart area.

4.7 Energy competition GVF active contours
To tackle this difficulty, Jinyong Cheng et al (2007) introduced an improved algorithm by
tracking the original GVF force. When the active contour stops, the tracking method will
judge whether it rested at the correct boundary, and if "no" the system will add a new external
force to drive the rest curve to move again and eventually converge to the right boundary.
This method sounds reasonable to solve the very simple problem in their study. However,
when detecting medical images from individual patients, it is not easy to build up a scheme to
automatically judge where the true boundaries are. One way we can try is to prepare a battle
field to welcome an energy competition.
In order to focus the detection effort of active contours on the weak contacting boundaries
between heart and liver and between right kidney and liver, we tailored a novel energy
competing regime for GVF Snakes, which comprises a synthetic model as the training data,
utilizes the template matching method to locate the weight centre of the liver, incorporates a
general Hough transform (GHT) to automatically measure the scale size of the organ,
classifies and enhances weak boundary features in selected directions according to
corresponding part of the template, and finally sets a most likely search region – a narrow
band. Active contours are closed curves evolving to minimize image energies. In order to
avoid introducing artificial ignorance, and also to strengthen the feasibility of training data
over a range of tolerance, we set weight parameters to different possible boundary energies,
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including the weak edge within the search range and the strong boundaries outside the narrow
band, to make their attractions toward active contours freely compete with each other and let
the snake decide itself to which boundary should it converge. The weight centre, shape and
size of object boundaries compared to the training template, the scale measure result from
GHT, and the weak boundary feature classification conclusions take part in this voting for
energy weight parameter values.

According to (Xu 2000) the global optimization of GVF can be written as

v = ∫ h ∇v + p v − ∇f dx
2

2

t

During implementation, equation (1000) can be transformed to be

v = (1 − b). * v + G * ∇ 2 v * 4 + c
Where b is the square of the edge map magnitude, G is a constant (some authors use mu
instead), and c = b. * ∇v . With different values of G , marking the importance of edge
energies within a certain width of area around the last successfully segmented contours,
Figure_4.15 illustrates three different edge energy competition results: with G equals to 1,
nothing changed to the current edge map; with G equals to 0.3, the edge information is
concentrated within a narrow area around the last successful segmented boundary, so a
balanced competition edge map has been formed for the GVF snakes to freely select. The risk
is that too low a G value, as the lower case in Figure_4.15 shows, means the edge information
in the enhanced area is dominating, which will ruin the free energy selection. Thus, in the
implementation of this competition scheme, G can be 1 when the natural contrast of the edge
map is good (meaning no weak edges in this image slice, and the competition scheme can be
switched off), or the G value can be 0.3 to slightly enhance the area of interest (AOI) to form
an energy competition between the edge information within the AOI and the strong edges
outside. The switching on of this competition is determined by the convergence location of
the active contour in the first round of detection. If the location is within the AOI, or there are
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G =1 ;

G =0.3;

G =0.2 ;
Figure_4.15: Energy competition for automatic weak boundary selection: embedded edge
map intensity energy varies according to different G values.
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no weak boundaries, no energy competition is needed, otherwise, competition is switched on
and the segmentation will be repeated once.
After the implementation of this competition scheme, the rate of successful segmentation
increased by about 30%. The competition is mostly switched on when the contour has to
detect the contacting boundaries between the liver tail and the apex of the heart, or between
the right kidney and the surrounding liver tissue, as illustrated in Figure_4.16, where the
detection of the nearly invisible weak boundary normally will lead to severe leakage errors
before an energy battle field is equipped.

4.8 Curve Normal Distance Transform to Improve " Ω " Concavity
Performance
After the weak boundary can be recognized correctly, attracting GVF snakes into " Ω "
shaped area is much more easier. Figure_4.8A already told us the Euclidian distance
transform cannot take this task. What is the problem in it?
In Euclidean distance maps, propagation of the initial curve is equivalent to mathematical
morphology with a circle of radius 1 as structural element. Erosion corresponds to the inward
propagation and dilation to the outward one. The geometric flow is given by

r

γ t = ±N0 ,

(4.15)

r

where N 0 is the inward normal of the initial curve, and the sign is determined by the
propagation direction. The minus sign corresponds to the dilation and the plus to the erosion.

(Debora Gil, 2000) did a study on the angle of the unit tangent in the arc length of the
Euclidian distance transform. They let θ be the angle of the unit tangent in the arc length, s,
parametrization. And each level curve in a given distance, d, corresponds to the arrival time
t=d. Then, θ is represented simply by
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Figure_4.16: Two adjacent LAVA MRI images with similar conditions are shown here to
illustrate more results. Green color curves are the segmentation results. (a) is segmented by
GGVF active contour without energy competition. (b) is detected by the proposed method.
(Yellow circle indicates the heart, while red circle is around the right kidney.)

Figure_4.17: After energy competition method knows where the correct boundary is about,
the curve normal distance transform can drive the snakes directly into the vicinity of AOI
along the curve normal (steps 1-6). Then, the active contours will do a fine segmentation
following the GVF vector field force drive (step 7).
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s

θ t ( s, t ) = ± ( ∫ θ s ds )θ s

(4.16)

0

This equation is a first order non-linear PDE, curves α (u ) are embedded in the s-t plane. So
that, for each level curve, the unit tangent angle is a constant

θ (α (u )) ≡ const

(4.17)

This means we have straight lines in a plane so that slopes do not need to be a monotonic
function of the curve parameter, and the variation of the characteristics slope along the initial
curve is given by the derivative of the unit tangent angle (Gil 2000).

For a convex boundary of interest, the slope of characteristics is either increasing for inward
propagation, or decreasing for outward propagation along the curve. Thus, different
characteristics would never cross each other during the propagation progress. The distance
map is a smooth force map. However, for non-convex shapes, monotonicity of the slopes
attracted by the inflexion points of the curve makes the characteristics meet in finite positive
time. The evolution of the angle produces a discontinuity (shock) and a corresponding curve
that cannot be smooth any more.

Taking into account the geometry of the contour to be extended, and using the inward normal

r

r

of evolved active contour N to substitute for the inward normal of initial curve N 0 , we
obtain the following revised equation:

r

γ t = ±N ,

(4.18)

which because it uses different metrics depending on the local geometry around each point, is
called the curve normal distance transform. This equation makes the spots on the curve travel
a distance perpendicular to the tangent direction of evolving curves, and on the magnitude of
the scalar time distance.

Using this method, maps without curves of null gradient or saddle points are obtained.
Figure_4.17 shows one example of active contours moving along the curve normal directions.
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After energy competition method knows where the correct boundary is about, the curve
normal distance transform can drive the snakes directly into the vicinity of AOI along the
curve normal (steps 1-6). Then, the active contours will do a fine segmentation following the
GVF vector field force drive (step 7).

4.9 GVF Active Contours Efficiency Improvement and CDSG snakes
There is still another problem with the GVF active contours. GVF force is produced by a
Laplacian diffusion equation. To obtain a force map covering the whole image, many
iterations (normally 80-200) have to be implemented. This consumes much CPU time.
Although it is much faster than most precursors, a GVF snake will still be more than fifty
times slower when the image size doubles, with a computational complexity of O(n²(2n²+4n)).
From either the energy equation for parametric snakes (4.1) or the basic formulae for earlier
geometric snakes, it is not difficult to obtain the pressure term or to include a pressure power
as an important extra force to easily guide the snake towards the target. But in classic GVF
snake models this term is absent.
We again consider the snake’s formula to understand its functioning. A deformable contour is
controlled by four basic factors: an internal curvature force to ensure the contour evolves
smoothly and does not cross itself, a pressure force to make the curve step towards the target
boundary, an external force delivering image edge or region information to attract the snake
into a reasonable convergence, and a stopping term to pull back an incorrectly leaking snake.
The original geometric snakes and geodesic active contours used a constant speed along the
→

normal direction convoluted by a stopping term as g ( x)v0 N (Osher 1988) (Caselles 1993).
The problem with this term is how to set the value of v0 to encourage the deformable contour
to accelerate towards targets as well as to prevent it from passing through. A more complex
pressure term formulation was proposed by (Malladi 1995) as

v0 ( g +

1
x ⋅ ∇g ) | ∇φ |
2

which

implemented a comparatively stronger stopping term to avoid boundary leakage, but the
constant speed difficulty remained unsolved. The GVF snake removes constant speed entirely,
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to achieve accuracy but at the expense of an efficiency drop due to a time consuming global
diffusion.
In an ideal situation, a Distance Transform (DT) vector map can be used as a coarse
approximation of the GVF diffusion field, though GVF vector fields perform better at guiding
snake convergence into boundary concavities and at steering the curve away from leakage, as
shown by (Paragios 2001) (Caselles 1997) Building a DT vector map under the most complex
assumption, a maximum of eight iterations are needed, while the minimum number of GVF
map diffusion iterations are normally set as (1 / 3) * l to guarantee it as a sole driving power,
where l is the length of a single row in the sampled image. For instance, to segment one
1024x1024 sized image, at least three hundred GVF diffusion iterations are required for
reliable performance. Furthermore, the DT has a very simple computational complexity of
O(n²). Therefore, it can be utilized as a flexible efficient map to attract the snake rapidly into
the vicinity of a target boundary, then hands it over to a narrow band GVF vector flow, and
finally disappears to avoid leakage problems.
But among the most commonly used distance transform metrics – Euclidean DT, City Block
DT, and Chessboard DT, which one is the best candidate for our attention? Normally, the
most difficult detection task is to find the precise watershed region along the edge of weak
boundaries, since it marks the damaged part which is pathologically meaningful or where the
tissue ends. Thus, we are looking for the best DT metrics for watershed segmentation. A
vector flow comparison between these metrics is given in Figure_4.23. This figure shows
when DTs propagate from the central point, Euclidean DT forms its vector flow in a circular
shape, indicating it is very easy to form a small island made of a few pixels between different
components. When watershed is implemented, the small island will be treated as a separate
minimum, which could form an obstacle to real edge detection. City Block DT forms its
isometries in diamond shape along the diagonal direction, which tends to construct multiple
minima where pixels have different gray levels. Thus, it has a higher possibility of over
segmentation for the components in the image. Chessboard DT propagates in a tight square
shape, which has a better pruning effect.
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Thus, among the most commonly used three types of DT metrics (Euclidean, City block, and
Chessboard), Chessboard distance is most robust towards watershed segmentations which is
in our interest (Vincent 1991) (Roerdink 2000). The Chessboard Distance (CD) is defined as

D Ch ([ x1 , y1 ], [ x 2 , y 2 ]) = max(| x1 − x 2 |, | y1 − y 2 |)

(4.19)

where [ x1 , y1 ] and [ x2 , y2 ] are any two pixels in a digital image.
To achieve a smooth hand-over from CD pressure drive to GVF external attraction, a narrow
band of width δ 1 (t ) is set in the vicinity of image edge features. GVF diffusion only happens
inside this zone. t denotes the number of GVF vector field iterations, hence also represents
the time consumed in the map diffusion. To also save computing effort during each step of
contour propagation, another narrow band of width δ 2 is defined around the zero level set
through the entire progress of curve evolution.
To further ensure the ability of this method towards weak boundary detection, a Directional
Sharpened GVF diffusion method has been incorporated.

4.10 Directional Sharpened GVF diffusion
The GVF field is, essentially, built on Laplace diffusion, - which has the kernel of a second
order differential operator, defined in the Euclidean space. In 2-dimensional planes it can be
2
2
represented as ∇ u = f uu and ∇ v = f vv ; where u and v are pixels or grids as Δx and Δy , f uu

and f vv are the second derivatives with respect to u and v . In addition, f is the image edge
feature; hence, each gradient magnitude value Γ and the gradient’s direction group

Θ can

written as:

Γ=

f u2 + f v2

,

Θ = arctan(

fv
)
fu

(4.20)

The stronger the edge, the higher the value of Γ . With great vicinity ridge interference,
important low gradient features are mainly neglected. A weak edge contribution is designed
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be

as extra compensation to conventional gradient magnitude and is defined as:

Λ(ϑ ) = ∫ ((μ u + μ v ) / 2)dϑ =
ϑ

∫ϑ

A ⋅ f u+ + εA ⋅ f v−
A ⋅ f u− + εA ⋅ f v+
dϑ + ∫
dϑ
ϑ
2
2

(4.21)

where, ϑ ∈ Θ is the unit gradient direction; μu and μv are the contributions from Δx and Δy
respectively; A is a normalized scale range; and ε is a small number adjusting the norm
balance. Equation 4.21 is a conceptual equation, meaning we can strengthen image intensity
along a certain range of direction/angle by adjusting the axial gradient's contribution to the
final image intensity. For instance, we might use an executable equation such as

Λ (ϑ ) = f u2 − f v2 where all constant scale factors in 4.21 are equal to "1" and both positive
and negative gradient have the same share of contributions. The result of this simple equation
can efficiently decrease the pixel intensity along diagonal directions (angle 45°, 135°, 225°,
and 315°), while keeping the pixel intensity along the directions of x and y axis (0°, 90°, 180°,
360°) nearly unchanged. The changes of pixel intensity along the directions between the
diagonals and the axis are smoothly more or less proportional to direction differences from
diagonals or axis. When we would like to enhance pixel intensity along directions other than
diagonals and axis, e.g. 50°/230°, there are two simple ways:
a. tilt the image anticlockwise by 40°, then simply enhance the pixel intensity along the y axis
by increasing the contribution share (using a high value of A ) of both positive and negative

f u , meanwhile, decreasing the contribution share of both positive and negative f v (setting

ε to be extremely small). After all the enhancement is done through the whole image or area
of interest, the image is turned clockwise 40° back to its original direction.
b. set the value of ε to form the ratio from coefficients A to εA , simulating the tangent
value of the angle of interest (50° in this example). In this way, the image need not be tilted.
This can be thought of as the simplest formula of wavelet directional strengthening with very
high efficiency.
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This explicit equation determines that both strong and faint image features are compromised
by reversing their absolute value levels in the same scale spectrum as an addition to the
original parts; showing average values, as a result. The value of ϑ

is a critical condition for

this integration performance via classifying weak gradient units according to their apparent
directions. By selecting the range of ϑ , values in Θ and matching the feature points from
both original image edge map and weak edge compensation map with the similar direction
definitions, we are able to include only the needed features at the right positions. Hence, the
gradient unit magnitude can be rewritten as:

Γϑ = ∫

f u2 + f v2 dϑ + ∫ Λ (ϑ )dϑ ⋅ Γx0 y0ϑ0

ϑ

where,

Γx0 y0ϑ0 =

(4.22)

ϑ0

∫∫∫ Γ( x, y,ϑ )dxdydϑ , x 0 and

ϑ0 , y 0 , x0

y 0 are a series of coordinates of edge points

within a vicinity of a weak edge compensation unit with direction ϑ 0 . To effectively control
the compensation intensity, a histogram enhanced sharpening edge map is calculated in the
areas

selected

by

the

procedure

above.

A

non-linear

histogram

kernel,

of

H = tan(tan(tan( I / I max ))) , for example, can be used to make their difference significant
(where I is the gradient image intensity, and tan is trigonometric function Tangent). A

~
2
Laplace sharpening kernel f H = f H − ∇ f H is then applied to distinctly enlarge the edge
feature. During this procedure, the embedded reasonable rescaling also controls denoising.
Thus, both areas and intensities of the compensation are decided. Following the GGVF
equilibrium solution, given by (Caselles V. K. R., 1997), the generalized Directional
Sharpened GVF diffusion (DSG) equilibrium is then formulated as:

(
= h ( ∇ (Γ

)
(
~
⋅ f ) )∇ v − p ( ∇ (Γ

)(
~
⋅ f ) )(v − ∇ (Γ

υ (t ,u ) = h ∇(Γ(u ,ϑ ) ⋅ f H ) ∇ 2 u − p ∇(Γ(u ,ϑ ) ⋅ f H ) u − ∇(Γ(u ,ϑ ) ⋅ f H )

~

)

(4.23)

~
⋅ fH )

)

(4.24)

υ(t , v )

( v ,ϑ )

~

2

H

( v ,ϑ )

~

H

( v ,ϑ )

where, ∇ 2 is the Laplacian operator. Functions h and p control the amount of GVF diffusion.

CSG works well in nearly invisible contacting boundaries between cartilages. One example is
shown in Figure_4.18. Given a template with edge orientations taken from the previous slice
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result contour, CSG, with the help of DSG, produces the segmentation result coded in white,
which precisely separates the liver tissue from all other tissues of similar intensity.

4.11 The Proposed CDSG Snakes
Recall our aims in liver boundary segmentation, which were: (a). Accurate detection of
extremely weak edges (disconnected contacting boundaries, and nearly invisible fuzzy
boundaries); (b) Efficiency in program operation.

To achieve these, we coupled the

parametric GVF external force with geometric active contours. This coupling has achieved
three advantages. First, it improved upon the parametric GVF active contours by allowing
automatic topological adaptation. Second, it brought a firm constraint to the existing
geometric snake to make it resistant to boundary leakage.

Finally, it introduced a global

regional idea based on simple image edge maps when in most cases region information is
unavailable or cannot be reliably estimated. This gives the snakes a bigger range capturing
ability which greatly decreases their dependence on the curve initialization.

A general GVF geometric active contour comprises three key parts:
K (x) , an internal curvature force;

υ~( x) , an external GVF gradient force;
g (x) ,

a stopping term.

The complete proposed narrow band CDSG geometric active contour force contents follow
by substituting the DSG force
pressure power

DCh (x) ,

υ~δ (ϑ , x )
1

~
for υ ( x) and supplementing CD vector force as a

yielding

⎧ Fint ernal ,δ 2 = g ( x) K ( x)
⎪
⎨ F press ,δ 2 = DCh ( x)
⎪
~
⎩ Fexternal ,δ 2 = υ δ1 (ϑ , x)
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(4.25)

The snake evolves under all above forces, and only the forces in the normal direction deform
the curve. Finally, CDSG geometric snake formulation is
→

→

→

C t ,δ 2 = [ g ( x ) K ( x ) + DCh ( x ) ⋅ N − υ~δ1 (ϑ , x ) ⋅ N ] N

(4.26)

CDSG tackled the problems from both the standard geometric active contour and GVF snakes.
Figure_4.19 compares the performance of a standard geometric snake with our proposed
method. (a) shows that the standard geometric snake stepped through the weak edge since the
stopping term has not enough force to stop the contour to where it should be. While thanks to
the GVF diffusion vector field drive force, our proposed approach performs well to

keep the contour to the exact boundary. (a) in Figure_4.20 represents the signed distance map,
and (b) shows the gradient vector force from the same test image.

In addition, by adjusting the value of contrast parameter in the energy competition, different
results could be attained. The above Figure_4.20 shows the consequence of using a circular
energy enhancement zone. Figure_4.20 (c) shows the impact from a bigger elliptical energy
enhancement map. We can see now, the contour is much more sensitive to the much weaker
boundary.
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Fig_4.18: Given a template of the angle of interest from the adjacent slice result contour, with
the help from DSG, the segmentation result is coded in white, precisely distinguishes the liver
tissue from all other similar intensity tissues.

Figure_4.19: Weak-edge leakage testing on a synthetic image. (a) standard geometric snake
evolution. (b) CDSG active contour evolution.

Figure_4.20: (a) signed distance transform, (b) narrow region GVF diffusion. (c) final
contour according to a smaller contrast parameter value in clustering process.
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CDSG inherited all advances that a geometric active contour has. Figure_4.21 demonstrates
and attests that it is a multiple snake method, and all the snakes can be detached and rejoined
freely during performance.

4.12 Level Set Representation
In this next section, the solution results are presented.

Before we can evolve the level sets, the distance transform is adopted to generate the initial
level sets. After that, the sign map should be built based on the initial closed contour. That is,
the distance tags within the contour are set as negative, whereas those outside it become
positive values. The sign-map building method consists of setting at seeds arbitrary points,
then propagating each seed through its neighbours until it meets the contour.
Then, the numerical schemes are used to implement the proposed snake model. Recall that,
the level sets are the basis for curve evolution numerical solution (Osher 1988) (Paragios
2001) (Caselles 1997), describing a moving front. Figure_4.24 illustrates a 3D level set
representing an evolving curve in a 2D space (contours are in bluish colours). The top plane
coded in black is the zero-level, by which the obtained cross section of the 3D level set
determines the shape of contour in evolution.

φ is an implicit representation of C embedded into the zero level set which is parameter free
and intrinsic. As snake forces are computed on the level sets, the embedded function should
progress according to φ ( x) = F | ∇φ ( x) | . Hence the internal curvature term can be transferred
to level set representation as

φt ,δ ( x) = g ( x) K ( x) | ∇φ |

(4.27)

2
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The pressure and external force in (4.25) are static fields subtracted from image data which
remain unchanged as the contour evolves. Since in level set representation the inward normal
is defined as
→

N =−

∇φ , then
| ∇φ |

→

F⋅N = −

1
( F ⋅ ∇φ )
∇φ

(4.28)

By implementing this through (4.26), we have the level set representation of the CDCG
geometric snake as

φ t ,δ ( x ) = [ g ( x ) K ( x )] | ∇ φ ( x ) | + D Ch ( x ) | ∇ φ ( x ) | − υ~δ (ϑ, x) ⋅ ∇φ ( x) (4.29)
2

1

where the curvature force is given by (Osher 1988) as

K ( x) = K x , y

φ xxφ y2 − 2φ xyφ xφ y + φ yyφ x2
=
.
(φ x2 + φ y2 ) 3 / 2

(4.30)

Figure_4.25 shows a full Level set representation of an active contour (in one example time
instance), which is detecting the same liver boundary also shown in Figure_4.24. The crosssection is the zero-level. The 3D model above this zero-level has been signed negatively to be
warped down, so that the zero-level can be clearly visible.

4.13 Numerical Implementation
The motivation in numerical solutions is to reasonably approximate the spatial derivatives for
propagating fronts to obtain the best result. For the curvature term, only the spatial derivatives
need be computed. So, a numerical solution could be written as

φ n +1 = φ n + Δt ⋅ K n [D ox 2 + D oy 2 ]

1/ 2

(4.31)

where D 0 xφ = φ (x + h, t ) − φ (x − h, t ) , and h is the grid unit size.
2h
External and pressure force are actually underlying velocity fields with direction and
strength, depending simply on time and position. Since these two fields compose one map
with a division drawn by the edge of narrow band “ δ 1 ”, the joint field could be written as
→

U ( x, y, t ) = (u, v)

. A numerical solution for this field could be an upwind scheme written as
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φn +1 = φn − Δt [max(u n ,0) D − x + min(u n ,0) D + x
+ max(v n ,0) D − y + min(v n ,0) D]
where D + xφ =

φ (x + h, t ) − φ (x, t ) ,
h

D − xφ =

(4.32)

φ ( x , t ) − φ ( x − h, t )
h

4.14 Discussion: A Sun-shine Map - An Extra Stopping Term
An exception for both distance vector field and chessboard distance field is that since the
distance tag at each point accords with that used in level set evolution, the distance value
could be directly used as a variable normal speed in the speed function.

An exception for GVF is that (4.32) produces a Sun Shine Map (as shown in Figure_4.22),
with the deformable contour being the central sun and ridges in the GVF diffusion map being
mountains. The side towards the sun is bright, positive, attractant valued, while the other side
is dark, conveying negative constraint information. Since the mountain map of GVF is
precise, another strict stopping term can be set from its sign map. This map takes account of
not only gradient vector flow itself, but also CD distance flow and any other constant or
simply image feature related vector terms which might be used.
In knee cartilage segmentation, since the target boundaries are often closed simple convex
curves, the critical features in (4.32) do not change with the level set evolution. So a lookup
table can be produced, greatly improving the propagation efficiency. (Please also heed that
the simple lookup table must not be used for most of segmentation tasks, which are normally
not in so simple a shape.)
This useful Sun Shine map can be obtained simply by calculating

ψ = (υ u ,δ (ϑ ) ⋅ φ 0 x + υ v ,δ (ϑ ) ⋅ φ 0 y )
1

1
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(4.33)

where υ u ,δ1 (ϑ ) and υ v ,δ1 (ϑ ) are the first derivatives of the GVF diffusion map with respect to
u and v in the narrow band of width δ 1 , φ0 x and φ 0 y are the first derivatives with respect to

x and y embedded in the first zero level set.

4.15 Summary
To sum, a novel fast segmentation algorithm has been presented in detail, which integrated an
enhanced general GVF force with upwind direction constraints and implemented a fast
directional distance transform outside narrow bands masked over the bone boundaries. The
algorithm is robust to weak image features and even nearly invisibly or disconnected
contacting boundaries. Compared with the GGVF Snake, our method is more efficient (at
least 3 times faster) and can attract the active contours into "Ω" shaped concavities.

Preliminary study on differences between 2D and 3D active contours

In this thesis, we used repeated 2D contours to tackle the 3D segmentation challenge. The
method we are using is the simplest way to create an active contour in 3D, which is often used
since it is quite intuitive in applications with image sequences. Several limitations of this type
of methods have been pointed out (Cohen 1992) (Xu 1994) etc., e.g.: it is hard to use the
context information about the organ shapes in the nearby slices; it is sensitive to local noise
and problems will be spotted in 3D surface reconstruction if one of the boundary contours
among all the slices is missed or is mistaken. In the implementation of our method, as
mentioned in previous sections, we improved the traditional repeated 2D contours in the
following ways to overcome those limitations: an energy competition method has been
employed to involve simplified shape information which is embedded in nearby slices; the rib
cage and major nearby organs have been roughly recognized before contour evolution to help
the contours overcome noise distraction.
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Figure_4.21: Multi-snake, initialized from the left image, freely rejoining through a liver
tissue narrowing in the right image.

Figure_4.22: Original CT liver image (left) and its "sunshine map" (right).
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Figure_4.23: DT metrics comparison on vector flow stemming from the central point.

Figure_4.24: The 3D level set representing an evolving curve in a 2D space (contours are in
bluish colours). The top plane coded in black is the zero-level, by which the obtained cross
section of the 3D level set determines the shape of contour in evolution.
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Figure_4.25: An example of the Level set representation of an active contour (in one example
time instance), which is detecting a liver boundary. The cross-section is the zero-level. The
3D model above this zero-level has been signed negatively to be warped down, so that the
zero-level can be clearly visible.

However, this method does not consider elasticity and rigidity in the third dimension, and
thus is unable to vary the distance between the control points (in comparison to those used by
parametric 3D active contour meshes) in the third dimension. Furthermore, this proposed
method is using a level set structure upon wave propagation theory instead of sparse control
points, and thus is sensitive to the form and quality of the patients' image data. For instance,
the missing of a few lines in one or some images in the image sequence can cause more
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significant problems for the result contours (of this proposed level set method) than those of a
sparsity method which can work well with even very low quality images with only few major
features.

An improvement and an extension of our proposed method into a 3D algorithm might tackle
these problems. Some classic methods have been studied. Active shape models (ASMs) are
statistical models of the shape of objects which iteratively deform to fit to an object of interest
in an experimental image. To identify the best match to an object, the model normally has at
least one shape model which captures statistical information about shapes across a population.
However, there is usually a need for segmentation as a prerequisite for the construction of
ASM. The concept of statistical deformation models (SDM) as introduced by (Rueckert 2001)
can be constructed directly from images such as MR or CT without any prior segmentation,
and uses a non-rigid registration algorithm to compute the deformation required to establish
correspondences between the reference subject and the subjects in the population class under
investigation. In other words, SDMs take the 3D nature of the underlying anatomy into
account by analysing dense 3D deformation fields rather than only the 2D surface shape of
anatomical structures. This non-rigid registration method has been validated to trace the
motion of the breast (Rueckert 1999), in which the global motion of the breast was modelled
by an affine transformation while the local breast motion was described by a free-form
deformation (FFD) based on B-splines (as B-splines are locally controlled and are
computationally efficient even for a large number of control points). Besides, in comparison
to level set contour extraction, the B-spline method is based on sparse key control points
which can be more reliable against noise attraction.

To design a potential 3D model based on our currently presented 2D segmentation method,
SDM can be ideal for a prior object shape extraction directly from image sequences, and then
B-splines can be employed to replace the level set in forming the smooth surfaces of the
objects of interest. In 3D, the B-spline algorithm can be extended into a B-Surface method
where the shape of the surface model is deformed by changing the position of the control
points. Although the position of the control points cannot be updated by the influence of the
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external force field directly, the external forces on every surface point can be computed and
the relationship between surface points and control points can then be utilized to reversely
obtain the impact on control points from the force fields. All the energy forces comprised in
our proposed CDSG active contour method (internal energy, external energy, driving power,
and stopping term) can be explicitly extended into 3D space to form an attractor image to
trigger the B-surface to an evolution and a convergence to the final 3D object surface.

However, some risks might attend the extension of our 2D method into a 3D space approach.
For instance, according to some authors including (Ho 2004) (Jendoubi 2004) etc., the
magnitude of the basic GVF external energy force at a given point will decrease significantly
as the distance from this point to the boundary increases. Normalized GVF has repeatedly
been used to ensure that a space point which is a little far away from the object boundaries
still has an adequate driving force to deform the B-surface control points. Further research
will be needed to secure a complete future project.

Next chapter, an automatic segmentation progress will be introduced.
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Chapter 5
Semi-automatic Hepatic Tumour and Vessel
Detection and Unsupervised Liver Volume
Segmentation
In the previous chapter, a novel segmentation method - CDSG, aiming at accurate and
efficient liver volume segmentation - has been introduced. In this chapter, this method will be
expanded to detect also hepatic tumours and vessels, which has a significant meaning in
clinical diagnosis. In addition, management of these data systematically and intellectually has
been put into consideration: for the detection stage, an unsupervised liver volume
segmentation process has been proposed and will be presented after the introduction of
tumour and vessel segmentation; from the point of view of database management, this fast
segmentation can also be utilized as a content-based image retrieval method, which brings
added value to modern automatic medical data classification.

5.1 Context
An accurate segmentation of the individual CT or MRI patient data is the first step towards
nearly all kinds of surgical planning tasks: Liver resection, liver transplantation, hyperthermia,
and high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU). Apart from the objective of deciding the liver
tumour resectability, which was stated in detail in chapter 2, there are still a couple of
important reasons for this research.

5.1.1 Imaging (CT/MRI) Features of the Liver Tumours are Important Prognostic
Factors

Liver tumours, as partially mentioned in chapter 2, are tumours or growths on or in the liver.
There are many forms of liver tumours, which can be benign or malignant. The most common
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cases are metastases from other tumours, frequently of the gastrointestinal tract (like colon
cancer, rectal carcinoma, carcinoid tumours of the appendix). The most frequent, malignant,
primary liver cancer is hepatocellular carcinoma (Johns Hopkins Pathology 2008). The
metastases to the liver are the leading cause of death in patients with colorectal cancer which
is also one of the few leading cancers worldwide, and ranks second in cancer-related deaths
(McLoughlin 2006). Thus, there has been increasing recognition of the potential benefits of
liver resection for colorectal metastases.

According to the consultant surgeon at London's Hammersmith Hospital, nearly all patient
data we used for this thesis project can be classified within the colorectal metastases.
Proposed prognostic factors in colorectal carcinoma liver metastasis include age, gender,
distribution, number, Dukes stage (of bowel cancer)20, histologic grade, depth of penetration,
lymph node status, disease-free interval after resection of the primary tumor, serum level of
carcinoembryonic antigen, the maximum diameter, and percentage of hepatic replacement of
liver metastases, satellite lesions, extrahepatic disease, type of hepatectomy, and tumor
margin status (Hughes 1988) (Scheele 1995) (Nagakura 2000). Yasui et al (1997) first
described the prognostic significance of a macroscopic classification of colorectal carcinoma
liver metastases, in which they classified resected liver metastases into confluent nodular and
simple nodular types. They suggested that confluent nodular tumors exhibit more aggressive
behavior than simple nodular tumors. In their retrospective study on how computed
tomographic features of colorectal carcinoma liver metastases predict post-hepatectomy
patient survival, Nagakura S. et al (2000) further classified the Preoperative computed
tomographic features of the largest hepatic deposit by the contour of advancing margin of the
tumor into two types: lobular tumours21 with indentations with an acute angle (as shown in

20

Colorectal cancer can be staged according to the Dukes system as a Dukes A, B, C or D. 'Dukes A'

means the cancer is only in the innermost lining of the colon or rectum; 'Dukes B' means the cancer has
grown into the muscle layer of the colon or rectum; 'Dukes C' means the cancer has spread to at least
one lymph node in the area close to the bowel; 'Dukes D' means the cancer has spread to somewhere
else in the body such as the liver or lung. (Scottish Medicines Consortium, 2005)
21

This lobular tumour should be distinguished from that of the breast cancer. The later one refers to the

cause of the tumour, while the one used in this thesis is only referring to the tumour shapes.
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Figure_5.1: Lobular (left) vs nodular (nonlobular) (right) liver tumours. The lobular tumour
shows five indentations with an acute angle (arrowheads) and a satellite lesion (arrow). The
nonlobular tumour shows no indentation with an acute angle. (Nagakura 2000)

Figure_5.1 left) and non-lobular tumors without such indentations (Figure_5.1 right).
Between January 1982 and December 1997, they studied a total of 85 patients with colorectal
carcinoma liver metastases, and declared that CT features of colorectal carcinoma liver
metastases were the most important independent prognostic factor in patients undergoing
curative hepatectomy: "These features correlate with their gross classification, and probably
reflecting tumour aggressiveness".

The patient data used in this project have been studied following the research method
Nagakura S. et al used, and many of the tumours have been discovered to be lobular.
Figure_5.2A illustrates a confluent nodular tumour (as defined by Yasui 1997) with slice
number 157 in CT patient dataset liver003. There is a deep and sharp indentation pointed by
the black arrow (throughout this chapter, every lobular tumour indentation is marked in this
way). The same tumour in another slice (Slice no. 171) becomes a lobular tumour with two
indentations, the upper one of which is with an acute angle. Thus, we understand that not all
tumours are in a nodular shape, instead, they can be arbitrarily shaped. This increases the
difficulty of tumour segmentation. Many segmentation methods in literature can only detect
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A: A confluent nodular tumour (as defined by Yasui in 1997) with a deep and sharp
indentation. Slice no. 157.

B: The same tumour in another slice becomes a lobular tumour with two
indentations, the upper one of which is with an acute angle. Slice no. 171.
Figure_5.2: Examples of tumours with indentation. Patient CT dataset liver003.
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objects in a certain known shape, for instance, the circular Hough transform can only detect
round or nearly round targets, ASM also can only detect the object boundary within a very
close neighbourhood of its shape model. Only methods that can freely handle topological
change are suitable for this task.

Nagakura's experimental results showed that the CT features of colorectal cancer liver
metastases correlate with their gross classification. Before him, Yasui (1997) found that the
gross appearance of colorectal carcinoma liver metastases paralleled the degree of tumor
aggressiveness (including vessel infiltration, nodal status in the hepatic hilum, and direct
invasion to adjacent viscera), and later several other authors (Hughes 1988) (Scheele 1995)
(Nordlinger 1996, etc.) also have suggested that the size of the hepatic metastases can decide
post-resection survival, which imples rapid growth of tumor within the liver (although delay
in detection can be another reason). Thus, Nagakura's discovery indicates that CT features
have great potential to reflect tumour aggressiveness. Scheele (1995), Taylor (1997), et al
also pointed out that the presence of satellite lesions22 is another critical prognostic factor, and
Scheele et al (1995) and Nanko (1998) suggested that satellite lesions result from intrahepatic
spread from dominant liver metastases via the portal vein, the hepatic vein, or the bile duct - it
is very likely that aggressive liver tumors have several satellite lesions. Also, Nagakura found
through their patient cases that the lobular tumours were more often associated with satellite
lesions than nonlobular tumours. Thus, he reasoned out the schematic of a possible
mechanism for the development of lobular tumours: first, a lobular tumour with three satellite
lesions appears, then both the dominant tumour and the satellite lesions grow larger, and
when the dominant tumour merges with the satellite lesions it becomes a lobular one (as
shown in Figure_5.3), although the uneven growth of the tumour also contributes to the
development of lobular configurations.

22

Satellite lesions refers to the intrahepatic spread of liver tumours via vascular invasion.
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Figure_5.3: Schematic of a possible mechanism for the development of lobular tumours.
(Nagakura 2000). On the left is a lobular tumour with three satellite lesions; The middle, both
the dominant tumour and the satellite lesions grow larger; On the right, the dominant tumour
merges with the satellite lesions (*), thereby becoming lobular. However, uneven growth of
tumor (†) also contributes to the development of lobular configuration. D = dominant tumor;
S = satellite lesion; L =lobular tumor.

Our study confirmed the above reasoning from Nagakura. Figure_5.4 shows what the initial
satellite lesions surrounding the dominant liver tumor (indicated by white arrows) look like
in practice. The slice used is number 66 from patient CT dataset liver010. Figure_5.5
illustrates another lobular tumour with 3 indentations and one satellite lesion. Some hepatic
vessels have been surrounded by the tumour, meaning that vessel invasion might have
occurred. (from Patient CT dataset liver010, slice no. 35.) Figure_5.6A shows a large lobular
tumour encloses the major portal vein branches, which will speed up the production of
satellite lesions (Patient CT dataset liver010, slice no. 44). While four slices away in the data
of the same patient, more satellite lesions emerge (pointed by white arrows) (slice no. 48.),
which attests that hepatic vessel invasion facilitates tumour growth to produce satellite lesions.

Discovery of these CT features has significant clinical implications, one of which is that these
lobular tumours may require broader hepatic resection margins than nonlobular tumours, and
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Figure_5.4: Satellite lesions surrounding the major liver tumor (referred by white arrows).
One indentation is pointed by the black arrow. Patient CT dataset liver010, slice no. 66.

Figure_5.5: A lobular tumour with 3 indentations and one satellite lesion. Some hepatic
vessels have been surrounded by the tumour, meaning vessel invasion might have occurred.
Patient CT dataset liver010, slice no. 35.
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A: A large lobular tumour encloses the major portal vein branches, which will speed up the
production of satellite lesions. Patient CT dataset liver010, slice no. 44.

B: Four slices away from the one shown in A, more satellite lesions emerge (pointed by white
arrows). Same patient, slice no. 48.
Figure_ 5.6: Hepatic vessel invasion facilitates the tumour to produce satellite lesions.
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major anatomic resection, for instance right hepatic lobectomy, could be indicated more often
for lobular tumours. (Nagakura 2000) (Nordlinger 1996)

5.1.2 Multiple Tumour Segmentation Required by Satellite Lesions or Separated
Bilobar Tumour Detection
In Chapter 2 we explained that bilobar liver cancers are accompanied by discrete tumour
nodules in other liver lobes. Figure_5.7 illustrates how one large bilobar tumour, which had
been shown in Figure_2.8, separates into two smaller tumours in different liver lobes (the
right lobe and the quadrate lobe) in slice 105. For these patients having multiple tumours, a
multiple tumour segmentation method is a must. The last section also mentioned the clinical
significance of the presence of satellite lesions, which also calls for a segmentation method
that can detect multiple lesion areas at the same time.

Through the discussion in Chapter 4, we can understand that a geometric active contour
method, the level set, satisfies this requirement. In addition, it can also freely change its
topology to sense and chase arbitrarily shaped lesion areas. Thus, the proposed CDSG method,
can step by step be used for tumour segmentation.

Then, the focus moves on to what type of segmentation method is needed for the hepatic
vessel detection.
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Figure_5.7: One big bilobar tumour separates into two smaller tumours in different liver lobes
in a lower slice. Patient CT dataset liver003, slice no. 105.

5.1.3 Hepatic Vessel Segmentation to Construct Liver Perfusion Segments
An accurate analysis of all parts inside the liver is crucial to resectability evaluation and also
to post-hepatectomy survival prediction. When the vascular systems are included in the
volumetric image data, this will gain increasing importance for a variety of medical
applications as the precise knowledge of the morphology and structure of a vascular system
allows for quantitative diagnosis, surgical planning, and outcome assessment.
The hepatic vessel anatomical variants, such as trifurcation of the portal vein or aberrant or
accessoric hepatic arteries, are common findings in the planning of living donor liver
transplantation or of hepatectomy. Examples of variants include segment 7 branch (P7)
arising from the left portal vein (it should normally arise from the right portal vein), or
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multiple segment 4 branches (A4) arising from both the right as well as the left hepatic
arteries. It is important to identify them ahead of surgery to choose the optimal surgical
strategy taking into account these variants. One of the most challenging problems in liver
surgery is to assess the morphology and branching pattern of the hepatic vasculature and its
supply volume. Unlike the vessel system for other organs, the large variety of branching
patterns in the liver can be individually different.
Then why is this individual hepatic vessel structure so important? The answer is simple but
very crucial - liver perfusion segments (traditionally named Couinaud23 Segments) divide the
liver into 8 independent segments each of which has its own vascular inflow, outflow, and
biliary drainage. Because of this division into self-contained units, each can be resected
without damaging those remaining. For the liver to remain viable, resections must proceed
along the vessels that define the peripheries of these segments. In general, this means
resection lines parallel the hepatic veins while preserving the portal veins, bile ducts, and
hepatic arteries that provide vascular inflow and biliary drainage through the center of the
segment, as shown in Figure_5.8. (Gazelle 1992)
Specifically, the intersegmental plane defined by the right hepatic vein subdivides the right
lobe of the liver into anterior (V and VIII) and posterior (VI and VII) divisions, as shown in
Figure_5.9 (Leeuwen 1994) (Masselot 1978) (Nakamura 1994); The plane defined by the
middle hepatic vein subdivides the liver into the true right and left lobes, and segments IVa
and IVb lie to the left of the plane while segments V and VIII lie to the right with VIII being
superior to V, as demonstrated in firgure_5.10 (Leeuwen 1994) (Masselot 1978) (Nakamura
1994). The umbilical plane divides the left lobe of the liver into medial (segment IV) and
lateral (segments II and III) divisions, as demonstrated in Figure_5.11 (Schneck 1994); The
division between segments II and III is formed by the transverse plane of the left portal vein,
and because the plane of the left hepatic vein is oblique, it forms a division between segments
III anteriorly and segment II posteriorly, as shown in Figure_5.12
23

By Claude Couinaud, a French surgeon and anatomist who made significant contributions in the field

of hepatobiliary surgery, and who is best known for his detailed anatomic studies of the liver and was
the first to describe its segmental anatomy. (Sutherland 2008)
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Figure_5.8: Couinaud's Segmental Anatomy (The Image of Innovation, 2008)
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Figure_5.9: The left image shows the plane of the right hepatic vein as it courses to the IVC.
Shaded-Surface projection (right panel) showing how the plane of the right hepatic vein
provides the vertical division of the right liver lobe into anterior and posterior segment groups.
(Leeuwen 1994) (Masselot 1978) (Nakamura 1994)

Figure_5.10: Both images show that the course of the middle hepatic vein falls roughly along
a plane extending from the gallbladder fossa and the IVC. This plane divides the right hepatic
lobe from the left hepatic lobe. (Leeuwen 1994) (Masselot 1978) (Nakamura 1994)
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Figure_5.11: Both images show that the plane of the umbilical fissure divides the left lobe
into medial and lateral portions, which need to be further divided to qualify as independent
Couinaud segments (Schneck 1994)

Figure_5.12: Both images show that the plane of the left hepatic vein subdivides the lateral
portion of the left hepatic lobe. (Soyer 1994) (Gupta 1975) (Rose 2004)

Figure_5.13: Both images show the plane of the main intrahepatic portal vein. The dotted line
indicates how this plane is sometimes used to divide segment IV into superior (IVa) and
inferior (IVb) divisions (Bismuth 1983).
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(Soyer 1994) (Gupta 1975) (Rose 2004); The plane defined by the right branch of the portal
vein divides the anterior and posterior divisions of the right liver superiorly and inferiorly,
thus dividing the right lobe into 4 segments (V-VIII), and the medial segment of the left lobe
can also be divided into two segments by the plane of the portal vein demonstrated in
Figure_5.13 (IVa and IVb) (Bismuth 1983); Segment I corresponds to the caudate lobe,
located on the posterior surface of the liver adjacent to segment IV. Segment I is different
from the other segments in that its portal inflow is derived from the left and right branches of
the portal vein, and it often has its own short hepatic veins connecting directly to the IVC
(Lerut 1990) (Yamamoto 1992). We ignored segment I in this study as it is not often resected
(Told by our consultant surgeon that he has not seen anyone resect segment I at Hammersmith
Hospital).

5.1.4 Literature Study for Hepatic Vessel Segmentation

Generic region growing and thresholding is the traditional method for blood vessel
segmentation. However, there are many hindrances that prevent these methods from finishing
the task. Major difficulties are: first, the image quality of MRI or CT angiography is not
always good enough for these methods to extract the whole of the vessels. Second, thin
vessels are affected by the partial volume effect24 which also reduces the intensity of vessel
parts. Third, sometimes, the inter-slice distance is too far to construct a clear vessel structure,
which might cause noise (instead of correct vessel) inclusion during the segmentation, and
will then jeopardize the 3D vessel reconstruction.

The published papers on blood vessel segmentation cited here are mostly from lesser-known
journals. (This does not mean that relevant publications from more famous journals have not
been studied.) However, hepatic blood vessel segmentation is very complicated and much of
the present work is at an early and experimental stage, where brief and rapid publications can
be of great interest. These four short papers come in very handy to tackle key issues in this
24

This partial volume effect works commonly as a low pass filtering effect.
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project. Eiho (2004) developed a branch-based region growing algorithm which is designed
for blood vessel segmentation for MRI data with angiography (results are demonstrated in the
upper left image in Figure_5.14). It starts the region growing from one of the voxels in the
added region; after the growing finishes, voxels in a part of the added region are labelled as
new parent voxels of the next cycle of branch-based region growing. The voxels which are
not connected are treated as a separate branch to be traced later. Since the growing process is
performed on one branch on a time, the conditions can be optimized according to its
surrounding properties. Eiho also figured out how to connect a break point by extending the
vessel. This method has a clear approach to tackle all the three difficulties; however, it has a
big problem with its processing time. It takes about 5 minutes to get one segmentation result,
most of which is consumed in branch bifurcation detection. Leandro (2001) developed a new
approach based on the continuous wavelet transform using the Morlet wavelet, allowing noise
filtering and blood vessel enhancement in a single step, with experimental results
demonstrated in the upper right image in Figure_5.14. The advantage of this method lies in its
capabilities for tuning to scale, orientation, position and frequency. However, when
implemented over the whole image dataset, these parameters are not easy to control
automatically. Franz (2001) improved the exploitation of anatomical knowledge about blood
vessels in the tracking process by applying an optimizing Kalman Filter25, with segmented
results as shown in the lower left image in Figure_5.14. The main contribution of this to
vessel segmentation is the automated check of the detected vasculature by means of testing
necessary structural assumptions. The problem of the method when it is to be employed for
this thesis project is that the hepatic anatomy varies from person to person, and even changes
in one person over time. Healthy individual hepatic vessel structures are not often similar to
each other, and may become obscured when tumours happen to be around. (Michael 2003)
proposed two moving-window methods, using either flat or Gaussian weighted windows, for
local thresholding with automatic threshold selection; its segmentation results are illustrated
in the lower right image in Figure_5.14. All these four published papers helped give useful
hints on the common requirements for blood vessel detection.
25

Kalman filter is frequently used to remove false blood vessel extremities along the major branches,

which can be caused by image noise. (Franz 2001)
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Figure_5.14: Experimental results from some published papers reviewed, which gave hints on
the requirements on blood vessel detection.

5.2 Methods in Hepatic Tumour and Vessel Segmentation
There are also increasing numbers of authors, (Deschamps 2004) (Malladi 1995) etc., who
choose to use a level set method due to its advantage of free topological adaptation. In this
project, if one method can perform both hepatic tumour and vessel segmentation, the method
could be highly efficient. However, all the requirement hints on vessel detection given by the
four methods illustrated in Figure_5.14 need to be taken into account. Thus, the proposed
method for hepatic tumour and vessel segmentation is to continue using our highly efficient
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level set method - CDSG, proposed in Chapter 4, with useful features corresponding to the
requirements pointed out:
1. CDSG can simulate the wavelet transform effect to enhance the contrast of vessels along
their axial directions;
2. As a level set method, CDSG only asks for evenly distributed edge contrast, instead of
homogeneous tissue intensities, and thus the patient data could be less strict meaning more
data can be used;
3. A vessel structure knowledge is better built up ahead of detection as training data, which
can give CDSG a rough idea on the average size of the whole object, so that necessary break
point connections (fuzzy connections) can be constructed, instead of making errors such as
losing branches or connecting mismatching branches in vessel reconstruction. This vessel
structural knowledge is preferable for training CDSG and re-training by the segmentation
results in an automatic calculation;
4. Instead of spending a long time in adjusting an accurate region growing method, a very
simple and elegant fast region growing method can be used to initialize the CDSG snake in
both tumours and vessels. Instead of using comparatively higher computational denoising
filters, the simplest traditional region growing method (coupled with a skeletonization method)
can be used again after segmentation to help extract the structural information, removing
noise.

5.3 Hepatic Tumour and Vessel Segmentation Method Implementation
When the CDSG snake has been combined with all above adjuvant function units, it turns out
to be a region-based active contour method.

5.3.1 Region-based Geometric Active Contours

Based on the region competition concept, region-based geometric active contours have
appeared in recent years. Region-based active contour methods try to partition the image into
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a few layers: foreground, middle-layers, and background. They start by initializing a simple
closed contour and evolve the front to energy-balanced spots. They use global image features
instead of localized edge features to distinguish boundaries of interest. In this way, leakage
problems can be better prevented.

One simple 2-layer region-based model, created by (Yezzi 1999), is briefly illustrated here.
Suppose I is a partial image function defined on a closed region R, Ri and Ro are the regions
inside and outside the contour C, and Mi and Mo are the corresponding means, Ai and Ao the
areas of Ri and Ro respectively. According to an optimization criterion of maximizing
separation of the mean values ( M i − M o ) 2 , this leads to a gradient equation

⎛ I − Mi I − Mo
∂C
= ( M i − M o )⎜⎜
+
∂t
Ao
⎝ Ai

→
⎞→
⎟⎟ N − γK N ,
⎠

(5.1)

where γ is a weighting term, K is the curvature.

Region-based snakes are not very dependent on the local image gradient or the initial location
of the contour. Therefore, they are useful to segment noisy images and to deal with the
leakage problem.

One difficulty for this promising method is how to tailor a decent segmentation algorithm
exactly suitable to the image situation to separate the different layers. However, since there is
less reliance on the initial location of the simple closed curve, the method shows potential for
automating the segmentation.

5.3.2 K-means Clustering as a Region-growing Method for Segmentation
Initialization
Many published papers use the mean-shift clustering method to supply regional information.
However, in this thesis project, we suggest using the simpler algorithm, but with higher
sensitivity toward the black and white pixel intensity, - a multiple layer K-means clustering
method, to produce multi-layer region maps to initialize CDSG to detect hepatic tumours and
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vessels. The comparison between the mean-shift and the multi-layer K-means will be
described later; first we give a brief introduction of the K-means method.
The classical K-means clustering method is a non-hierarchical approach to forming good
clusters (MacQueen 1967). We need to specify a desired number of clusters, say, K, then
assign each object of interest to one of K clusters so as to minimize a measure of dispersion
within the clusters.
The dispersion measure may be defined as sum-of-squares criterion
K

J = ∑ ∑ xn − μ j

2

,

(5.2)

j =1 n∈S j

where x n is a vector representing the nth spot within subsets Sj, K is the number of subsets,
and μ j is the mean pixel values of different subsets.
For gray level pictures, K-means clustering is a simple but accurate method for region
segmentation. It splits the image into K small regions. Each region is treated as a
homogeneous area. This method starts with initial seed points for each cluster, and the
homogeneous areas grow and stop, keeping in a balanced position under the segmentation
rules. The more initial seed points, the less time the segmentation requires.
A known drawback of K-means is also mentioned here, that is, the K value has to be set. In
this case, since the number of target objects is fixed, and will not change, this difficulty can
be easily overcome by setting K to a small constant number.
Another well known clustering method is mean-shift. Its major advantage over K-means is
that users need not assign the number of resulting homogeneous areas to the segmentation
kernel. The kernel can decide it automatically during run time. However, mean-shift is too
sensitive to the light and shadow in images, and as we mentioned previously in section , most
MRI images have an inherent shading artifact (intensity inhomogenity). Thus, mean-shift
would be unsuitable for this project, at least for MR images.
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5.3.3 Why not Mean-shift Clustering

Being famous for rapidly segmenting color images, the mean-shift clustering method is
popular in the density recognition field. We will briefly introduce this algorithm before
comparing it with the k-means method.

The mean shift algorithm aim to find the centers of regions containing a high concentration of
data, which is represented as various dimensioned vectors. Let p(x) be the probability density
function of the p-dimensional feature vectors, x. Suppose p(x) is unimodal. A sphere S(x) of
radius r, centered on x contains the feature vector y such that y − x ≤ r . Let u be the
expected value of the vector y-x. The following equation is derived in (Comaniciu D., 1999)
(Comanicui D., 2002) .

u=

r 2 ∇p ( x )
( p + 2) p ( x )

(5.3)

The above equation shows that the vector of difference between the local mean and the center
of the window is proportional to the gradient of the probability density. A small mean shift
corresponds to large p(x) and small ∇p ( x) . While, on the contrary, a large mean shift
corresponds to low-density regions.
When we use clustering methods for color segmentation, we are always expecting a simple
cluster map. Therefore, we normally choose an under-segmentation resolution corresponding
to the low resolution. In this case, homogeneity is defined with a large tolerance margin and
only the most significant colors are retained. With simple and distinct color images, by using
mean-shift, we can get a very nice clustering result. Figure_5.15 shows that different colors
have been well averaged and combined into a few large homogeneities, and the edge map is
clear and correct.
However, when dealing with blurred or fuzzy gray level images, the result is usually
unacceptable. Figure 5.16(a) shows one picture from a MRI slice set, (b) is the clustering
result by using mean-shift at under-segmentation resolution. Obviously, this algorithm breaks
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Figure_5.15: A good result of mean-shift clustering. (a) is the original picture, (b) is the
homogeneities map, and (c) is the edge map.

Figure_5.16: Applying the mean-shift clustering method to an MR slice at undersegmentation resolution. (a) is the original slice, (b) is the homogeneities map.
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the boundaries of lung cavities, and wrongly converges them to different homogeneities. This
edge information is far from ideal.
The K-means algorithm is much more sensitive to gray-level pixel value changes. Thus, it is a
much more suitable choice.

5.3.4. Multi-layer K-means
Multi-layer k-means clustering separates homogeneous areas from the input image into
different output layers. The concept of multiple layers is very useful in building an automatic
system, since more than two objects within one image will make system unsure which is the
wanted one. Besides, spurious edges will introduce interference into the later active contour
segmentation.
By using weighted template matching and multi-layer K-means clustering, a multi-layer
region map for the best matching slice, i.e. starting slice, is obtained from the original slice set.
Before implementing the multi-layer k-means clustering, we will compare our method with
mean-shift clustering, to demonstrate that when given the k value and a contrast parameter,
K-means gives a more precise solution.

5.3.5 Comparing with the Mean-shift Procedure

In the previous section, we briefly introduced the mean-shift algorithm. It has the advantage
that we need not preset how many homogeneities it should look for. Its simplicity and speed
make it a popular segmentation method.

The problem is when applying it to images whose color difference is not very distinct, and
using a low resolution in order to get a simple clustering map, we could get unacceptable
results by the mean-shift method. Figure_5.17 shows 2 color pictures with indistinct color
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Figure_5.17: Illustrations of mean-shift colour image segmentation.
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Figure_5.18: Edge maps from mean-shift colour image segmentation at under-segmentation
resolution.

Figure_5.19: Applying mean-shift clustering in MR slices. (a) original slice, (b)
homogeneities map, (c) edge map.
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difference. (a) and (c) are the original images, (b) and (d) are mean-shift homogeneity maps.
Obviously, the highlighted details in (b) have serious disparities with those in (a). And some
highlighted regions in (c) totally disappear in (d).

These problems are intractable since they are inherent to the algorithm itself. Mean-shift uses
a window for collecting colours, averaging them, and combining them to form different
clusters.

The lower its resolution we choose, the larger the window must be. Thus, comparatively small
regions, although having very different colours, would be neglected, and colours with small
differences will be averaged to the same homogeneity.

This does not matter for a rough segmentation, but to get a precise result, a high resolution
should be chosen. However, by doing so, too many homogeneities are introduced, and we
could not take advantage of this method to get a comparatively simple edge map. Figure_5.18
shows the edge maps for both images at under-segmentation resolution, such that, only 9
homogeneities are formed. These edge maps are complex enough to make an automatic
segmentation hopeless.

When applying the mean-shift method to gray-level images, similar problems exist, this
method does not dealt well with weak edges even worse for detecting, Figure_5.19 (a) shows
an MR image after Gaussian smoothing, (b) is the mean-shift homogeneity map, and (c) is the
resulting edge map. According to its algorithm rules, mean-shift breaks the weak edges in the
boundary of the lung cavities (liver top detection initialization starts from the slice with two
empty lung cavities and a large heart), and combines them into wrong clusters. Although an
under-segmentation resolution is chosen, the final edge map shown in (c) is still very complex.

Now, let us go back to the multi-layer k-means method. We define each region of
homogeneity into a different layer. At the beginning, we set seeds for different homogeneities
in the first slice containing liver tissue. A suitable contrast value is computed by
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ε ij = ( μ A1 + μ A 2 )[(μ A1 − μ A2 ) / 255]e

1

2

α A2 μ A2

,

(5.4)

where μ A1 and μ A 2 are the mean pixel values of two adjacent areas A1 and A2 at the point

(i, j ) . α A 2 is an averaging parameter for area A2 , which determines points in the boundary
of area A2 with a range of pixel values considered to be in the cluster. This equation could
be used conversely, assuming contrast parameter ε ij is known, to compute the α A 2 as a
variable. In this case, if we set the contrast parameter ε ij to be proportional to

I weakE
,
I strongE
where I weakE is the pixel value at sites on the weakest edge of interest, and the I strongE
indicates that on the strongest edge within the image, then the control variable α A 2 makes the
clustering progress self adaptable to boundary pixel variations in different slices within the set.

5.4 Examples of segmentation results
This K-means clustering initialization has been followed by CDSG active contour
segmentation. A 3D view of one of the tumour segmentation results, with some acute angle
indentations, has been shown in Figure_5.20, which includes a dominant lobular tumour with
many satellite lesions. The patient CT data number is liver010.

Figure_5.21 shows the skeletonization method used for building and recording hepatic vessel
structures. The left hand side image is a pure blood vessel view with the IVC , portal vein,
and rough liver shape marked; on the right hand side is the 3D skeletonization method,
mirrored into 2D for better understanding - meaning that when the skeletonization method is
performed in 3D space, its branch size and the ridge of the overview can be clearly seen, with
the highest value denoting the central axis of the vessels. It is thus also a very good method
for preserving vessel structures inside a matrix.
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Figure_5.22 demonstrates the hepatic vessel denoising process - a conventional region
growing process has been simulated in the upper right image, which is initialized from a high
value area in the 3D skeletonization vessel structure (red volume in the upper left image). The
lower image shows one of many hepatic vessel segmentation results, with LHV denoting the
left hepatic vein, MHV middle hepatic vein, RHV right hepatic vein, LPV left portal vein, and
RPV right portal vein.

Figure_5.23 illustrates the Couinaud segments drawn in the top view of one of 3D combined
segmentation results from liver volume, hepatic tumours and vessels. The patient data used is
the CT dataset liver003.

Figure_5.24 illustrates how the impact of virtual operation planning on liver surgery is seen
in the operating theatre (image attibuted to Fischer 2007).
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Figure_5.20: One of many tumour segmentation results, including a dominant lobular tumour
with many satellite lesions. Patient CT data liver010. 3D view.

Figure_5.21: Skeletonization method used for building and recording hepatic vessel structures.
Left, a pure blood vessel view with IVC , Portal Vein, and rough liver shape marked; Right,
3D

skeletonization

method,

mirrored
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into

2D

for

better

understanding.

Figure_5.22: Hepatic vessel denoising, utilizing conventional region growing, initialized from a high value area in 3D skeletonization vessel structure.
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Figure_5.23: Couinaud's segments drawn on one of our 3D combined segmentation results from liver volume, hepatic tumours and vessels.
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Figure_5.24: The impact of virtual operation planning on liver surgery. (Fischer 2007)

5.5 The Automatic Liver Volume Segmentation Process
5.5.1 Context: The add-on value of automatic segmentation - CBIR
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been becoming more and more important in
clinical medicine for electronic patient records, and has been a hot topic of research interest
for more than a decade. While several successful systems have been proposed, they have been
unable to make much impact on routine medical clinics because automatic image
segmentation is needed. One of the major difficulties that CBIR encounters in assisting Liver
surgery VR systems is that the segmentation initialization image slice index and sequence will
vary between datasets and cannot be obtained through simply checking the image header for
retrieval. To overcome this challenge, this thesis presents a new liver segmentation
initialization suitable for CBIR systems, and a strategic active contour method to precisely
segment the liver surface, which is the first step and one of the major tasks in individual VR
simulation of surgical resection. Our method integrates a rotational template matching, and
thresholding followed by small area local edge enhancement with a CDSG geometric Snake.
This proposed method has been implemented and validated on 20 CT datasets, in total more
than 4000 image slices.
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Advances in medical imaging have led to growth of large image collections. The goal of
CBIR is to make patient data more accessible. Normally, retrieval of image information from
CBIR systems is done using limited text keywords in the image header fields or the unique
patient identifier. A common drawback of such systems is that the annotations are often
imprecise with reference to image feature locations, and the text does not capture the richness
of features depicted in the image and thus is insufficient to enable accurate image retrieval. It
would be beneficial if the images could be retrieved by their visual content itself to improve
medical practice and research, in our case liver surgical resection simulation VR.
In chapter 4, the liver volume segmentation methods CDSG have been introduced. In the
previous section, hepatic tumour and vessel detections method also have been presented
following the active contour initialization in the slice with top liver tissue. In this section,
fully automatic liver volume segmentation will be introduced, as an example of the thoughts
proposed in this thesis on automatic process control.

5.5.2 Method on automatic liver volume segmentation process control
Automatic contour initialization is key to the subsequent automatic segmentation progress.
DICOM, GIPL, and MEGA medical image standard formats have been considered as the
targets in our case for the GBIR system to retrieve the featured image slice location. Since
textual descriptions may insufficiently describe the great variety of details in targeted medical
image formats, regarding the relevant initialization features, as well as the fact that patient
data may vary in rotational directions and noise levels (as shown in Figure_5.25), a new
retrieval strategy based simply on image visual content is proposed, which has been
implemented through a rotational template matching (RTM) technique introduced below.

A Rotational Template Matching Method to Choose the Best Starting Slice

Template Matching (TM) is a traditional method for automatic object location in images. In
our case, directly locating the liver volume and initializing is not easy as in some slices the
whole liver volume may be decomposited into a few patches. Directly searching even the
largest piece of liver through slices would risk neglecting some small patches. Besides, if it is
not clearly marked in the file header, the axis rotation is difficult to determine due to the large
anatomic variation of the liver among patients. Through the study of 20 patients’ computed
tomography (CT) slice sets, we observed the best way to initialize is to locate the slice using
heart and empty lung cavities first, with a priori template training to locate the heart followed
by a rotational TM which is able to estimate the axis rotation. After that, the initialization
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process starts to search for the upper part of the liver surface with high gradient value on the
left side of the heart and initializes the liver detection there. In this thesis, the traditional
template matching has been enhanced in its contrast of contents to obtain better effect.

A Contrast-enhanced Weighted Template Matching

Template matching is a classification of unknown samples by comparing them to known
templates. Suppose that we have a template t(x,y) and we wish to detect its instances in an
image f(x,y). An obvious approach to do is to place the template at some location in an image
and to detect its presence at that point by comparing intensity values in the template with the
corresponding values in the image. Since it is rare that intensity values will match exactly, we
apply a measure of dissimilarity between the intensity values of the template and the
corresponding values of the image. Many measures may be defined, and currently the sum of
the squared errors is the most popular one.
In that case, we can simplify the equation to be
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gives a measure of mismatch. Then, shifting the template and

using the match measure at every point in the image we can obtain all locations and instances
of the temple. Thus, we compute

C ' (i, j ) = ∑∑ f ( x, y )t ( x − i, y − j ) ,
x

(5.6)

y

where i and j are the displacements with respect to the template in the image. This operation
is the cross-correlation between f and t.
There are several disadvantages to simply using cross-correlation in the measuring process
(World Health Report, 2008):
Firstly, if the image energy

∑f

2

( x, y ) varies with position, matching using cross-

correlation alone will fail, because the correlation between the feature and an exactly
matching region in the image may be less than the correlation between the feature and some
bright spot.
Secondly, the range of C ' (i, j ) is dependent on the size of the feature.
Thirdly, C ' (i, j ) is not invariant to changes in image amplitude such as those caused by
intensity variations across the image sequence.
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The correlation coefficient overcomes these difficulties by normalizing the image and feature
vectors to unit length

R (i, j ) =

∑∑ [ f (x, y ) − f (x, y )][t (x − i, y − j ) − t ]
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where t is the mean of the feature and f is the mean of image intensities in the region under
the feature. R lies in the range [-1, 1]. The larger the number, the more similarity we attain.
The classical template matching works well when all features within the template are of the
same level importance. However, when the template we built comprises information from two
or more features, and we want to pay more attention to one or several of them, we need to add
another term k in the normalized correlation equation.
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From the above equation, we can discover that the k value determines what kind of image
point plays an important role in the matching progress.

A Grid to Initialize Liver Tissue to Avoid Involving Lung Blood Vessels

Then, as previously mentioned, a simple thresholding is employed to the left of the heart
through adjacent slices to look for the upper surface of the liver, and a grid is utilized to
embed / initialize the top liver tissue to avoid involving the lung blood vessels (as
demonstrated in the lower right image in Figure_5.25). This whole RTM GBIR strategy
retrieves the image slice location/index independent of text keywords.

Using K-means Clustering to Distinguish Neighbour Organs

To avoid confusion between the liver and the heart, the liver and the blood vessels, and
between the liver and the kidney, a most efficient approach, K-means clustering method,
could be utilized to produce multi-layer region maps to help the Snake obtain more
meaningful global regional information. The classical k-means clustering method is a non-
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hierarchical approach, and utilizes the K parameter to specify a desired number of clusters,
then minimize a measure of dispersion within the clusters. The dispersion measure has been
defined in a previous section.

Construction of a Ribcage to Further Avoid Leakage Problems

Through the above initialization, the slice set rotational displacement had been determined,
which made rib cage edge enhancement possible. Edges on medical images are useful
information for segmentation, but CT (and MRI) values of fat around ribs are similar to that
of the liver region. When these tissues are very close, the boundaries of this part are
ambiguous. (Meada 2006) represented the rib cage area by control points with spline
interpolation for automatic segmentation of the liver region to avoid over-segmentation into
the fat tissue around ribs. In Figure_5.26, the left image shows the rib cage structure. We can
imagine that if properly selected, 4 slices can discover one complete rib shape (right hand
image). In our case, instead of connecting rib points with splines, we formed the nearest
whole rib shape and performed an edge enhancement among the surrounding area to obtain a
more realistic leakage-resistant effect. This method works well in CT slice sets. Although the
ribs cannot be clearly discerned in MR images, CT rib shape information can be used as
training data to help enhance the weak edges located around the same area in MR slices.

5.6 Summary
In this chapter, the novel segmentation methods for hepatic tumours and vessels were
presented. The liver vessel perfusion concept which is crucial to hepatectomy was introduced
and illustrated on our segmentation results. Some thoughts on CBIR and automatic
segmentation were elucidated and implemented through the liver volume non-supervised
segmentation process.
In the next chapter, a novel quality criterion for deformable models will be introduced for a
surgical simulation, and followed by chapter 7 where experimental results will be presented
and discussed. Statistical analysis will be shown.
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Figure_5.25: Patient data can be at different rotational angles, and with different noise levels.
A rotational template matching is utilized to locate the top of the liver using a grid (shown in
the lower right image) to avoid involving any lung blood vessels.

Figure_5.26: The scanning coordinate system. Top: rib cage (cited from wikipedia.co.uk);
Lower left: scanned slice; Lower right: rib ring formed by overlapping 4 selected slices after
employing binarization on the original image slices.
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Chapter 6
Multi-soft Tissue Mesh Quality Control for
Physical Model Generation
Chapter 4 and chapter 5 depicted the methods proposed to determine the boundaries between
tumours/metastases, intrahepatic vessels, remaining liver volumes, the vena cava, and the
surrounding other organs. This allowed the selection of appropriate surgical procedures for
both curative resection and the minimization of recurrence risk to the remnant liver
parenchyma.

In this chapter, an enhanced physical model generation method with a strict

mesh element quality control has been implemented to enhance the tissue physical model
generation so that the resulting deformable model can best keep the boundary relationships
between connecting soft tissues in surgeon training simulations. This ensures that the
deformations on the tissue boundaries, or within a distance of both sides of the boundary
areas, can be calculated in real-time with improved accuracy. The underlying approach was
(Paloc 2003)’s single organ Mass Spring System (MSS) which, for the first time, introduced
an on-the-fly mesh refinement to the physical modelling cycle. We elevated the underlined
model stability by replacing the stiffness coefficient matrix (Gelder 1998) with an optimized
definition (Lloyd 2007) which further decreases the deformation error by mimicking a FEM
matrix structure. The proposed method also contributes to enhanced contacting tissue
relationships on boundaries by implementing Steiner point dominated constrained Delaunay
triangulation (CDT) to initialize the original multi-soft tissue models which supported on-thefly mesh refinement during run-time manipulation. The stain points were decided by optional
parameter combinations for different classic local mesh construction strategies. This method
guaranteed real-time deformation response on normal PC with one a CPU (Pentium 4, 2 GHz)
and 512MB of RAM.
The preliminary study on multiple soft-tissue boundary constraint in chapter 3 has led to a
mesh element quality control algorithm which we describe in this chapter.

6.1 Proposed quality strategy for multi-tissue mesh elements
6.1.1 General definitions
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As the outputs from the reasoning in the previous section, the targets of quality strategy could
be classified and clarified as:
1) tailored for mesh topological transformation;
2) sensitive but tolerant to element size and shape changes;
3) being smooth almost everywhere in any direction and therefore more amenable to
numerical optimization; (Mesh-optimization based smoothing meant making
appropriate tradeoffs between the size and shape of an element to obtain higher
numerical optimization in discrete simulation. Figure_6.19 illustrates two types of
non-smoothed mesh: A is non-smoothed with respect to element size which might
produce false boundary effects on the sides of large primitives; B is non-smoothed in
terms of element shapes, or say, directions, which could be easily overcome by
relocating all central points to element centers, as shown in Figure_6.10B.)
4) being sufficiently optimized to maintain tissue boundaries during simulation, at the
same time, keeping the model fast enough to compute a real-time response;
Generally speaking, physical modeling and its response toward manipulations relies on the
availability of meshes whose elements have the right shapes and sizes. The accuracy and
speed of applications could be compromised by just a few bad elements. As aforementioned,
intuition from asymptotic mathematics and engineering experience told us that equilateral
elements were usually good, while narrow or skewed elements were usually bad. As
discussed in section 3.7.4, classical methods in the literature all tried hard to avoid small
angles, however, there had been insufficient mathematical guidance for choosing the better of
two elements of intermediate quality before (Shewchuk 2000) did. Besides, although
previously researchers had believed that small angles must be prohibited, small angles were
not harmful to interpolation. (Babuška 1976) demonstrated that the accuracy of physical
model solutions on triangular meshes degraded seriously as angles were allowed to approach
1800, but the same was not true as angles were allowed to approach 00, so long as the largest
angles were not too large. In other words, small angles were not deleterious to the
interpolation accuracy or the discretization error. However, small angles were indeed bad for
matrix conditioning as in physical models the conditioning of the stiffness matrices also
depended on the sizes and shapes of the elements (stiffness matrix construction would be
presented later in Section 6.3). Hence, other than for small angles, the overall mesh quality
could be better summarized as mathematical connections between mesh geometry,
interpolation errors, and stiffness matrix conditioning. These relationships could be expressed
by error bounds and element quality measures which determine the fitness of a triangle or
tetrahedron for manipulations.
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The required quality of a mesh depended on the application. Based on Shewchuk’s suggestion,
error bounds and quality measures for the present liver project are proposed and presented
which estimate the influence of element geometry on accuracy, and guide the mesh
generation in mesh creation and evaluation. Table_6.1 is a reference chart for the notation
used in this chapter. Some of the quantities are signed, which meant that they were negative
for inverted elements. To say an element is inverted is to presuppose that it had a fixed
topological orientation, defined by an ordering of its vertices. For instance, a triangle is
"inverted" if its vertices were supposed to occur in counterclockwise order, but upon
inspection occur in clockwise order. The topology of a mesh determines the orientation of
each element relative to the orientations of all the others. Some of the quantities are illustrated
in Table_6.1 and Figure_6.1. Most of the notations conform to those of Shewchuk (2002).
Triangle vertices and edges are numbered from 1 to 3, with vertex vi opposite edge i.
Tetrahedron vertices and faces are numbered from 1 to 4, with vertex vi opposite face i. The
value rcirc is the radius of the circumcircle or circumsphere of a triangular or tetrahedral
element t. As introduced in section 6.2.2, the circumcircle (circumscribed circle), of a triangle
was the unique circle that passes through all three of its vertices, and the circumsphere of a
tetrahedron passes through all four of its vertices. rin is the radius of the incircle or insphere
of t. The incircle, or inscribed circle, of a triangle is the smallest circle that touches all three of
its sides, and the insphere of a tetrahedron is the smallest sphere that touched all four of its
triangular faces. rmc is the radius of the min-containment circle or sphere of t. The mincontainment circle of a triangle is the smallest circle that encloses the triangle; its center is
either the circumcenter of the triangle or a midpoint of one of its edges. The min-containment
sphere of a tetrahedron is the smallest sphere that encloses it; its center is either the
circumcenter of the tetrahedron, the circumcenter of one of its triangular faces, or a midpoint
of one of its edges.
Let f(p) be a continuous scalar function defined over the mesh around a triangle or a
tetrahedron T at point p, and g(p) be a piecewise linear discrete approximation to f(p). The
norm || f-g ||∞ can be defined as the maximum pointwise interpolation error over a single
element (In mathematical analysis, the uniform norm || f ||∞ assigned to the real- or complexvalued bounded function f, a nonnegative number). For deformable models, the error f-g was
normally not the only concern. g was expected to accurately represent the gradients of f,
where the accuracy of ∇ g was especially important since it was the simulation of ∇ f, the
strains, which was of more interest than the displacement f. The norm || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞ is thus
the maximum magnitude of the pointwise error in the interpolated gradient. In static object
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Table_6.1: Notation used in this thesis. Signed quantities are negative for inverted elements.
Edge lengths are always nonnegative.

Figure_6.1: Simplicial element quantities

Table_6.2: Upper bounds on interpolation error for a single element t. (Shewchuk 2000)
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modeling aiming at extremely high precision over the crucial areas, this interpolated gradient
norm could also be used.
Assuming f(p) was constraint, meaning the error could be bounded, Shewchuk supplied
bounds on the interpolation error for single elements. The upper error bounds are relevant to
the aims of this project, as given in Table_6.2, because this threshold value could protect the
initial mesh generation in the pre-processing stage from the risk of over-refining, and in
theory could also prevent on-the-fly mesh topological adaptation from over-refining if the online quality evaluation were not too expensive.
The Ct in Table_6.2 denotes a constant value to bound the absolute curvature of f(p) in each
triangle t. In soft organ medical simulation, it is desirable to preserve the curvature of the
objects and tissue boundaries as long as this would not degrade the system efficiency.
Mathematically, there were several situations where the function f had arbitrary curvatures
which could not be bounded, in which case their interpolation error based on || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞ or
|| f-g ||∞ might also be arbitrarily infinite. But in practical medical simulations, curvatures can
easily be proved to have a positive constant value for each discrete element, as reasoned
below.
The curvature of the function f along an arbitrary direction vector d at the point p could be its
directional second derivative along d as fd’’(p). This curvature also could be broken down into
details using the Hessian matrix in Euclidian norm (6.1), whereby the second derivatives of
function f were above the normal distance coordinates (x, y, z) at point p. For 2-D triangles,
the last row and last column needed to be deleted. Since d was the directional vector at p over
Euclidian space, the transpose of matrix d was a single row as dT = [ dx, dy, dz ], and d was a
single column. For any unit direction vector d, the direction curvature was fd’’(p) = dT H(p) d.
The eigenvalues of H, or say, the maximum absolute curvature, hence, was less than or equal
to a constant, which however might differ for each triangle or tetrahedron T. If we follow the
notation Shewchuk used to express this constant using 2Ct, then the bound of curvature could
be written as | fd’’(p) | = || H ||2 ≤ 2Ct .
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A: non-smoothed mesh

B: non-smoothed mesh

with respect to primitive sizes;

with respect to element shapes

Figure_6.2 : non-smoothed mesh examples

A: curvature of the object coded in red was poorly kept by rough meshes

B: a well maintained object with rich curvatures
Figure_6.3A-B: curvature maintenance in mesh generation
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When building the discrete model, the equation | gd’’(p) | ≤ 2Ct then treated this per-element
curvature bound Ct as a control variable for the mesh optimizations, to maintain the curvature
at p. Figure_6.3B shows a well maintained object with rich curvatures, in comparison with the
same object, coded in red color in Figure_6.3A, whose curvature is poorly kept by rough
meshes. The value of the bound on curvature Ct, used in generating, evaluating, or improving
a mesh, came either from a priori error estimators or else a posteriori from a discrete solution
over another mesh of the same domain. In the case of Figure_6.3, the curvature factor was
defined as the size of the boundary elements, i.e. the area value of a triangle or the volume
value of a tetrahedron, compared to the curvature of the geometric boundary. A positive
scalar must be obtained when the curvature radius is multiplied by the curvature factor, giving
the maximum allowed element size along the boundaries. A lower value gave a finer mesh
along curved boundaries. The value used for Figure_6.3A is 5, while for 6.3B is 0.1.

6.1.2 Quality Measures
Now we can understand the Shewchuk quality measures in relation to interpolation error or to
stiffness matrix conditioning for a single element, shown in table 6.3. The size of an ideal
mesh should be controlled by the need to bound || f-g ||∞ or || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞, and depending on
the purpose. In figure 6.4, Schewchuk drew the nonsmooth interpolation-based size-andshape quality measures for a triangle (left) with vertices (0,0), (0,1), (x,y), and for a
tetrahedron (right) with vertices (0,0,0), ( 3 /2, 1/2, 0), and ( 3 /2, -1/2, 0), and (x, 0, z). For
better comparison, we show in Figure_6.5, all the major quality measures of a triangle
primitive, corresponding to their quality measure definitions as listed in Table_6.2. These
measures indicate the fitness of elements for interpolation and stiffness matrix formation, in
which the interpolation quality measures are trying to optimize the fidelity of the interpolated
surface over the mesh, while the target of conditioning quality measures is to improve the
mesh accuracy of the approximate solution of the system of partial differential equations. For
each measure, the higher the quality measure, the better the element. Scale-invariant measures
depend on the shape only. All the measures are positive for properly oriented elements, zero
(or undefined) for degenerate elements, and negative for inverted elements.
From the interpolation quality measure Figure_3.4 and Figure_3.5A-C, we can easily
understand why when one angle is near 1800, and the other two angles approach zero, the
quality value is worst. This shape is generally called a sliver. As the large angle tends to 1800,
area A approaches zero while the edges do not change much, thus the error bounds grow
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Table_6.2: Shewchuk quality measures related to interpolation error or stiffness matrix
conditioning for a single element. λmax is the largest eigenvalue of an element stiffness matrix,
and is computed numerically from the characteristic polynomial or by the cubic equation.
(Shewchuk 2000)

Figure_6.4: Nonsmooth interpolation-based size-and-shape quality measures for a triangle
(left) with vertices (0,0), (0,1), (x,y), and for a tetrahedron (right) with vertices (0,0,0), ( 3 /2,
1/2, 0), and ( 3 /2, -1/2, 0), and (x, 0, z). (Shewchuck 2002)
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Figure_6.5A-C (top row from left to right) and D-F (lower row left to right): Major triangle quality measures, with vertices (10,30), (10,70), (x,y).
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Figure_6.6A-C (upper row from left to right) and D-F (lower row left to right): Major triangle quality measure contours, corresponding to the measure values
shown in Figure_6.5.
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A: Major view from the coordinate angles

B: Auxiliary views

Figure_6.7: Quality indicators in sample tetrahedral slivers (In this figure, the same quality
colour also indicates the same object. Colour quality indicators are: green higher than light
blue, and light blue higher than dark blue.)
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A: The FEM triangle primitive;

B: The corresponding MSS element.

Figure_6.8: Using the MSS element to simulate the FEM primitive.

Figure_6.9: Combination of the size-and-shape and the scale-invariant quality measures based
on || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞.
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arbitrarily large. A similar effect is seen in sliver tetrahedra whose four vertices lie close to a
plane and whose orthogonal projection to that plane is a convex quadrilateral with no short
edge. A typical 3D sliver is formed by uniformly spacing the four vertices of the tetrahedron
around the equator of a sphere, then perturbing one of the vertices just a little off the equator
so that the sliver has some volume. A sliver tetrahedron is nearly flat even if none of its edges
is much shorter than the others, as illustrated in Figure_6.7.
Meanwhile, we can also discover why small angles do not cause too much harm. Using an
isosceles triangle, with one tiny angle and two angles near 900, as an example, as the tiny
angle tends to zero, the area A approaches zero at nearly the same rate as lmin and rin, thus the
error bounds change little. The Figure_6.5A-C and its corresponding contours, shown in
Figure_6.6A-C demonstrate this feature with high quality values surrounding the vertices,
meaning the third vertex can be very close to either of the existing two vertices, especially
when the quality measure is based on || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞.
In practical real-time calculations, the min-containment radius rmc is expensive to compute.
The maximum edge length lmax is a much faster alternative. As there is a loose relationship
between them: for a triangle, rmc ≤ l max / 3 , and for a tetrahedron, rmc ≤

3 / 8l max , the

substitution yields a fast-to-compute but slightly looser bound. Figure_6.22A and 6.23A
demonstrate this loosely bounded size and shape interpolation quality measure based on
|| f-g ||∞, in which it assumes the curvature bound Cr equals the reciprocal of the square root
of area A. Curvature bound is only useful when the shape of element is about to change, thus
it disappears from the scale-invariant quality measure. In comparison, the size-and-shape
measures are trying to make the mesh more uniform, whereas the scale-invariant measures
tend to preserve the original sizes of the elements. To keep the continuous smoothness of
primitives without curvature factor adjustment, the area size A is used instead of the
reciprocal of curvature bound Cr to regulate a smooth mesh optimization. When the quality
measure is based on || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞, the signed inradius rin (the radius of the inscribed circle of
a triangle or inscribed sphere of a tetrahedron) becomes a significant concept. For a triangle,
rin = 2A/(l1+l2+l3), indicating that a big area value A with the shortest possible length sum of
the sides can contribute to a bigger inradius value and thus a bigger quality measure.
Comparing this to the interpolation quality measure based on || f-g ||∞, it is not difficult to see
two major differences: firstly, the interpolation quality measure based on || f-g ||∞ uses the
min-containment circle radius of the element instead of its inscribed circle radius; and
secondly, the interpolation quality measure based on || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞ favours elements with
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bigger area values but smaller product of side length. These differences relate closely to the
features of discrete model calculations. Many classic documents, explaining how FEM and/or
MSS models work, can be found in (Roose 2005).
For applications, such as the present project, in which matrix conditioning is important, there
is a natural tension between the needs of interpolation and matrix conditioning. Unlike
interpolation based quality measures, both small and large angles can cause poor conditioning.
The difficulty of solving the linear or quasi-linear (or say, visco-elastic) system of equations
associated with the discrete element models, like FEM and MSS, typically grows with the
condition number kc = λKmax / λKmin of K, where K is the element stiffness matrix, and λKmax and
λKmin are the largest and smallest eigenvalues of K. It is known that the smallest eigenvalue
λKmin is closely tied to both properties of the physical model, and to the size of the elements.
However, λKmin is not strongly influenced by element shape, while in contrast, λKmax can be
made arbitrarily large by including a single badly-shaped element. Thus, a high eigenvalue
variance, or say, a large condition number, means that iterative solvers will run slowly, so that
some direct methods may incur excessive roundoff error (Roose 2005).
As mentioned in previous chapters, MSS is a simplified FEM aiming at higher efficiency
while sacrificing some accuracy. The literature describes numerous efforts to improve the
stiffness matrix similarity of MSS to FEM. For a FEM element t, the element stiffness matrix
for a triangle is

⎡
2l12
1 ⎢ 2 2 2
l 3 − l1 − l 2
Kt =
8A ⎢ 2 2 2
⎢l 2 − l1 − l 3
⎣
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While for a MSS element composed of three springs (every one of them embedded in one
element side segment, as shown in Figure_6.8), the stiffness matrix of a single spring
connecting node i and j can be written as

⎡ Aij
K Si , j = ⎢
⎣− Aij
where

− Aij ⎤
,
Aij ⎥⎦

(6.3)
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As the eigenvalues of Kt, the stiffness matrix of FEM element t, are the roots of its
characteristic polynomial, for triangles

λ=
thus,

l12 + l 22 + l 32 ± (l12 + l 22 + l 32 ) 2 − 48 A 2

8A
l12 + l 22 + l32
l 2 + l 22 + l32
≤ λtmax ≤ 1
8A
4A

(6.4)

The largest root λKmax is the scale-invariant indicator of the quality of the triangle’s shape.
This means if t is scaled uniformly without any change of shape, λKmax does not change. MSS
implements this quality measure to its elements as well using spring stiffness matrices to
calculate the side lengths simulating the FEM. These conditioning quality measures are
shown in Figure_6.22D-E and 6.23D-E.

6.2 Surface Triangles
Considering the present liver project, real-time interactivity is more significant than absolute
accuracy. Triangle quality measures are only used to evaluate the object surface facets. Even
during the operation, according to the real average human liver stiffness, the total volume
deformation in response to probing is limited to about 20%. Even during significant
topological changes in a virtual liver tumor resection (tissue cutting), the real-time
responsiveness also has the highest priority. Therefore, first of all, the quality measure
proposed for this project should secure a shorter discrete matrix model conditioning time – a
small stiffness matrix conditioning number. Then, hopefully this quality measure can produce
the highest element interpolation quality shape at the same time for the common benefit of
both interpolation and conditioning optimizations. From the comparison of quality measure
contour images shown in Figure_6.5 and 6.6, it is not difficult choose the base for our quality
measure from among the two conditioning quality measures (Figure_6.5D-E and 6.6D-E).
The scale-invariant nonsmoothed for conditioning quality measure (Figure_6.5D and 6.6D) is
accurate where elements are aligned. However, unlike its smoothed counterpart, it has a trade
off in the calculation efficiency, while the mesh smoothness can readily be pre-aligned. In
addition, by raising the power value of the quality equation, we can tighten up the
comparatively loose measure control, while keeping the topology of the element shapes
unchanged. Thus, for matrix conditioning, a powered up smooth quality measure would be
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A: Primitive quality indicators for simple triangles without curvature.

B: effective mesh quality improvement by using mesh curvature factor to adjust the
primitive sizes.
Figure_6.10A-B: triangle samples tagged with the proposed quality indicator colours. The
quality measure scale is indicated by the colorbar.
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A: DT;

E: More refinement on CDT;

B: DT refined with Steiner points;

C: CDT;

D: CDT refined with Steiner points;

F: Suitable refinement with best optimization; G: Refinement causes lower quality; H: More refinement, more problem.
Figure_6.11A-H: Illustrations of how over-refinement can cause worse quality triangle elements.
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A

D

B

E
Figure_6.12A-F (see caption on next page)
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C

F

G

H

I

Figure_6.12A-I: Tetrahedron quality measure image illustrations made according to
Table_6.2, and the newly proposed method as compared to the requirements from Paloc’s onthe-fly mesh adaptation. The vertices of the tetrahedron are (30,0,10), (70, -40/ 3 , 10), and
(70, 40/ 3 , 10), and (x, 0, z).
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taken. For interpolation quality control, we can combine both the size-and-shape and the
scale-invariant measures in a ratio of 1:2 (because significant topological change only
happens when cutting operation is done, and otherwise the deformation of the surface facet
triangles requires only minor vector direction changes to adjust to the volume changes), and
the resulting quality value range is shown in Figure_6.9. Summarizing all the above
considerations from different aspects, we have proposed a novel and fast quality measure, Q
= A4/(l21+l22+l23)4, for object surface triangle primitives in this project. Its distribution is
given in Figure_6.5F and 6.6F, which shows a strictly tightened quality control, with its
"highest quality" area incorporating all the best regions of the other measures.
Some triangles tagged with this proposed quality measure (as indicated by the color bar) are
demonstrated in Figure_6.10: A shows the triangle element examples without curvature
adjustment; while in B the strong refinement effect from curvature factor optimization can be
clearly seen in its zoom-in area. Large curvature values make the element size smaller and
thus form elegant curves while preserving the quality almost constantly high. However, too
large a curvature factor value is not always an optimization; on the contrary, it can cause
worse elements quality. Remembering the Constraint Delaunay Triangulation Steiner triangle
models we illustrated in Figure_3.12, we can now code them in the quality indicator colors
and show them in Figure_6.11A-D. As we can see, when segments are imposed, the resulting
CDT normally produces elements of worse quality (Figures 6.11C and 6.11D) than those got
in Steiner refined DT (Figure_6.11B). When segments are necessary, such as the contacting
tissue boundaries in our project, higher curvature factor values can help us improve poor
quality primitives to a certain extent (as shown in Figures 6.11E and 6.11F). But there is
always a most suitable value for this optimization. In this case, Figure_6.11F shows exactly
the best refined consequence. While in figure G and H, when the curvature factor feature
increases, although the optimization scheme is still trying to maintain its smoothness, oversmoothing progressively degrades the quality of the primitives – more and more elements are
coded in low quality indicator colors of green and blue.

6.3 Tetrahedral Elements
For a tetrahedral element, the images corresponding to Table_6.2 are shown in Figure_6.12AG (assuming Cr equals 1/(V)1/3). When considering the effect on mesh deformation brought by
the whole volume change of the liver during virtual surgery resections, the interpolation error
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Figure_6.13: MSS simulation spring structure (right) of its reference FEM element (left).

Figure_6.14: Comparison of the stiffness definitions k by Paloc (2002). (c) is Van Gelder’s
suggestion. For explanation, see text.

Figure_6.15: A is the stiffness matrix of the linearized tetrahedron MSS before using HAVP;
B is the reference FEM stiffness matrix; C is the stiffness matrix of the linearized tetrahedron
augmented MSS with volume preserving forces. Zeros are displayed in white, and the
nonzeros are black. (Lloyd 2007)
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measurement plays a more important role than its contribution to the surface triangle facets.
As our interest focuses on the shrinkage of interpolation errors, the quality measures
associated with || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞ (C-E) are recommended over the measures associated with
|| f-g ||∞ (A and B), as the error in the gradients can approach infinity if the element shape is
poor. Meanwhile, since the calculation time for liver volume tetrahedron mesh deformation
dominates the computing efficiency, a real-time interactive surgery simulation still needs a
small matrix conditioning number to speed up the processing. The computation of a
tetrahedron conditioning number is quite different and more complex than that for a triangle.
The tetrahedron element and a corresponding simple MSS is shown in Figure_6.13.
For a simple case when t is a linear tetrahedron, the element stiffness matrix is (Lloyd 2007)

⎡∑1≠ i < j lij cot θij
⎢
1 ⎢ − l34 cot θ 34
Kt = ⎢
6 − l24 cot θ 24
⎢
⎢ − l23 cot θ 23
⎣

∑

− l34 cot θ34
l cot θij

2 ≠ i < j ≠ 2 ij

− l14 cot θ14
− l13 cot θ13

− l24 cot θ 24

∑

− l14 cot θ14
l cot θij
3 ≠ i < j ≠ 3 ij
− l12 cot θ12

− l23 cot θ 23 ⎤
⎥
− l13 cot θ13 ⎥
− l12 cot θ12 ⎥
⎥
l
cot
θ
∑i < j ≠ 4 ij ij ⎥⎦

(6.5)

Tedious manipulation reveals that the characteristic polynomial of Kt is not a simple
expression. Its stiffness matrix of every spring in the MSS simulation is

⎛ xi0 − x 0j ⎞⎛ xi0 − x 0j ⎞
⎟
⎟⎜
K ⎜
Ai , j = ( i , j2) ⎜ yi0 − y 0j ⎟⎜ yi0 − y 0j ⎟
l(0i , j ) ⎜ 0
0 ⎟
0 ⎟⎜ 0
⎝ zi − z j ⎠⎝ zi − z j ⎠

T

(6.6)

The stiffness matrix of the volume preserving force for a tetrahedron is defined by the
potential energy by (Lloyd 2007). Assuming p1; p2; p3; p4 are the vertices of the tetrahedron,
V is the volume, and V0 is the volume in static equilibrium, the gradient of the condition C
with an arbitrary vertex, for instance p2, is

∂C ∂V ( x) 1
1
(P3 − P1 ) × (P4 − P1 )
=
=
∂P2
∂P2 V0 6V0

(6.7)

which is a vector with direction perpendicular to the triangle opposite vertex 2, with a
magnitude of twice the area of the triangle. Similarly, the gradients with respect to the other
vertices can be calculated. The gradient vector with respect to the coordinate x is
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⎛ ( P2 − P4 ) × ( P3 − P4 ) ⎞
⎜
⎟
∂C
1 ⎜ ( P3 − P1 ) × ( P4 − P1 ) ⎟
=
∂x 6V0 ⎜ ( P4 − P2 ) × ( P1 − P2 ) ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ (P − P ) × (P − P ) ⎟
2
3 ⎠
⎝ 1 3

(6.8)

After an optimization of the Poisson’s ratio in accordance with the literature (Gelder V.A.,
1998) , (although it does not appear to have a large influence for small deformations,) we
conclude that for a material with a Poisson’s ratio close to 1/4 (1/3 for a triangle), the
corresponding MSS with derived spring parameters behaves most like the reference FEM.
Based on all the above theory, Van Gelder (1998) derived a formula for improvement of the
triangle mesh spring stiffness (although, Van Gelder stated this formula was valid for a
Poisson’s ratio of zero, which value was corrected to be 1/3 for a triangle by (Lloyd B.A.,
2007). The idea behind this improvement is that the coefficient of a spring with two adjacent
triangles should be twice as large as the coefficient of a boundary spring with only one such
triangle, and thus it modeled the stiffness contribution of the material in both triangles. He
claimed his method to be the closest to an elastic continuous representation. With E being the
material elastic modulus and Vij being the volume of the adjacent tetrahedra of the spring,
then:

kij =

E ∑ij Vij

(6.9)

lij2

This results in a consistent physical behaviour at different and combined resolutions.
Paloc made a comparison between Van Gelder’s suggestion and two previous frequently used
simpler definitions - a constant, and the reciprocal of the spring length l, to show the former’s
advantage among the three. As a consequence, the Paloc model implemented Van Gelder’s
stiffness equation in her on-the-fly MSS mesh model. Figure_6.14 by Paloc demonstrated this
comparison, showing the amplitude vs time of the undamped vertical oscillations of the tissue
block at different resolutions. The graphs clearly illustrate that using k=constant or k=1/l fails
to ensure the same amplitude and frequency of oscillations at different resolutions. Using
Equation (6.9) results in a consistent physical behaviour at different and combined resolutions,
except for the lowest resolution. This result demonstrates that it is possible to ensure coherent
physical behaviour of an (undamped) volumetric MSS at different resolutions by assigning
the spring stiffness with Equation (6.9).
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In 2007, Lloyd found an MSS that further approximates the reference model in an optimal
way. He pointed out that two things must be considered during this optimization: submatrices
of the constant part of the stiffness matrix should be symmetric, since the corresponding
submatrices of the MSS stiffness matrix are symmetric. This leads to the condition that the
Poisson’s ratio of the linear elastic reference material should be 1/4 (Lloyd 2007, section 3.3,
3.4, 4.2.1); second, the difference between the stiffness matrices should be minimal. He used
a so-called Hybrid Approach with Volume Preserving (HAVP) Forces to extend the stiffness
matrix definition to

k( i , j ) = ∑
e

2 2 4
lE
21 5

(6.10)

Figure_6.15A-C shows the similarity of the MSS element stiffness matrix to its FEM
reference, before and after using HAVP and (Lloyd 2007) tried this method on several nonlinear models and got the resulting MSS approximation to FEM with a similar level of
agreement.
We observe, from the equation comparison, that apart from the constant scale up, the major
difference from the HAVP stiffness matrix definition and Paloc / Van Gelder is that HAVP
removes one spring length factor from the integration while complementing a time step
control factor inside it to make the model more stable. In other words, HAVP better secures
the consistency and stability of the model by controlling both the spring length and the time
step value. As mentioned in section 3.8.1, in Paloc’s non-linear MSS model with damping,
the adaptive critical time step is defined as

Δtci = π

D ∑m Vmi li4
i

(6.11)

4 E ∑k Vki (li2 − 1)
i

We implemented Paloc’s adaptive time step into Lloyd B.A. HAVP stiffness matrix, and thus
built an improved asymmetric MSS model for stability comparison. Videos were taken, which
demonstrated the HAVP satisfied our liver project requirements and the new model's stability
with asymmetric mesh structures was better than HAVP’s. We therefore utilized the modified
HAVP to define the stiffness matrix of our MSS mesh model.
Then, when we consider how best to control the mesh element quality with this stiffness
matrix structure, because of its close approximation to the FEM structure, we can firstly
directly utilize FEM element quality measures to filter out properly shaped primitives, and
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Figure_6.16: Top view of the element quality of a 4/5 sphere model;

Figure_6.17: Front view of the internal mesh model (coded in light gray)
and its external surface triangles (in darker gray)

Figure_6.16-17: Mesh structure and quality of a 4/5 general benchmark sphere.
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Figure_6.18A-C:Quality primitive distributions of the 4/5 benchmark sphere illustrated in Figure_6.12
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Figure_6.19A (left): Surface triangle quality of an intrusion interpolated from a benchmark cuboid volume; B-C (middle and right): tetrahedral volume quality distribution
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Figure_6.19D-G (upper row left to right and left in lower row): Volume tetrahedra quality distributions; H (lower right): different coordinate views of the best primitive.
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A: bad smoothness with too few steps

B: acceptable optimization smoothness with 3

in transition but too many elements in

steps in transition although still with many fine

the finest shape (the step number is “2”);

level elements;

C: uniform mesh with high smoothness value.

Figure_6.20: An example of different degrees of optimization smoothness
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then these chosen primitives will be later translated into MSS expressions. We come back to the
characteristic polynomial of Kt

p (λ ) = λ

4

∑
−

4
i =1

Ai2

λ

3

9V

∑
+

2
1≤ i < j ≤ 4 jk

l

36

λ2 −

V
λ
9

(6.12)

The second coefficient is the (negated) sum of the eigenvalues, one of which is known to be zero.
The estimate of λtmax follows from the fact that each primitive stiffness matrix is known to be
positive indefinite, thus all its eigenvalues are nonnegative:

∑

4
i =1

Ai2

27V

≤λ

Assuming λtmax equals

t
max

∑

∑
≤

4

i =1

4
i =1

Ai2

(6.13)

9V

Ai2 / 18V , we can demonstrate the conditioning quality measures in

Figure_6.12F and G. Because the matrix conditioning and the interpolation quality are both
important in this application, this conflict could be resolved by using a combined measure which
is a weighted harmonic mean of two measures as

1/Qcomb = w/Qcondit + (1-w)/Qinterp

(6.14)

where the constant weights w and 1-w are chosen according to how much influence each measure
should have. The advantage of this harmonic mean is that if one of the original measures assigns
a low score approaching zero to a primitive, its opinion dominates. For high accuracy, the size
and shape (unsmoothed) interpolation quality measure based on the maximum magnitude
pointwise error || ∇ f- ∇ g ||∞ is chosen for the interpolation quality term, and the scale-invariant
(unsmoothed) conditioning quality measure for the conditioning quality term. Thus the combined
new quality measure is defined as

Qcomb = 1 / ( w(λmax3/4)/V1/4 +

(6.15)

(1-w) (Ct (Σ1≤i<j≤4 AiAjlij2 + 6|V|maxi Σj≠i Ajlij)) / VΣm=14Am )
By assigning different w values, this novel quality measure can be focused on different objectives.
6 examples with w value 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0 are shown in Figure_6.21, meaning
respectively "fully conditioning dominated", "majorly conditioning dominated", "more than half
conditioning dominated", "more than half interpolation dominated", "majorly interpolation
dominated", and "fully interpolation dominated". Observing that, the fully conditioning
dominated sub-image is less strict comparing to other sub-image, where interpolation quality is
considered to different extents. In this project, since the real-time response speed of the simulator
is a bit more important than the accuracy of the model deformation and topological changes, the
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Figure_6.21: By assigning different w values, this novel quality measure can be focused on
different objectives: 6 examples with w value 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0 means "fully conditioning
dominated", "majorly conditioning dominated", "more than half conditioning dominated", "more
than half interpolation dominated", "majorly interpolation dominated", and "fully interpolation
dominated" respectively.
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Figure_6.22: A comparison between the three of our proposed quality measures
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conditioning effect is a bit more crucial than the interpolation quality effect. Therefore, w=0.6
(more than half conditioning dominated) has been chosen for the specific quality measure
solution. Meanwhile, for the complicated topological interpolation within-target, as the simple
cutting manipulation, the more demanding interpolation quality requirements also need to be
taken care of. Thus, with the domination rate of the conditioning measure fixed to be 0.6, we can
power up the solution to be even stricter than the interpolation measure, as demonstrated in
Figure_6.22B. Now the solution satisfies all our needs, and has been specified for this project in
the following form:

Q = 1 / ( 0.6(λmax3/4)/V1/4 +

(6.16)

0.4 (Ct (Σ1≤i<j≤4 AiAjlij2 + 6|V|maxi Σj≠i Ajlij)) / VΣm=14Am )2 .
Reviewing Figure_6.29C-G and the Figure_6.21, we can discover that the topology of all these
measures seems somewhat similar, and can be adjusted to even more similar to each other by
powering up or powering down the equations. Notice that the equation of our newly proposed
quality measure is a bit complicated and it is not distributed along an exactly sphere shape (please
see the zoom-up image shown in Figure_6.22A and B). The computation of it, if frequently used
in programs or, as expected to be used during run time, can be time-wise expensive. In that case,
a simpler approximate equation with a certain degree of accuracy compromise can be used
instead, which is defined as

Q=

V3
(l12 + l22 + l32 + l42 + l52 + l62 )9 / 2

(6.17)

shown in Figure_6.22C and Figure_6.12H (for easy comparison). Its exact isotropic sphereshaped distribution reduces the amount of computation, and its high power value secures its being
even stricter than the accurate quality measure (Figure_3.101B) to remedy the accuracy deduction.
This equation is recommended for very large model real-time on-the-fly quality evaluation, where
a high calculation speed is chosen over quality accuracy.
Using this tetrahedron quality definition, the side view of a uniform 3D tetrahedron mesh in a 4/5
benchmark sphere is shown in Figure_6.17, with its cross section colour tagged with quality
values shown in A. It was mentioned in section 6.2.3 that tetrahedron CDT without Steiner points
might have no solution for a 3-dimensional modelling task. From Figure_6.16-17 we can see that
although the size and shape of mesh elements are uniform in the grey-colour side view B, their
quality is variable as shown in the top view A. Steiner points have been interpolated and worse
quality primitives have to be introduced. To demonstrate clearly the different quality-level
elements’ distribution, Figure_6.18 has been plotted. Three different levels of element quality
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from the best to the worst are illustrated. The worst elements are coded in green and blue, and the
zoom-in views of some of them were illustrated in the Figure_6.7 and have been mentioned
previously.
Another example is a paraboloid intrusion, derived from a deformation of an optimally created
square-shape mesh model, shown in Figure_6.19. It is clear that the quality of the elements can
become worse when they are deformed more and more away from their static equilibrium
location. Figure A is the quality view of the triangle surface facets. It is clear that the median size
(intergraded) elements can easily be of worse quality if the transition from rough to fine levels of
meshes is not smooth. It is the same in 3D tetrahedral mesh, for instance Figure_6.20 shows
different degrees of optimization smoothness for a 7/8 unit sphere-shaped mesh. Figure_6.20A
demonstrates poor smoothness with too few steps (only two) in the transition but too many
elements in the finest level. We can see that many slivers have resulted. Figure_6.20B illustrates
an acceptable optimization smoothness, with 3 steps in the transition, although still rather many
fine-level elements. Figure_6.20C shows a uniform mesh which shows the highest smoothness
score everywhere.
In addition, when deformation occurs, although new meshes will be created to supplement the
increased surface area, before this creation finally take place, some elements with obtuse angles
will appear with worse quality. Figure_6.19B shows the overview of the volume tetrahedron
quality. Quite unlike the good rating of the surface facet quality, under our strict definition some
of the volume tetrahedra have been tagged with low quality colours. Figure_6.19 C-G show the
distributions of element groups at different quality levels from the worst to the best. H zooms in
on the single best-quality primitive from several coordinate directions, and it shows a strict
equilateral triangle outlook in every coordinate view. This is exactly what we are expecting.

6.4 Proposed Quality Strategy Satisfies the Requirements of On-the-fly
Mesh Adaptation
Paloc's document on the requirements of on-the-fly adaptable mesh system emphasized the
necessity to control the size of the elements to keep them above a specific threshold during runtime mesh topological changes, meanwhile, suggesting a minimum level of local primitive size to
prohibit the initialization of elements that were too small.
Regarding the history of mesh element quality control, as we in section 6.2.4, some previous
methods used the concept of aspect ratio, introduced by Bern in 1994, as an important quality
measure for errors caused by the smallest angle. In Quadtree-based mesh adaptation, the number
of squares produced was O(n log AR), where AR was the maximum aspect ratio of a triangle in
the DT of the input point set. For a circle-based
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Figure_6.23: Circumcircle of an arbitrary triangle (Circumradius - from Math World, 2008)

A: Shewchuk's quality measure B=Rcirc/lmin;

B: The reciprocal of the B-quality measure = Rcirc/lmin
Figure_6.24A-B: B value quality measures
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uniform mesh, Shewchuk (1997) defined the local feature size LFS(p) at a point p as the radius of
the smallest ball centered at p that intersects a pair of non-incident feature points, where, any two
incident segments were supposed to be separated by an angle of at least 60◦, any two incident
regions satisfied the projection condition, and any segment incident to a facet region at one vertex
was separated from it by an angle of at least arccos( 1/ 2 )=69o or satisfied the projection
condition. The LFSmin was thus defined as the shortest distance between two non-incident feature
points of the input piecewise linear complex (PLC - a list of points and facets). Considering also
non-uniform mesh initialization, Shewchuk simplified the criterion by using a circumradius-toshortest edge ratio B. Based on this theory and in line with many other papers, Paloc assumed a
tetrahedron was considered to be skinny if its B value was 2 or greater. Then, in relation to
LFSmin, dmin could be used to denote the minimum tetrahedron edge size allowed in the mesh
initialization and on-the-fly refinement processes. The local mesh initialization and refinement
algorithm was then slightly modified to insert only vertices which satisfied the rule that no
tetrahedron edge would be shorter than dmin.
As B = Rcirc / lmin, and Rcirc for a triangle with side lengths a,b,and c(as shown in Figure_6.23), can
be calculated using the equation

Rcirc =

abc
4 s (a + b − s )(a + c − s )(b + c − s )

(6.18)

where s = (a + b + c) / 2 , is the semiperimeter.
or

Rcirc = lmax lmed lmin / (4A)

(6.19)

Figure_6.24A shows the B result for a triangle with vertexes. It proves Paloc's recommendation
that the B-value of elements should not exceed 2, otherwise slivers will be formed. However,
even with this assumption, the quality bound still allows a narrow or obtuse triangles (although
they might not be isosceles slivers). Certainly it avoid extremely small angle as well, because
when the third side length approaches zero, the radius of circumcircle approaches to zero as well,
which cause the B value to decrease faster than to boost it up. Some other authors have suggested
that the smaller the B value, the greater the quality of the triangle element. We therefore show the
reciprocal of B in Figure_6.24B; as we can see, it does encourage better shape elements, but we
cannot ignore that it also tends to encourage isosceles slivers.
Comparing these two B-value quality measures with the new quality measure Figure_6.22
proposed in this thesis, it is evident that the new measure is more strict and thus most suitable for
Paloc's on-the-fly locally adaptable mesh system.
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For a tetrahedron, the circumradius Rcirc can be computed as

Dx2 + Dy2 + Dz2 − 4ac

RcircT =

(6.20)
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After calculating the 1/B = lmin / Rcirc, Figure_6.12I demonstrates the reciprocal of B for a
tetrahedron. The aim of this quality measure is to keep the fourth vertex away from the small area
surrounding the existing 3 vertices to obtain a good tetrahedron shape, which can be understood
as a lower bound for the side length connecting the fourth vertex. However, it did not supply an
upper bound to prevent the side length extending to infinity. Comparing this B value quality
measure with the newly proposed quality measure in this thesis (shown in Figure_6.12H), the
latter is much stricter but still totally compatible with the Paloc on-the-fly local adaptive
refinement system.
Considering how best to preserve boundaries between different tissues inside the organ, we can
compare a curvature factor adjusted optimized mesh with a layer-based boundary preserving
method as used by some authors, e.g., (Narayanaswami R., 2003). The layer-based method is
deemed to be effective when a very stiff boundary split at a sharp corner, which assumes that the
shape of the boundary should not be deformed. When the layer-based method is implemented to
keep a soft boundary between soft tissues as illustrated in Figure_6.25A, its poor quality for
interpolation (coded in dark blue in its mesh element quality image Figure_6.26A) becomes a
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Figure_6.25: An example of soft tissue (e.g., tumour) boundary building. (from upper to lower) A:
layer-based boundary maintenance; B: curvature factor adjustment to 0.05; C: curvature
factor=1.0 .
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Figure_6.26: The mesh quality tagged with colour indicators, corresponding to mesh elements
shown in Figure_6.25. (from upper to lower) A: layer-based boundary maintenance; B: lower
curvature factor produces very fine mesh element quality; C: larger curvature factor keeps good
mesh element quality while, decreasing the total number of elements needed to save computation
time for faster interaction.
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Figure_6.27 (from left to right) A: Curvature-based 3-D model optimisation, with factor value “0.1”, coded in quality colour indicators; B: curvature-based optimization, on
the same model, with factor value “1.0”; C: layer-based boundary maintenance method shows very poor quality of interpolation.
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A: Perspective view of a plot with subdomain elements;

B: Front view of the same subdomain elements of the same example object

Figure_6.28A-B: Quality distribution of a subdomain element of an object with a rich curvature refinement (curvature factor is “0.5”)
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Figure_6.29A: Overview of the volume mesh quality (tetrahedral elements)

Figure_6.29B: 3-D perspective view of the volume mesh quality after the best quality elements are hidden.
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C & D: spatial location of the mediun (0.5-0.7) and the lower (0.3-0.5) quality elements

E: the exact location of the worst quality elements
Figure_6.29A-E: Breakdown analysis showing the distributions of elements
of different quality levels. In this case, the curvature factor value is “0.1”.
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huge hindrance to a fine mesh performance and a fast enough interactive response.
Figure_6.26B uses a lower curvature factor producing very fine mesh element quality, but a
greater number of elements; Figure_6.26C uses a bigger curvature factor adjustment which
gives uniform mesh element quality, while decreasing the total number of elements needed so
as to save computation time for faster interaction. The curvature factor used for Figure_6.26B
is “0.5”, and for 6.26C is “1.0”.
Figure_6.27 demonstrates the same comparison in 3-D tetrahedral meshes where two simple
shapes (one cube and one sphere) are joined to form one object. For better comprehension,
Figure_6.28 breaks the whole object to see through the subdomain elements from a
perspective view angle (A) and a front view (B). We can see clearly from the Figure_6.27C
that the layer-based boundary maintenance method shows very poor quality for interpolation.
A illustrates the 3-dimensional curvature adjustment with the curvature factor value “0.1”,
while B shows the similar optimization with the only difference on the curvature factor value
setting in “1.0”. The curvature factor value used in Figure_6.28 is “0.5”. We have mentioned
in previous paragraphs that, for 3-dimensional cases, boundary constraint DT might not have
a solution without the addition of Steiner points. Thus, the quality from Steiner assistance is
of much importance, and might decide the worst situation of the whole mesh quality. For
curvature-based optimization, to test whether it is always true that the lower the curvature
factor the better the overall mesh quality, the distributions of different groups of mesh
elements of different quality levels are shown in Figure_6.29A-E. A shows the overview of
the volume mesh quality with curvature factor value “0.5”; B-E give perspective views of the
volume mesh quality after the higher level quality elements have been hidden; and finally E
shows the exact location of the worst primitives. We can see that the smaller the finest
element, the greatest the Steiner errors. Besides, to save computation cost for too many tiny
elements, we should choose the simplest mesh structure with the best element quality. That is
why, eventually, a curvature factor of “1.0” has been chosen to be the key parameter value for
the application targeted by this thesis (an overview of this optimization on the combined twocolor model is shown in Figure_6.30A, while its transparent view is demonstrated in
Figure_6.30B, through which the contacting surface can be seen).
To sum up, for both liver volume tetrahedral meshes and the liver surface triangle facets, the
novel quality measures proposed in this thesis have proved to be stricter than the requirements
for proper performance of the underlying local-adaptive physical model deformations and are
suitable for our liver surgery simulation applications including probing, snapping, and simple
tissue cutting.
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A: An overview of the curvature-based optimization, with curvature factor value “1.0”, on the
combined two-color model;

B: the transparent perspective view of A, through which the contacting boundary surface is
clearly seen.
Figure_6.30A-B: A 3-D instance of the mesh initialization method used in this thesis.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Results and Analysis
This chapter will present discussions on experimental results of novel methods proposed in
this thesis. The testing is divided into two parts. In the first part, we test our automatic fast
geometric active contour on CT and MRI slice sets. Tests were on liver volume, hepatic
vessels, and tumours. In the second part, constrained multi-soft tissues are simulated using
MSS deformable models.

7.1 Segmentation results
The proposed method has been tested on 20 patient CT image datasets and 2 patient MRI
image datasets (more than 4600 image slices) on a 2GHz multi-user PC. the average
execution time is: 2 min for Snake initialization (including rib cage building), and 10 seconds
per slice for segmentation (including k-means clustering), which means for a 200-slice dataset,
the processing time will be around 30 minutes (not all slices need to be segmented).

7.1.1 Liver volume segmentation result analyze
Figure_7.1 illustrated the rib cage edge protection effect (first row) and the active contour's
reaching ability into thinning tissue areas (second row). The right-hand images in the lower
row shows that as long as the Snake can escape from noise traps, its ability to reach into deep
concavities and thinnings is evident. Segmentation results are coded in blue and the ground
truth in red. The ground truths are done by MICCAI 2007 the Workshop on 3D Segmentation
in the Clinic: - A Grand Challenge. All reference results (ground truths) were created
manually by radiological experts, working slice-by-slice in transversal view. The first tool
they employed was an intensity-based region grower. In case of leakage, these leaks were
removed by drawing manual cut-lines. The segmentation is defined as the entire liver tissue
including all internal structures like vessel systems, tumors etc. In general, a vessel counts as
internal if it is completely surrounded by liver tissue (in the transversal view). The large
vessels that enter the liver (V.Cava and portal vein) are segmented in the part which is
enclosed by liver tissue, i.e. as the convex hull of the liver shape in that area.
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Figure_7.1: Rib cage edge protection effect and active contour's thinning area reaching ability, with segmentation results coded in blue and the ground truth in
red. (Ground truth done by MICCAI 2007 the Workshop on 3D Segmentation in the Clinic: - A Grand Challenge).
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Figure_7.2: Examples in multiple level-set control in freely detaching (and freely rejoining)

As a level set method, Figure_7.2 demonstrates CDSG's good performance in controlling multiple active contour segmentation.
As active contours are sensitive to image gradient, images in Figure_7.3 demonstrates that CDSG is capable of segmenting blood vessels even when doing
liver volume detection, although the reference results coded in red emphasized that IVC or portal vein that enter the liver need to be included when they are
enclosed totally or partially by liver tissue.
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.
Figure_7.3: CDSG's sensitivity in detecting hepatic vessel gradient while segmenting liver volume.
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7.1.2 Liver volume segmentation problem analyze
In some test cases (Figure_7.4), comparing our result with the reference, since we did not
apply a large smoothing parameter to our method equation, the results are shown as sensitive
but jagged curves. Known as a double-edged sword, oversmoothing can produce a visually
appealing organ boundary, but it also reduces the ability to detect sharp corners and thinnings,
sacrificing one of the important benefits of the Active Contour method. A possible
improvement is to do the boundary smoothing after detection finishes, when key sharp nodes
are found and a smooth curve can be produced by creating a spline based on these nodes,
keeping the curvature between sharp nodes at the same time.
Our IVC detection strategic error has contributed to the majority of our lost points (as shown
in Figure_7.3). We supposed that when the IVC is not totally surrounded by liver tissues it
should be excluded, as are other major blood vessel trunks. This caused an obvious difference
between our results and the references, as shown in coronal case 1 and transversal case 3 in
Figure_7.4, and all results in Figure_7.3. Luckily, the second expert reference helps by taking
our view for the IVC. Fundamentally, a Snake is attracted by edges or ridges, and does not
tend to stop at an empty space, unless erroneously stalled by image noise. But a refinement on
this aspect will recover some lost points. We propose to delete the Snake curve points near the
IVC and other major blood vessel trunks which have been found by the k-means clustering
after the liver volume detection finishes, and then re-connect the broken curve following a
shortest Euclidean distance strategy. This should produce the same results as the references
for all the mentioned cases.
As in the multi-Snake case, we did not apply our rib cage strategy to easy cases 1 and 2.
Affected by wrong edge information, the transversal case 1 in Figure_7.4 shows a more
severe segmentation leakage into subcostal fat tissues than the sagittal and coronal case 4 and
other cases exemplified in the left-hand images of Figure_7.1. However, under difficult
conditions, e.g. the coronal case 3 in Figure_7.4, the liver tumor’s extreme low pixel values
make the recognition of subcostal fat tissues nearly impossible. Thus, leakage occurred under
the proposed rib cage constraint. Representing rib cage area by control points with spline
interpolation for automatic segmentation of the liver region to avoid over-segmentation into
the fat tissue around ribs, as suggested by (Meada 2006), could be a feasible way to improve.
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Figure_7.4: From left to right, a sagittal, coronal and transversal slice from a relatively easy
case (1, top), an average case (4, middle), and a relatively difficult case (3, bottom).
Theoutline of the reference standard segmentation is in red, the outline of the segmentation of
the method described in this paper is in blue. Slices are displayed with a window of 400 and a
level of 70.

7.2 3D Liver Volume Reconstruction
Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) has been utilized with Visualization Toolkit
(VTK) to reconstruct the 3-dimensional liver volume, with a pipeline sequence of
“vtkVolume16Reader → vtkImageGaussianSmooth → vtkRenderer → vtkVRMLExporter”.
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Two typical set of results achieved are shown in Figure_7.5. The upper one is from the MRI
patient dataset liver01 with 52 slices, 512 times 512 dimension, 0.66mm distance between
pixels within slice, 3mm distance between slices. The lower one is from the CT patient image
dataset liver008 with 97 slices, 0.67mm element distance within slice, and 2mm between
slices. Results have been slightly smoothed by VTK.

7.3 3D Hepatic Vessel Reconstruction
Figure_7.6 illustrates an example of hepatic vessel 3D reconstructions using Matlab2007b.
According to our consultant surgery at London's Hammersmith Hospital, 3 levels of vessel
information is enough for surgery planning. Given good CT or MRI image quality, our
proposed method can be accurate to the 4th levels of vessels (as marked by red numbers in
Figure_4.6). This patient data is from CT image set liver007, with 179 slices, 0.56 element
distance within the slice and 1mm intra-slice distance. Figure_7.7 is the corresponding 3D
combined model of both hepatic vessel and liver volume, with IVC and Portal Vein pointed
out with arrows. Multi-angle views are supplied.

7.4 3D Hepatic Tumour Reconstruction
Figure_7.8 illustrated one example of lobular colorectal tumour metastases with many
indentations with acute angles. This demonstrates the powerful topological deformability of
level set method. Data is from CT Patient dataset liver010. Another example of bilobar
(tumour crossing both the right liver lobe and the quadrate liver lobe) lobular colorectal
tumour metastases from CT patient data liver003 is shown in Figure_7.9. Both patients have
the major liver tumour sizes > 5cm, both have satellite lesions, and according to their related
location to hepatic vessels both are possibly have vessel invasions.

7.5 3D Hepatic Tumour Reconstruction
Figure_7.10 illustrates a combined liver model containing both hepatic tumours and vessels.
Its corresponding Couinaud's Segments are drawn in Figure_7.11, with the white dividing line
between zone II and III not extimated. All lines were drawn according to Couinaud's
Segments rules. Although not yet shown in 3D mode, this image can be used for surgical
planning already (CT patient data liver003).
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Figure_7.5: Two examples of liver volume (top from MRI, the lower is from CT) 3D reconstruction using VTK. Reference image is from Grey's Anatomy.
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Figure_7.6: Hepatic vessel 3D reconstruction using Matlab2007b. This dataset is accurate to 4 levels (red numbers) of vessels.
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Figure_7.7: Combined 3D model including hepatic vessels and the liver volume, with IVC and Portal Vein pointed out with arrows.
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Figure_7.8: Another example of lobular colorectal tumour metastases. CT patient data liver010.
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Figure_7.9: One example of bilobar lobular colorectal tumour metastases with many indentations with acute angles. CT Patient data liver003.
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Figure_7.10: An example of combined liver model containing both hepatic tumour and vessels. CT patient dataset liver003.
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Figure_7.11: Couinaud's segments have been drawn on a 3D liver model. The white dividing line between II and III is an estimation.
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7.6 CDSG performance Analysis
7.6.1 Efficiency: CD vs GVF
As mentioned in chapter 4, CDSG have greatly improved the efficiency of GVF. A
comparison between the computing time of both of these two method need are shown in
Figure_7.12, with GVF coded in red, and CD (Chessboard distance) in green. We can tell CD
is much faster.

Figure_7.12: A comparison of the efficiency between GVF and Chessboard Distance.

7.6.2 Accuracy of the automatic liver volume detection
One of the most common ways to perform segmentation evaluation is the construction of
confusion tables. Every value in a confusion table represent the overlapping between two
classes, divided by the number of voxels of the class in the gold standard Mij = |Xi∩Yj | / |Yj |.
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Table_7.1: Confusion table evaluation of the proposed automatic segmentation method on
liver volume segmentation.

Figure_7.13: Accuracy Comparison Chart in detecting hepatic vessels and liver volume.

Table_7.2: Confusion table between detecting liver volume and hepatic vessels.
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The gold standard averaged two doctors’ manual segmentation results. From the Table_7.1
we discover the false positive rate (FP) is 2.11, and the false negative rate (FN) is 0.06. Both
error values are small. We can draw a conclusion now that this proposed segmentation
method greatly improved the accuracy of ACS liver volume segmentations without adding
much complexity to its efficiency, and the novel CBIR RTM image retrieval strategy is
completely compatible with open standards, simple to implement, extensible, flexible, and
secure. This method will certainly benefit our future work on liver vessel boundary
segmentation and liver vascular segment volume detections.

7.6.3 Accuracy of the hepatic vessel detection
An accuracy comparison chart between standard geometric snake and the proposed method is
shown in Figure_7.13 in detecting hepatic vessels and liver volume. A confusion tables also
has been built for preliminary evaluation on errors affecting both liver volume and blood
vessel, which is shown in Table_7.2, with a decreased overall false positive rate (FP) of 9.31,
and an overall negative rate (FN) of 0.12. This proves the proposed method greatly improves
both liver volume and hepatic blood vessel trunk segmentation accuracy. More professional
validations are ongoing. A more generalized blood vessel interpolation method, compatible to
datasets with slice distance greater than 2.2mm, has been put under discussion.

7.7 Deformable Modeling Experimental Results
Three examples of models are illustrated in Figure_7.14-7.16. Figure_7.14 is An example of
blood vessels deformation with cutting effect on the surrounding tissue; Figure_7.15
demonstrates an example of tumour deformation with cutting effect on the surrounding tissue;
and Figure_7.16 shows an example of deformations on combined model containing both
vessel hole and a tumour, with cutting effect on surrounding tissue.
A statistical summary is shown in Table_7.3 for these three example models with respective
mimimum tetrahedral primitive quality values shown in columm "Miminum element quality".
Figure_7.17 demonstrates the study of spring model yielding check for this proposed nonlinear MSS model, in which for the benign liver tissue, we let:
Average Young’s modulus / bulk modulus E=11000pa, so that its stiffness k_tissue=18000pa;
For hepatic vessel, we assume its stiffness k_vessel equals 5 times of the k_tissue;
For hepatic tumour, we assume its stiffness k_tumour equals 10 times of the k_tissue.
The study result is shown in both ways of Stain along Stress and Stress along Strain.
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Figure_7.14: An example of blood vessels deformation with cutting effect on the surrounding tissue.
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Figure_7.15: An example of tumour deformation with cutting effect on the surrounding tissue.
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Figure_7.16: An example of deformations on combined model containing both vessel hole and a tumour, with cutting effect on surrounding tissue.
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Table_7.3: Parameter statistics for illustrated models.

A: Strains along stress

B: Stress along strain
Figure_7.17: Proposed non-linear MSS model yielding check.
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7.8 Summary
In this chapter, many experimental results are presented. Statistical analysis and evaluation from
our side are given.
Next chapter will conclude the whole thesis, and share validation results from the third-party
authorities.
A brief future work in 3D implementation of representing Couinaud's segments (liver perfusion
territories) onto liver models will be in a solid 3D way, just as shown below in Figure_7.18.

Figure_7.18: Future way of showing 3D model for vessel perfusion territories.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has explored the major academic fields in relation to multiple soft tissue physical
model constraint construction and liver anatomy segmentation, meanwhile, our novel methods
have been presented through technical details followed by statistical analysis. This chapter will
then review the construction states, introduce the validation of the experimental results, give
some concluding remarks and discuss some areas for future research.

8.1 System Implementation Review
Table_8.1 shows the current status of our proposed VR simulation system. The target user
requirements were summarized into the implementations of these processing steps, which were
firstly introduced and analyzed in chapter 3. Now let's review the current system status
corresponding to all these steps.

Table_8.1: The current status of our proposed VR simulation system

"V" coded in green means the task has been implemented successfully, while "N/A" in orange
indicates this task can remain current state and does not need any more effort from us (e.g.,
Hammersmith Hospital prefers to continue following the Couinaud classification for defining
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liver perfusion territory segments), or might have been assigned to other teams (e.g., the research
team in St. Mary's Hospital campus has strong capability in blood vessel reconstruction, thus we
suggest them to help us finish this task). Therefore, to sum up, we have developed and
implemented a conditionally26 unsupervised liver volume segmentation; semi-automatic hepatic
vessel and tumour detection have also been achieved; segmented liver anatomy parts
reconstruction effects were obtained through either VTK or Matlab, as illustrated in chapter 7;
zoomed multiple soft-tissue physical models have been successfully built in a on-the-fly
deformable MSS, which include the combination of liver tissue and hepatic vessel, the
combination of liver tissue and hepatic tumour, and the combination of all the three parts;
interactive instrument manipulations including probing, grasping, and simple cutting, with software constraint has finally been implemented.

8.2 External Evaluations and Conclusions
Before the writing up of this thesis, we have sent the experimental results to international
academic conferences for authority reviews, and to reach out other research groups focusing on
the similar areas to obtain their comments. For the soft tissue constraint contents, we won the
"Certificate of Merit" award (10 out of 556) for our exhibit entitled "Building soft-tissue
constraints through a mass spring system for liver surgical simulations" in the 25th European
Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine and Biology Annual Meeting (ESMRMB
2008). While for the segmentation part, we won the fourth place (out of 20) in the international
competition organized by 10th International Conference on Medical Image Computing and
Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI 2007) Workshop on 3D Segmentation in the Clinic: A
Grand Challenge.
As mentioned, this project is being implemented in conjunction with Hammersmith Hospital,
London, where the preliminary reality effect has been adjudged satisfactory by the consultant
surgeon. The 3rd-party validation results on liver volume segmentation from MICCAI 2007
(Workshop on 3D Segmentation in the Clinic: A Grand Challenge) are attached in Figure_8.1.
The score of each test case itself is the average of five scores, each also scaled from 0 to 100. The
five scores are obtained from five different evaluation measures: volumetric overlap, relative
absolute volume difference, average symmetric absolute surface distance, symmetric RMS
surface distance, and maximum symmetric absolute surface distance27. With an average score of
66, in relation to 75 - the score of human manual segmentation, our method precise wise is quite
acceptable.

26

This method although constructed using ubiquitous techniques, so far it is guaranteed to be fully
automatic only for the MICCAI2007 3D segmentation workshop competition data.
27
Please refer to appendix A for the explanations of all these measures.
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Figure_8.1: Evaluation Result from MICCAI2007 Workshop on 3D Segmentation in the Clinic:
A Grand Challenge.
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These feedbacks from conferences mean that most of authorities under these two topics reached a
consensus with us.

8.3 Some Limitations
Despite the achievements, the current implementation has some limitations which can be pointed
out for further improvements.
First, the CDSG active contour segmentation method has not included any object shape memory,
which can be trained in a pre-processing stage to help better detect comparatively regularly
shaped targets, like the liver volumes. MICCAI 2007 workshop segmentation competition
supplied 20 sets of training image datasets ahead of the competition, which could have been
better utilized.
Second, as mentioned in chapter 3 and chapter 6, the multiple soft-tissue constraint building is so
far limited to the bound or woven tissues with zero friction in between, which simplified the
system complexity (although in the case of simple cutting, the newly produced cutting surfaces
were set to have object surface property so that penetration was prohibited). However, practically,
sliding movements between tissues are very common, especially when the effect from heart
beating and respiration is taken into consideration. Thus friction calculation can be expected to be
included into the next version of this simulation system. Furthermore, while all types of body
fluid or tissue microstructure are being considered, tracing the tissues / parts penetration
movements might need to be put into the task list as well.

8.4 Future Work
As emphasised in the previous section, a significant amount of research is still needed for the
development of the next generation of surgical training systems. More accurate anatomical
segmentation and real time interaction ability with more complex deformable models need to be
reached with higher precision. A few aspects are being reckoned:

8.4.1 Shape-related Pre-processing Training for Automatic Active Contour Segmentation
As mentioned in chapter 8.3, active contour segmentation method can be supplemented by an
object shape memory, which would be trained in a pre-processing stage to help better detect
comparatively regularly shaped targets (e.g., the liver volumes). Jamie Shotton (2008) presented a
clustering method - multiscale categorical object recognition approach using contour fragments to
detect all types of objects (e.g., a horse, a motor bicycle, or a mug, etc.) from a picture. This
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Figure_8.2: Example detections and visualizations for test sets. Note accurate localization even
with wide intraclass appearance variation, significant scale and pose changes, partial occlusion,
background clutter, and multiple objects. (Shotton 2008) The green box is the bounding box.
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study proved a psychophysical theory (Biederman I., 1988) (Winter J. De, 2004) that we can
recognize objects using fragments of outline contour alone. As Figure_8.2 shows, the object of
interest in a 2D picture can be sketched by this proposed method using its pre-processing and the
bootstrap 28 learning of shape memory. Note accurate localization even with wide intraclass
appearance variation, significant scale and pose changes, partial occlusion, background clutter,
and multiple objects, was correctly recognized. Comparing this to a landmark-based method (e.g.,
the traditional active shape model (ASM) 29), the results from this research confirmed that contour
is indeed a more powerful cue for multiscale and multiclass30 visual object recognition.
For our active contour segmentation method, this 2D object recognition can hopefully be
augmented to form a 3D contour segment-based shape model memory pool, which can be used to
recognize the direction and location of liver volume and then facilitate the detection initialization
followed by a fine snake segmentation using the CDSG.
Above is only a brief thought following an view angle of how can a shape-based memory pool
make the best use of training data to aid a fine contour segmentation.

8.4.2 Sliding movements between soft tissues and the penetration depth collision
As mentioned in section 8.3, the combination of sliding movement tracing and the penetration
depth collision detection into our current surgical simulator can be beneficial.
For sliding movement tracking, Figure_8.3A shows what our current simulator can do - a Loop
cutting effect can simulate tissue partially peeling off, then the new cutting surface points are
assigned surface property which prevent them from penetrating into each other. Applying friction
forces onto these contacting surfaces sounds very easy, however, its effects on the model quality
has to be studied, since it may affect the real-time response speed and its accuracy if not properly
set. The significant meaning of this research is not only to create a realistic ambience for the
operating field (e.g., cardiac motion, or respiration), but also to further simulate the sliding

28

Bootstrap learning scheme is a cyclical process of using new results to adapt the training data and thus
retrain for the test data.
29
Active shape models (ASMs) are statistical models of the shape of objects which iteratively deform to fit
to an example of the object in a new image. The shapes are constrained by the PDM (point distribution
model) Statistical Shape Model to vary only in ways seen in a training set of labelled examples. (Cooper
D.H., 1995)
30
A multiclass visual object recognition combines contour fragments into a cascaded sliding-window
classifier. A comparative location voting system (based on Chamfer distance matching) can then be utilized
to build a codebook of the contour fragments to construct the whole object big picture.
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A: Loop cutting effect simulating tissue partially peeling off; (upper right small image shows its
control points: fixed points are in red while the deformable are in brown)

B: The standard closest-feature approach shown in the first row caused non-plausible penetration
depth information in case of large penetrations. This caused artefacts in the collision response
scheme which were eliminated with the approach illustrated in the second row. (Heidelberger
2004)
Figure_8.3: Possible future works for soft-tissue deformation simulation
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movement upon the contacting surface between tumour and normal tissue 31. In some cases, the
blood vessels can also easily peeled off from its surrounding membrane, which is also preferred
to be studied ahead of the operation.
For the penetration control, Bruno Heidelberger (2004) presented a consistent penetration depth
estimation for deformable collision response, as illustrated in Figure_8.3B. Two colliding
deformable tubes are detected. The standard closest-feature approach shown in the first row
caused non-plausible penetration depth information in case of large penetrations. This caused
artefacts in the collision response scheme which were eliminated with the approach illustrated in
the second row. All points involved in this collision are also contributed in the depth calculation.
There are also many other papers or materials from literature can help start the future job. This
paragraph is only a preliminary analysis.

8.4.3 Building load distributed system
To better meet the clinical requirement of cost efficiency, simplifying the system to make it
capable of running on standard PCs, meanwhile, implementing a higher computational load for a
higher simulation accuracy (or to simulate more complicated models), a distributed system can be
handy with a workstation doing the computation and a standard PC as the user interface. Such a
system could even further speed up computation by balancing the load between many
workstations (making the central processing more focused and faster).
Jeremie Allard et al (2004) presented a middleware for large scale VR applications (specific for a
flow VR system), in which he designed a distributed VR simulation system with its functional
concept chart shown in Figure_8.4.
Many other related papers can be consulted if a distributed system is determined to be the
direction to proceed.
In short, while a specific application has been proposed in this thesis, further research is needed to
correctly handle all the factors involved in a complex environment. Thus a great deal of research
is required in this area. Without practice, theory seems always somewhat superficial, but
hopefully can be enriched and lead to a masterpiece.

31

Not all tumours are fully woven inside of the normal tissue. Many metastatic tumours are lodged on
normal tissue surface and then grow larger, changing the previous normal tissue surface to its own surface.
Thus, sliding movements are existing there.
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Figure_8.4: An example distributed VR simulation system functional concept chart. (Allard 2004)
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Appendix A:
Evaluation Measures Used by MICCAI2007
for Liver Volume Segmentation Competition
The score of each test case itself is the average of five scores, each also scaled from 0 to 100. The
five scores are obtained from five different evaluation measures:
Volumetric overlap. This is the number of voxels in the intersection of segmentation and

reference, divided by the number of voxels in the union of segmentation and reference. This value
is 1 for a perfect segmentation and has 0 as the lowest possible value, when there is no overlap at
all between segmentation and reference.
Relative absolute volume difference, in percent. The total volume of the segmentation is

divided by the total volume of the reference. From this number 1 is subtracted, the absolute value
is taken and the result is multiplied by 100. This value is 0 for a perfect segmentation and larger
than zero otherwise. Note that the perfect value of 0 can also be obtained for a non-perfect
segmentation, as long as the volume of that segmentation is equal to the volume of the reference.
Average symmetric absolute surface distance, in millimeters. The border voxels of

segmentation and reference are determined. These are defined as those voxels in the object that
have at least one neighbour (from the 26 nearest neighbours) that does not belong to the object.
For each voxel in these sets, the closest voxel in the other set is determined (using Euclidean
distance and real world distances, so taking into account the generally different resolutions in the
different scan directions). All these distances are stored, for border voxels from both reference
and segmentation. The average of all these distances gives the averages symmetric absolute
surface distance. This value is 0 for a perfect segmentation.
Symmetric RMS surface distance, in millimeters. This measure is similar to the previous

measure, but stores the squared distances between the two sets of border voxels. After averaging
the squared values, the root is extracted and gives the symmetric RMS surface distance. This
value is 0 for a perfect segmentation.
Maximum symmetric absolute surface distance, in millimeters. This measure is similar to the

previous two, but only the maximum of all voxel distances is taken instead of the average. This
value is 0 for a perfect segmentation.
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